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UNIT I

ZORBA THE GREEK

1. Objectives
At the end of this Uriit, you should be able to:

(i) beconle familiar with modern Greek fictional literature:
(ii) have an idea of Nikos Kazantzakis: and
(iii) appreciate his novel Zorba the Greek.

Let us begin with a brief survey of modern Greek fiction.

1.1 Modern Greek literature (fiction)- a brief introduction
The literature of modern Greece consists ul.ort entirely of

poetry. There is no major prose writer. To an educated Greek, po-

etry is a natural response to experience. However is few novelists
adorn modern Greek literature; one of them is Nikos Kazantzakis
Let us stud-Y something about him.

1.2 Nikos Kazantzakis: Life and Achievements

Nikos Kazantzakis (1883-1957) was a Greek novelist, poet,
dramatist and traveller. He.was born at Herakleion in Crete. He was

educated there and in Naxos. Later he studied at Athens (1902-06)
qn{ Paris ( 1907-09). He grew up amidst the bloody uprisings of the

Cretans against Ottoman rule and for a time, his family moved to
the island of Naxos whepe he attgnded a French school run by Catho-,
lic friars. He later studied law at-Athens. His fiyst writings included
numerous philosophical and litqlary essays, and tranplations of for-;
eign wor|6s, mostly French and German. He wrote plays travel books,
poerps and several novels. A res,tless man with an insatiable curios-l
ity and avidity for experience, f,e travelled widely and incessantly,
ip Europe; Asia and the Far East. His travel books,characterised by
a romantic and intuitive grasp,of people and landscapes, are no-.

table. The philosophers BERGSON and NIETZSCHE were early
influences, and religious problems always held a fascination for
hirn . His intellectual explorations were equ4lly wide; besides
Bergson and Nietzsche they include Darwin, Dante (whose Diuine
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Comedy he translateci very sensitively into Greek), Cervantes,
Homer, Karl Marx, Lenin, Christianity, Buddhism'etc.

Though he has claims to l-,s treated primarily as a poet, it.is in
his prose that Kazantzakis might live, for a whilp !et. His work is

undoubtedly 'magnificent', but he meant it to be so; his grandiosity
.vitiates it. It is not his confusion between Bergsonian vitalism and

Nietzschean despair that causes suspicion, for that is a familiar
enough conflict in our century; but it is his restless pretensions to a

greatness that his writings never earn. His monumental epic 'The

Odyssey (tr. 1959) consisting of 33,333 lines takes up the story,

though transferring it to modern times, where Homer left off. Un-
fortunately,Kazantzakis misjudged his age, and tried to ac.hieve a

sort of greatness that it could not accommodate. But he was a noble

mirrded man, who moved excitedly from influence to influence ab-

sorbing the nature of virtually every major teaching rL: world has

known.
Kazantzakis's major novels, written after the II world War,

and later in life, attained international fame. They are marked by a

flamboyance in the treatment of heroes and situations and a great

but uncontrolled energy. They have been widely translated and

successful.too. He is of course famous for the crude, near Kitsch
(pretentious, vulgar) but vital and evocative novels of his later life:
Zorba The Greek (1946, tr. 1952) which was tunled into a populal
film Christ Reci:utcified liOS+;, rhe Lifi and M'anners of Alexis

Zorbas, The Last Temptation and so on. Anafora Ston Greco was a

posthumous autobiographical novel.
^ , Kazankzakir .-p"* ;h-" lu* i."uO",of his'life in Antibes. Ile

,l
died in Germany on the way back from a journey to China of leuke-

mia, a month after he lost the Nobel Prize to Albert Camus by one

vote. He was a fierce fighter all his life for the demotic (colloquial,

vtrlgar) and his undoubtedly profound vulgarity is to some extent

compensated by his vigour. Kazantzakis is a writer who must be

taken or left. He could not offer anything substantial to explain his

tragic optimism and was in reality l second rate thinkei. He has no

depth; the central ideology of all his work, that matter must be trans-
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formed continuously into ,pi.lt i, meaningress in the face of the
sheer physical gusto of his novels. (Martin Seymour Smith)

Let tx pass or to a critical summary of the novel.

1.3. Critical Summary otZorbaThe Greek
Zorba the Greek is set in Crete, a Greek island on the Medi-

terranean, in the present times. The main characters who people the
novel are as foHOws:

(1) ZORBA

(11) THE NARRATOR:

(iii)MADAME HORTENSE
(市)STAVRIDAKI

a Greek miner, a man of great
physical vigour and lusty appetites.
Called Boss Zorba's employer and
friend.
an ageing courtesan.
the narrator's close friend.
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sure, even something of love. In her youth she had been the mis-
tress of admirals and princes and a good many other rich men be-
sides. She is about to invest her old age in the repentant contempla-
tion of her past when Zorba arrives to bring her back to life. He
proves that even though they are at the end of their colourful life-
spans, there is a great deal of life left in both of them. Zorba anc!
Madame Hortense set up a menage a deux (an artificial household)
and the narrator to whose age such attachments are more natural,
becomes the amused witness of their late passion.

As for the narrator himself, he is deeply stirred, but not by
love. The idea of love has the power to move him, as does the sight
of birds, the memory of lines of Dante, the thoughts of his platonic
attachment to a departed friend. But he shrinks from real physical
attachment; it is only with an effort that he brings himself to under-
stand why Zorbadelights in eating and drinking too much. He sings
the praises of Dante on the island of Crete, surely a case of doing
the right thing at the wrong time. For, the island of Crete is a fertile
island in the symbolic relation of Kazantzakis. The island is a place
where vines grow in abundance. Wines flow easily, it is likened to
blood, and drinking wine is compared to a feast of cannibals, (sav-
ages). The island is a place of olives and gtrain, growing lushly (very
well) out of the earth under hot Libyan winds. And it is pre-emi-
nently a place of passion whose rulers are the young woman of the
countryside. All of these, the Narrator tries desperately to avoid
until he undergoes a ceremonial baptism in all of them.

He is first awakened to life by the musings of Madame
Hortense who revels in her immoral but fascinating stories about
the motives that make men both sinful and magnificent, Her rhap-
sodies (enthusiastic accounts) over her past. lovers seem at first
merely amusing - she goes on forever over their curly, silky, dark
perfumed beards - until the Narrator becomes aware of the power
of life behind her experiences. He realises that what has kept her
life alive, indeed what has redeemed the nature of her life is her
capacity to take the deepest pleasure from the memory of love. And

The story of zorba the Greek is that of life against death. The
central figure is zorba, a miner of about sixty who refuses to let
age and approaching death keep him from the celebration ofbeing
alive. Zorba is employed by a man who is an intellectual in spite of
himself, a man bound to the contemplation of books and landscapes,
and cut off from the traditional snares of wine, womeh and song.
Zorba The Greek is about the conversion of this man; it is the story
of the passion for life raised by the old man in the spirit of the
younger. These are the circumstances of the narrativeiThe Narra-
tor whose entire life has been bound up with the rather sterile wor-
ship of ideas, decides to go into business on the island of crete. To
this purpose, he rents a strip of land, assembles equipment, and
forms a mining company. To supervise the miners, he brings with
him Zorba, a man of immense physical presence and correspond_
ing physical appetites. The Narrator is reserved, intellectual, intro-
spective. zorba is barbarous (uncivilized) and noisy, a lover of wine
and a chaser of women. Their encounters and misadventures on the
island of Crete form the substance of the book.

Upon their arrival on Crete, the two men find an ageing woman
cast ashore by whatever fates determine the careers of broken down
courtesans. She is a woman who has known a great ideal of plea-
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he sees this same capapity operating inZorbawho refuses to let his

age stpnd between him and life. It is the great failing of Zorba, and

perhaps his strength, as he admits, that the older he grbws the less

he is able to control his desires.

Gra'dually, the-story of Zorba.s life comes. ottt. He J-ras been

married and he has beeh free. He has been at times a father and a

lover, a i-ran of property'and a bbggar. Yet he is perhaps, bydefini-
tion, a man who is completely fre-e, When he likes something, he

stays with it; when he grows tired, he moves on to some othQr ex-

perience. He does so not out of a'decadent sense of pleasure but

because he i5 corvincdd hat this is the way of all living things.

Zorba, in short is an animal and he is astute (clevei) enough to
recognise this fact and not to wish he were something 6lse. He lives
without ordinary morals, becagse that is his nature. Gradually, the
narrator comes to re."alize that his simple and-primitive qxistenie
holds the key to a real truih for whenever he attempts to.argue with'
Zorba the issue is reduced to'realities and he loses. Hunger, Zoiba
shows him, can,only.be appegsed (satisfied) by eating , ev6n if the

food belongs to someone else. Women, Zorba explains, can only
be understood by their use and their desires, even if they are mar-

ried to somebody else. The cardinal sin, in fact is to d'isappoint a

woman who is ready for love, for this denies the whole purpose of
her creation

. This theology may be too primitive for the mainland but it is
appropriate to.Crete. The Gods have abandoned Cre.te. and their
repfesentatives, the monks in the monastery nearby, encollrage no

faith in their beliefs. When the Narrator irpproaches them to con-

front the earthiness ol' Zorba with disinierested wisdom, he frrrds

that they too have their fierce appetites, their depravities,.and thcir
moral ugliness. Zorbrr. he begins to scc. is more true to the fot'ees

that really rule this sa\ ege island. Tlrcy are the forces ol t'ertility.
and Zorba is one of the last of Greek clernigods of natuie. He is a

passionate dancer, ancl player on the r;tlinged son,turi, and whctt he

finds lan-eua-ee inexprcssivc. which is <rften he sirnply leaps to lris
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feet and dances until he reaches a state of frenzy and exhattstion.

In all of his excesses, he is like some natural force. Kazantzakis is

evidently comparing him to the magnifjcent Nature-gods of Greek

mythology. The fact that he is old and approaching death is signifi-
cant, for the author intiqrates that he is last of such gods.

In this long and lyrical book, there is not a great deal of ac-

tion to accompany.the reflections of the Narrator what there is, how-

ever makes up in intensity what it lacks in volume. The Narrator

finally succumbs to the nature-worship of Zorba, and however re-

Iuctantly, he arrives at the. bed of the wom'an for'whom he is des-

tined. Cre.te, f owever, is not the kind of place to let matters end in

so ratienal a way. In a terrible scene ushered in by a celebration

and dancinB, she is cornered by an angry mob of jealous women'

They incite their men to attack her. In the presence of Zorba and

his.friend, she is pinioned in a re-enactment of some ancient sacri-

fice and beheaded. With a special touch. of irony, her head is thrown

on to the steps of the Church !

" It is the adventofdeath that brings another kind ofenlighten-
ment to the Narrator. He realises that he is in the midst'of a kind of
life that is nowhere described in books, not bven in Dante. He has

accepted the orgiastic celebration of life and now this ritual me-

dium brings him to understand the omnipresence of death. It is this

which cbmpletes his vision of death. YetZorbaThe Greek does not

end here; for it is in the nature of Zorba scarcely to end at all. He

leaves the island, and as the Narrator later hears, travels through

the countries of the Balkans leaving behind him a swath or collec-

tion of empty bottles and rejoicing women. Finally in his seven-

ties, he marries a magnificent young Serbiiin woman, fathers her

child and dies even while protesting his sickness.

Throughout Zorba The Greek, Kazantzakis' concelltrates on

the Ianguage of abundance. He describes the things of the earth -

wine, oil, and bodies of beautiful women - with a passion and an

accllracy that is all to often lacking in the denatured realism of the

predent. He deals with ideas, but only as they become concrete and
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specific in action. His accomplishment is to have to made l,ctrbu
The Greek a litting strlrcture for the symboric wei-eht it carries.
1.4Zorba the Greek: An Overall Estimate

Zorbo'[hc Greek is a diff-erent type or novel. It is an iilustra-
tion of Art for Art's sctke. The moral code ol the titular character is
rather unconventionar. He cloes anything and everything that is
conducive to his personarjoy. He is rittre concerned about others.
His attitude to food wine and women is the same- they are ail meant
to be consumed. Zorba symbolies the Epicurean philosophy: ,,Eut

drink and be merry toclay,.for tomorrow we clie,, The ptrlioropt y
seems to work weil with him, for to the end, he drinks rife to the
lees (last drops). His motto is Carpe Dient that is, ',seize the clay,,.
That is the secret of his vitality and lust for life.

zorba is portrayed in better right by being contrasted with
the narrator on the one had and the monks on the other. The former
dares not taste life; he does not know the rneaning of love or sex or
a fast life till he is initiated by Zorba. The monks lead a life of
moral depravity, hardly encouraging to the narrator who approaches
them for counsel and consoration. what the noverist rries to strow
is that it is not easy for man to contror his appctite-physical or sexnar.
He implies that it is better to be an open animal-like character as
Zorba, than be a hypocrite like the monks who arc veritablv im-
moral fellows in priestly robe.

The novel is a poetic mosaic. written in rich poetic pr.se it
is a, eff,sion of senrirnents ancl the rich pray irnalinatior. The
langua-re is hi-ehly nr*aphoric. Symbols ancl nrorifs acld to the rich_
ness of the langua-rle. The characters arc typcs, Zorbaremincls one
o1' Browning's drarnatir: rnonorogu e Fru Lipp, Lippic'. In corclu-
sion in its own wav. thc novel is art afl'irrnation of life.

Srucl.t' M ute riul ltre lttr ratl bv
I'ROI... !"U]VIA, [I..\, NIPHII-,
Departrncnt ol' English.
Mercy Collcs.c.
Palak k ircl.

UNIT ONE

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS & ANSWERS .

1.0 Objectives

At the end of this Urrrr, yoLr shoulcl be able to:
attempt Objectit,e Tltpe euestibns, successfully

1.1 lntroduction
Belore yo, go thro,gh this Urrrr, please read all thc other

u,its, and becorrle fainiliar with the authors, the novels the plots
irnd characters pertaining to each and so on. Tlren you wili be ablc
to answer the Ob.jcc.tive Type euestiorts easily.

Saayet!rtt )

2. The cotintry to which"bervantes belongecl ---- (Spctirt)
3. The village tci which Don euxote beronged ----[Ltt ManchaJ
4. what was one of the stra.ngest fancies that enterecl the head

of Don Q liXOte?  ′ lTo become a knight -errantl
,5. The imag, lry lady whom Don euixote was in love with -=--

1.2. Don Quixote : Cervantes

-l . Ftrll name of Cervantes is ----

fDulcinea t .'/ Toboso)
Name of Q ote's horse ----
Don Quixo.tt squire ----

attacking'i ---
L). Who is Frest(rr
10. Who has swo,

helmet? ----

(Miguel de Cervantes '

６

７

８ what did Qu 'te ima'gine ro be monstrous giants and startec.l

{Rozinantel
lSancho Panzaf

L-10 or 40 witdrnills)

l, 
r r, o r v e r q e a,r c e . 

" 
f : :,."Ji ; :' Jt^;n: : i :;j,
lMarquis of Muntrrul

I l. Name of Sar ttt, r .za's ass - fDttpple]
12. original nur- e ol'[)6,, euxote - -- lAlonztt eLtixt,ttfl
13. The types ol nr,rrr' I ,'rr euixote reacl in plenty _[Rornctttt.e.s

ttJ' ('ltivulrt.l
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14. Name of the priest in Quixote's village ---- fPeclro Perez,f

15. Name of the barber in Quixote's village ---- lNir:holas)
16. What did Saricho Panza hope to become ----fGoventor of an

isle)
17. The place where Quixote encountered the windmills ----

lMonriell
18. What did Quixote mistake for Mambrino's golden helmet? '

fThe poor barber's bowll
19. What did the puppeteer (in Don Quixore) have? lA clivining

apel
How long did Sancho govern his isle? IA week]

The knight who challenged Don Quixote to a combat at

_ l0

What poison did Emra consume? lArsenicl

The legacy left by Crt.r ies Bovary for his orphaned daughter

lTwelve francsl

WhatdidCharlesBovaryreplywhentheteaclreraskedhim

０

１

３

４

５

20.

３

４

５

２

２

２

１

　
２

２

　
２

23.

27.

12.

16.

19.

his name? ----
Charles BovarY studied ----

before they left for Yonville? ----

Name of 'Emma's daughter ----

lCharbovary)' 
lMedicinel

fTostes)

lBerthe)

Farmer Raoult (Emmas' father) lived in ---- lLes Bertaux)

The dry goods merchant who lent large sums of money to

Emma - tLheureux)

Where was Charles Bovary living, and practicing as a doctor

０

１

２

２

as "long-legged"

1.3. Madame Bovary : Gustave Flaubert

lThe knight of The White Moon)

lSancho Panzal

The boy whose clubfoot Charles Bovary tried to set right un-

successfully ---- lHiltPoltte)

Who amputated Hippolyte's leg? ---- lMonsieur Canivet'

M.D.)
Hippolyte developed - after the operation on his clubfoot ---

- lGangrenel
The errand boy at Monsieur Homais' pharmacy ---- lJustin)

The place in Homais's pharmacy where the deadly poison Ar-

senic,was kept ---- lChaPhanauml

The paper in which Monsieur Homais gave Emma's obituary

fRouen Beac:onf

The tittle/honour that Monsieur Homais won following

' 
Barcelona?

７

　

８

22. The bachelor knight who defeated Don Quixote '---fSamson

Carrascoj
Don Quixote is a ---- novel fPicaresque)
Who burnt Don Quixotes bookVlibrary? lHis housekeeperf

is the rustic companion of Don Quixote who is described

l. The country to whicir Flaubert belonged ---- lFrance)
2. Charles Bovary was called to attend to M. Raoult's ----[Bro-

ken leg)

3. Where did Emma have her early education? llrc a French

cottventf
4. Charles Bovary's first wife ---- lHeloisel
5. Charles Bovary had married Heloise for her - W)rtLtnel
6. Emma's child was born in ---- fYonville)
7. The law clerk who was initially attracted to Emma - [Leon

Dupuisl
8. The town chemist at Yonville ---- lMonsieur Homuis)
9. A stranger who soon became Emma's passion --"fRotlolphe

Boulangerf

Charles BovarY's death ---- lLegion of Honourf

25. Subtitle of the novel Madame Bovary ---- lProvirtciul Mor-

alsl
26. The two lovers of Emma Bovary ---- lLeon Duptris ttnd

Rodolphe)
TitleforMatlameBovarysuggestedbytheProsecution--.-
lHistorv oJ'the Aclulteries of A Provirtcial w'ife)

The 3 defendants in the Trial of Madume Bovarv ----

lFlaubert, the author of the book; Pit'hat' who accepted it'

Pillet, who printetl itl

24.

28.
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1 .4 Nana : Emile Zola
l. The country to which Emile Zola belonged ---_
2. Nana is one of Emile Zola's ---- series of novels.

ML:ctluurtl
, 3. The reien of---- forms the background of Nana. lNapolcon

["The Franco - prussiatt 1"i,, * ,*o hus begun,,)
22. The journalist referred to as Nana,s sweetheart -___

lDag ue ne t)
23. The theatrical reviewer of a paris paper, who is attracted to

(Frtutt e )

lRou gnrt

iltl
4. The play in which Nana makes

Venusl

5. The crooked but very rich banker who is one of Nana,s lovers
---- lSte ine rl

6. Name of the theatre where Nana makes her debut ---- [Vari,
ett Theatre)

7. The Blonde Venus is a vulgar travesty of ---- lThe Olympian
Godsl

8. ---- exclaimed on seeing Nana, ,,She is Stunning,, ',[Gutrgel
9. Nana's son ---- fl.,ouisl10. Nana's son Louis suffers from ---- fScntfuLa]
I I . The country place that Steiner buys for Nana ---- lLa Mignotte\
12. Home of Madam Hugon, George and philippe ,-__ [Les

F ond ette sf
13. Thc scurrilous (cheap) article written about Nana by Fauchery

---- [The Golden Flyl
14. The actor with whom Nana lived for some time -_--

lF,n1onl
Count Muffat's wife ---- fCountess Sabinc)
Danghter of Count Muffat and Sabine ---- lEstelle)
The most persistent of Nana's lovers ---- [Count Mulfar]
The Count who burnt hirnself to dcath in his stable following
heavy ioss through betting ---- lCount cle Vttnerrvares)
CcrLrntNluff:rt's'father-in-iaw ---- [Manluis cla Chouurd]
Philippe Hugon was imprisoned for ---- fstealing u rm:
firtrl s l

21. The Frcnch hattlecr! with which the novel Nana encls __--

Nana's aunt who looks after her son Louis ---- lMadame
Lerat)

26. Daguenet noticed the same mark on the left cheeks of --__
and ----
fCountess Sabhe. Nana)

21 . Philippe Hugon rvas a----in the army ---- llieutenanrl28. About whom did Daguenet remark to Fauchery, ',A pretty
broom stick to shove into a fellow,s lrnrs',_? ____ lEstelle)29. Daguent married Estelle for her ---- [Dowrv)30. The proprietor of 'The Blonde Venus,troop ---- fBor<)enuvel

3 I . Nana's pet name for George Hugon ---- lZiz.i)32. The paper in which the article The golden Fly appeared _-

lFigaro)
33. The slut (cheap, immoral woman) with whom Nana associ-

ated from time to time - [.Scrin]
34. The role Nana insisted on playing in the play',Little Duch_

ess" ----
lThe grand Duchess Hele ne)

35. Where did Nana die?

1.5 Anna Karenina : Leo Tolstoy
I . Complete name of Tolstoy ---- fCotrrrr Leo Nikoleyawit.h

Tt t lst tvl
2. The country to which Tolstoy belonged ---- [Ra.rsia]3. Son ofAnna and Karenin ---- [Ser.rvrr/ia /Serlql)],l A n na's lovcr ---. [Vrontktl
-5. DaLrghter of Anna and Vronsky---- fArury]6. Anna's brorht:r ---- lsrcltun Ol.slrtnsktl

her debut ---- lThe Blontle

４

　
５

う
乙
　
つ
４

Cou nters Sabine ----
Nana's maid ----

lMonsieur Fau< he ry)
[Zoe)

lAt t lte Grun(l Hotcllt5.
16.

17.

t8.

19.

20.
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7. Kitty is Dolly's ---- fYounger .si.sterl
8. Anna Karenina's house was in ---- fSt. PetersbLlryl
9. The central therre 6f'Anna Karenina ---- lAdultervl
10. The happy cor.rple in Anna Karenina ---- [Kitt,*-Levinl
I I. The unhappy couple in Anna Karenina ---- fAnna-Alexi)
12. Son of Kitty--=-Levin ---- Dmitri (Mitva)
13. Anna died by ---- ljuntping in front o.f a ruruting trainl
14. Vronsky's mother's place was ---- [Niini)
15. Konstantine Levin belonged to an old----family lMuscovitef
16. The character in Anna Karenina who may be regarded as

t4

lG rttsltatrku)
4. Milieu (buckgrourtzl) of the novel 'BrothersKaramazov ----

5. , The saintly
' Zossima)

ol d p ri est in' B ro t h e r s - r:::Z' ::r''' :: :'r'; * ;),

6. The loyal servant in the Fyodor household ----

7. The young girl who attracts both Dmitri and

IKaterina Ivanovna)
8. The mtrrdet-er/parricide of Fyodor ---- lSntertlvuktv)
9. I Place to which Drnitri is exiled for 20 years'hard labor'rr ----

lSiberial
10. Alyosha in Brothers Kzrramazov is al.;o called ---- lAlexeil
I l. The instrument used by Drnitri to hurt Grigory --'- lPestla)
12. Amount stolen tiy Smerdyakov ---- 13000 roubles)

13. The allegory in Brothers Karamazov ----lThe Grand Inquisi-
tor f

14.' The germinal idea /central idea of Brolhers Karamazov --'-
lparricidel

l5i Character catled "waiter" by Fyodor ---- lsofia lvanovnct)

16. Dmitri's mother ii the novel Brothers Karamazov --'-

IMitva)
l7 . The charact er in Brothers Kqramazov referred to as 'Stinky' -

fSmerdyakov)
Grigory's wi{e in Brothers Karamazov -"- [νθr/レ ]

The bharacter iq"Brothers Karamaz<tv" refened to as 'man-

eater' ---- lGrushenkul
20: The lady from whom Dmitri misappropriated 3000 roubles -

lKut c rinul
21t First wife of Fyodor Pavlovich Karamazov ---- [Adeluitlu

Ilunovna Miusovl
Srnerdyakov is the illegitimate son of Fyodor Karamaz-ov by

lGrigorv)
Ivan ----

Tolstoy'S mouthpiece ----
Anna first met Count Vronsky in ----

fKonstantine Levin)

lMoscowl

19.

７

　

８

25.

Though Kitty and Levin loved each other it was their----which
kept thern apart. fPride)
Fearing public scandal, Kaienin refused to give his wife a --
-- ltliv<trcaf

20. Anna went with Vronsky an{ their [aby to ---- llraly)
21. After Anna's death, Vronsky joined the ---- larmyl
22. ' Full name of Karenin ---- lAlexei Alexandrovich Krtreninl
22. Alexei is a ---- ,, fdilreaucrat in ilte Czarist government)
23. Ste$an Oblonsky is commonly called -.-- [Sriva]
24. After the accident at the race-course, Vronsky's mare had to

be ----

[shot]
'Vronsky's mother'wanted him to marry --'-- fPrincess
Sarokine)
Thb two inen whose lives Anna ruined ---- fAle.rei Karenin,
Vroltsky)

1.6 Brother Karam4zov: Dostoevsky
l. The country to which Dostoevsky belonged ---- [Rassia]
2. The names of thd Kardmazov brothers ---- ' lvan, Dmitri,

(Mina)Atvoshu (Alexei) (and Smerdyakov, their step brother,ll
3. The youhg Woman loved by Fyodor and Dmitri ----

L
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fLiyn,etu]
23. Katerina in Brothers Karamazov calls Grr.rshenka a ---- [ri-

gres.rl

24. The character in Brothers Karamazov who symbolises Holy
Rirssia of Orthodor Christianity ---- Ale.rei (Aly6po,

25. Mother of Alexei (Alyosha) and second wife of Fyodor ----
lSo.fia Ivanovno)

26. Type of plot of 'Brothers Karamazov ---- llntpressiottistic re-
alisntl

1.7 The Trial : Franz Kafka
l. ----is the lawyer in The Tria{ lHuldl
2. Joseph K, worked in a ---- [bank]
3. The executor of Kafka's will ---- lBrodl
4. The protagonist of 'The Trial' ---- lJoseph K.l
5. Kafka belonged to ---- lPrague, the part of the Austro - Hun-

garian Ernpirel
6. Kafka wrote in----language ---- fGerman)
7. Joseph K's landlady ---- lFrau Grubarch)
B. Nurse and house keeper of Huld the lawyer ---- lLenil
9. The court pointer who offers to help Joseph K ---- lTilro

velli) |

10. Fraulein Burstner is a niece of ---- lFrctu Grubctch)
I l. Fraulein Burstner works as a ---- ftt,pist]
12. 3 possibilities of Joseph K's trial ---- LA cle.finita at.quinul. et

p rov i s iort a I uc t1 u it I u I ; art i ntl ef in i t e p o s t 1t o tte nt e nt l
13. The last chapter of 'The Trial' is set on the eve of ---- Uo-

seph K's 3 lst birthtluyl
14. How does Joseph K die? lHe is stubbed in the he,urt/exec'Ltted

bt lwo ttretr.l
l-5. Joseph K clies like a ---- kt,,g)
16. In 'The Trial', the Inspector uses ---- ro()rl. ll:rturlcirt

Bursttrer's] t

l6

11. The type of plot of 'The Trial' ---- lfunrosl,l
18. Joseph K was arr0sted or1 ---- lhis 30th birthda,-)
19. Joseph K apologized to Fraulein Burstner for ----[using her

rooml.
20. Joseph K was n ---- in a bank. ffunior mana-eer]
21. Joseph K hired an advocate, gpon his ----'s advice. lunt:le's)
22. The addrqss of the place of interrogation of Joseph K's trial -

LA lurge wure house)

1.8 Siddartha : Herman Hesse

l. The country to which Hermann Hesse belonged ---- lGer-
munyl

2. The wandering ascetics are called ---- lSantetnas)
3. The character in Siddhartha referred to as "The Illustrious

One" ---- tGotatna or The Buclclhal
4. ---- robbecl Siclclhartha of his friend Govinda ---- [The Bud-

d ha)

5. After parting from Siddhartha, Govinda decidecl ro become -

6. The woman /conrtesan who taught Siddhartha the art of love-
making ---- lKamalal

1. ----is called a game for children in Siddhartha. fsomsorol
8. "Om" means ---- l"The Perfect One" or Perfection)
g. Name of the ferryman who takes Sicldhartha across the river -

lVtsutlevuf
10. Kamala dies of ---- lu srruke-bire)
I l. The merchant for whom Siddhartha worked ----

{K(ltna.svt,0tnil
12. Siddhartha learnt most frorn----and ---- [Tha river urrtl

Vd.\u(lcrdl
13. The person who tirught Sidclhartha thc art ol'nttrking ntoncy -
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t Kamasv,crntif

' 14. The town where Gotama was well known ---- fSuvuthi)
15. The garden where the Illustrious One so journed or stayed --

f,Anut h ap irttl ika in J etav ann)
16. The father of Kamala's son ---- lSidtlharthul
17. 3 things Siddhartha told Kamala that he could do ---- fl can

think, I cun vvuit, I can fastl
18. When Siddartha first approached Kamala, he was a ----

tSamanaf
. 19. Kamala described ---- as "the best lover that I have had"

lSidclharrha)
20. The central metaphor in Siddhartha ---- fRiver)

. 21. Siddhartha regarded Gotama as a great man in ---- and ----
lhis deeds and lif'el

22. The suc'cessor of Vasudeva as ferryman ---- [siddhartha]
23. Siddhartha remembered lines from the ---- Upanishad

IChantlogva)
24. Because of Vasudeva and the river, ---- comes to Siddhartha

at last lSelJ'-real'zation)
25.. Sidclh.rrrtha learnt that wisdom was not ---- fcommunicable)

1.9 The Magic Mountain : Thomas Mann

L The country to which Thomas Mann belonged ---- [Ger-
manv)

2. Name of the sanatorium in The Magic Mountuin ---- finrer-
nctt ional S crrt.ctto r i u nt B e rg hofhi g h. l

3. In The Mugic Mountcrin, the narne of the Jew who is a con-
verted Jesuit ---- . lNaphrha)

4. International Sanatorium Berghofhigh is in ---- fDuvos, ,Sn'it-

ze rlancl)

-5. Hans Castorp is suff ering from the disease --- lTuberculosi.s,
(r.8.))

6. The Russian lady who rejects [{ans Castorp's love ----

Iti

ICluvtliu CaLrchat.]

7 . ln Thc Magic Mottntqin, ---- is a heclonistic planter from Jirva'

and is a Dutchman lMyn.heer Peeperkrtnt)

8. Naphtha dies by ---- lshooting himselJ' in the duel with

Mvnheer Peeperkontl
9. Hans Castorp's best friend at Davos ---- lSetterubrinil
10. Period of time Hans Castorp intended to stay at Davos ---- tj

weeks)

I l. Period of time Hans Castorp actually stayed at Davos ---- 13

fairy tale yearsl

12. The German composer who influenced Mann's novel The

Magic Mountain ---- tWagnerf
13. Hans Castorp's cousin at Davos ---- IJoachin Ziemessen)

14. The club of the T.B. patients at Davos ---- lThe Half Lung

Club)
15. Name given by Settembrini for the patients at Davos ----

fHorizontallersl
16. The magic number which crops up repeatedly in The Magic

Mountain ---- tSevenf

17. The world below the magic mountain is called ----

IFlarland)
18. The first chapter of The Magic Mountain is called -----

IArrival]
19. The magic mountain symbolises ---- fthe sick world of Eu-

ropel
20. By profession, Joachin Ziemessen is a ---- lsoltlier)
21. The psychoanalyst at Davos sanatorium is ---- lDr.

Krowkowskif
22. By profession, Hans Castorp is ---- fan engineer)

23. In the chapter entitled 'Snow', Hans Castorp dreams of ----

lhumutritt'l
24. The chapter in which Hans Castorp prepares to declare his

passion lor Clavdia Cauchat ---- fWulpurgis Ni,qht)
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Zorba The Greek : Nikos Kdzantzakis

The country to whiclr Kazantzakis helongs -.-- fGree<:el
Locale (setting) of Zorbu Thc Greek lCrete, qtt isluncl in the
M etliteraneun)

3. ---- is the narrator of Zorbo The Greek----[ Bos.r'Zrtrbo's em-
ployer and friend)

4. The ageing courtesan in Zorba The Greek ---- lMarlame
Horte nsel

5. Musical instrument played by Zorba ---- fsarLturi)
6. In his sbventies, Zorba marries ---- lA young Serbian lady)
7. ---- is the close friend of the narrator of Zorba The Greek.

By professi on Zorba is a ----
IStavridaki]

lminer)
The narrator of Zorba The Greek forms a ---- on the island of
Crete. Irnining company)

10. Age of Zorba when the novel opens ---- lAbout sixty years)
I L A poet whos€ praises the Narrator of Zorba The Greek keeps

singing on the island of Crete ---- IDantel
12. ---- grow in abundance on the island of Crete [Vinesl
13. The central.theme of Zorba The Greek --- fCelebration of

the victory oJ life over oltl age ancl deathl
Kazantzakis-portrays Zorba as one of the last ---- of Nature

ldemigodsl
The woman for whom the Narrator of Zorba The Greek is
destined is at last ---- fbeheacler])
In Zorba The Greek, the beheaded woman's head is ----
fthrown onto the steps of the churchl
The ritiral murder of the woman makes the Narrator of Zorbu
The Greek understand ---- lthe omnipresence o.l deuthl
After Ieaving Crete, Zorba travels thror"rgh the countries of
the ----

I Bul kan sl
How does Zorl'ta die "! lHe tlies u,hile proresting his sir./.rrr,.rs;
clies surltlenlv qntl nuturullyl

)

20

20. Tlre language of Zorba The Greek tnay be described as the
language of ---- lAbundance ; plen1); ric:hness)

1.11 Growth of The Soil : Knut Hamson
l. The defornLity of lnger ---- IA hare-lipl
2. Inger's rich r.rncle ---- lUncle Sivert)
3. Name of Inger's cow ---- [Goldenhorns)
4. Goldenhorns originally belonged to ---- [Oline's son]
5. The medicine given by Isak to Inger when she was pregnant -

C

lNaphrhol
6. Name suggested by Inger for Goldenhorns's calf ----

lSilverhorns)
7. A distant female relation of Inger who occasionally came

across the hills to visit Isak and lnger ---- IOline)
8. The first man to becom.e a settler on the no-mans's land and

till the soil ---- Llsakl
Isak'scharacteristicexclamation---- fEyah,Herregutl'l
The eldest son of Isak and lnger ---- IEleseus)
What did the Lapp Os-Anders show Inger a little before she

delivered her daughter? IA hctrel
12. Inger blindly believed that she had been born with a hare-lip

because ----[her mother had seen a hare before rhe delivery]
13. The sheriff s officer in charge of a small district in Norway is

caHed ―――― lLensmandl
14. The Lensmand who is a strange friend of Isak and Inger ----

lGiessle rl
1,5. Lensnrand Giessler's assistant ----- lBretle Olsenl
16. The name of Iska's land ---- fSellunruuf
11. The name Sellanraa for Iska's land was suuggested by -----

lLensntuncl Giessler)
lB. In Norway, Amtmatnd means ---- lGoventor o.f'u r.ountrvf
19. Giessler's sllccessor as Lensmand ---- lHeyertluhl)
24. Inger was scnt to prison because ---- IShe killetl hcr rtcyr-born
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2l . The mysterious and powerful friend of Isak and Inger is ----
I Le tr sntu n tl G i e s.i t a rl

22. Nils is ---- a son of tOlinel
23. Inger was sentenced to prison for ---- years. [Eighr]
24. Due to Giessler's intervention, Inger's prison term was reduced

to ----.vears. lFive)
Name of Inger's daughter born in prison ---- lLeopold.ine)
Name of Brede Olden's land ---- [B″ :ごαわ′′た]

Thc gover■ or's giftto lnger,upon her release from the prison    13.

fA prayer bodkl
28. The place from where Inger had acquired a'll her knowledge

and artistic skiHs―――― . tTrondhjem)
29. Two characters in Growth of The Soil who are charged with

infanticide ---- llng,er Bar.brol
30. The metal whose ore was found in plenty in Isak's land ----

lCopperl
3l . Eleseus left for ---- and never came back lAmericaf
32. The servant girl in-the Sellanraa household ---- fJensinel
33. The young workman with whom Inger was passionately in

love ---- fGustaf, ihe Swedel

1.12 The Stranger : Albert Camus

l. The country to which Albert Camus belonged ---- fAlgeriu)
2. The philosophy associated with Camus ---- lE.ristentiuli.yrrt,

Absurtl, Atheisttt)
3. Camus wrote his novels in the ---- lan-eua_ee [French)
4. Thc central character and narrator of Tlte Strunger ----

IMetrr.rurtlt ]
-5. By profession. Mcursault is ----[rrn ortlinqrt,, low,- ltuitl clerk)
6. Meursault's ntislress is ---- lMuriu Curtkttru)
7. The clwrrcr of thc restallrant whe re Meursault usrrallv hirs his

food from ---- ICeleste]
8. The pimp in The Stranger, who paves the way for Meursault's

destruction ---- lRuvmond)
9. I The inmate of the home for the aged who fell in love with

つ
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Meursault's mother ----
Salamano own a ----having skin disease

ln The Outsider ---- kills the Arab.

Iperez.)
[dos]

fMeursaultl
25.
26.
27.

Mersault's mother died in ---- lthe Home for Aged Persons at
Marengot
Meursault astonishes the porter at the Home for Aged Per-

sons by saying that ----[he does not w'ant to see his mother's
'body)

14. The motiveless crime that Meursault commits ---- IHe kills
the Arab)

15. The character in The Outsider addressed as Anti Christ ----

lMeursaultl
16. The punishment given to Meursault tbr killing the Arab ----

lHe was to be clecapitated (beheatled) in srtme public placef

17. Maria was not allowed to see Meursault in prison because --

lShe was not his wife)
18. 2 English titles of Albert Camus's novel L'Etronger ----lThe

O utsicler The St range rf

1 .13 Doctor Zhivago : Boris Pasternak

l. The country tb which Boris Pasternak belonged ----[Rus.rrrr]

2. The older Zhivago died by ----lle eqitrg.f'ront a ntrtt,ing truin)
3. The unscrupulous lawyer in Doctor Zhivago ----' 

lViktor Kontarot,skv)
4. Seducer or betrayer of Lara ---- fKctnturovsktl
-5. The career chosen by Yuri Zhivago ---- lMetlit itrcl
6. Yuri Zhivago's first wife ---- l'lltriu)
1. Ytrri Zhivago's stl'oltgcst ptssion ---- lLurul
8. 'I'hc'young girl Yuri Zhivagtt marries later in lif'e ---- lMu-
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rirtrt)
g. Conrrade Pasha Antipov clies by ---- fcorttrnitring ,,,iridt"110. The character in Doctor Zhivago knciwn as ,strernikov, or.

'The Shooter' ---- [pasha Antipov)
I I. Yuri Zhivago's half-brorher ____ 

I fnr;.qrri-12. Number of poems appended to Doctor Zhivctgo ____ ' 
e;i13. The closing poem of Doctor Zhivago ____ lCarclen ctf

Gethsemurtel
14. The cause of Doctor Zhivago's death ---- fHeart attackf15. Tonia's father Grorheko is a professor of ---- lAgronoril,jl6.HeIen,spetnameforherhusbandMikuIitsin
l7 ' Two favourire writers of Doctor Zhivago ---- tciekttov,'

Pushkinl
l8' which member of Forest Brotherhood was nicknamed

"hermants ear" (Captain's spy)? [Sivobtuv.]19. ln Doctor Zhivago,,bezprirurna_yc,means _-_- [a waif, or a
c h il cl oJ' unknown pa rents)

20. The 'laundry -gir| in Doctor zhivago whom yevgraf rooks
after ---- 

fTanva)21. Daughter of Yuri and Lara ---. [Tanya]22. Tanya's barbarous nickname ---- fkrnya out of the turn)23. The young school boy who betrayed Strelnikov_ ___lTerent.v)
24' The revol*tionary in Doctor Zhivago who axecr his wife and

three children to preven't their future suffering in the event of
his death ---- tpamphil pulykltl

25. The young man onihe clrum whom palykh killed for a joke -

lA 1,ttutrg Wltita ('otttn ri.r..rrrrl
26. Nickname of Strelnikov (pasha) ____ [Rcrsrrelrtikot, (The Ex_

e crt tirtrte r l
21 ' The strange deaf and mLrte tra veiler yLrri Zhivago met on the

train ---- fpogorevshiklt).28. The prcse nt given h), Posorevshikh to yuri Zhivagg while
lrarting after their tririn.j<tLrrney :__- IA.litt tt rtt.k)

'24
29. The chief liaison officer of Comrade Liberius who arresred

Doctor Z.hi v ago an d con sc ripte<l h i m,- - - -lKamme no d v o r s ky)
30. The enemy white soldier whom Doctor Zhivago and his as-

sistant Angelar nursed back to health ^-- lser.voshul
3r.

1.14

l.

aL--

10. On. what grounds was Ludvik expelled from
te lle c t ualism and cy nic i s rn)

I l. The soldier at ttie Ostrdva unit whom Ludvik

---- spied on Terehty and the young boys who had conspired
against Liberius's life,. and caused them to be shot
fsivobtuy) \
The Joke : Mitan Kunderh 'l

The country to which Milan Kundera belonged ---- lpragtie,
(zechoslovakiq)

The method of narration on employe d in The'Joke ---- lA se-
. ries of mpnologues)
3.. Thti female baiber who atrended on Ludvik JahnTto whom

Kostka took Ludvik --- [LucieSebetka)4. The.daughter of Helene and pavel Zgmanek -_^ [Zdena)5. Pdvel Zemanek's most treaiuredpossession ---- lA locket with
the pict'ure of Krimlin on.it)

6. Jhe l9 y,ear old sound technician Who was danagerously in
love with the ageing Helene-:-- lJindra)

7. . Ludvikb home town ---- lMoravial8. "Let sadness never be iinked wittr my namel, ---- Whose narne?

g. The fataljoke (sentence) Ludvitr wrqte to Marketa- !i:ili|
mism is the opium of the.people,,)

the Party? [1n-

liked best ----
lHonzet)12- The perstrn Ludivik considerecl his worst enemy and wantecl

to take revenge upon ---- 
t Zemcutek)

13. Lrrdvik hated Zernanek bitterly because fu.f|ar givirg JZrlse
hrpt's, Zenthnek denrtr,cetl Ludt,ik u,d gttt him e xpelled.f'rct,r
thc Ptrrtt.l
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14. ----is thc author of Peoce Munilesto fBeclri<'h)

15. The Soviet film referred to by Marketa to Ludvik ----lCourt

o.f Honourl
16. Lucie Sebetka's home-town ---- fBohemio)

17. The type of films Lucie likes to watch ---- lwar-.1'ilms)

18. Whose book of poems did Ludvik read? lFrantisek Halas)

lg. The soldier at the Ostrava unit who did a lot of murals ----

ICenek)
20. Ludvik's best friend at the Ostrava unit ---- fHonz.a)

21. Zemanek's young sweetheart ---- fMiss Broz)

22. A female character in The Joke who loves hitchhiking (ask-

ing for free rides) ---- fMiss' Broz)

23. Jaroslav's favourite instrument ---- fHarmonium)
24. Jaroslav used to call ---- the Pied Piper. lLudt'ikl
25. ---- is the rnost popular drink in Moravia. lRye)
26. Helene's favourite adjective ---- [Marvellous]
27. Kostka used to consider ---- his chief adversary or rival' ----

[Ludvik)
28. The female character in

grave robber" ----
The Joke nicknamed as 'The little

29. Lucie stole----from the cemetery

30. After leaving the farm Kostka became a

26

31 . Son of Jaroslav and Vlasta ---- fVladrnir)
38. Jindra kept his laxative tablets in a bottle labelled ----[Algena]

39. The woman wlto passionately desired Ludvik ---- lHeLe'nu)

1.15 The Tin Drum : Gunter Grass

l. The country to which Gunter Grass belongs ---- fGerntan,-)
2. Narrator of The Tin Drtrm ---' lOskar Matzerathl

3. Oskar's mother's lover ---- lJan Bronski)

4. Oskar's third birthday-gift ---- lA tin clruml

5. On this third birthday Oskar decides ----[to stop growing by

a sheer act of will.
6. Oskar shatters ---- with his voice

7 . In the novel The Tin Drum, the most

nambulist in all Italy ----
8. Oskar Matzerath is accused of killing
9. The person whose testimony leads

Ig/ass]
celebrated (famous) som-

fRoswitha Ragunal
---- lSister Dorothea)
to Oskar Matzerath's

[Vittlar)
Matzerath is an inmate of ----

fa mental hospitall
mental hospital ---- lBruno

Koljaiczek ---- funcler her wide

workerf
31. Ludvik was returning to his hometown after ---- years [Fil'-

. teenf

32. Age of Ludvik when the novel opens - 137 vears)

33. The word very often repeated in Jaroslav's monologue ----

lFatiguel
34. Heler,r ,rit's due to ---- lDesparation at being re.icctecl bv

Luclviki
35. The tablets su'aliowed by Helene were actually ---- [la'ru-

tivesl
36. Jaroslav's passion ---- lMttraviun folk xntgsl

arrest -------
10. When the novel opens, Oskar

I I . The keeper of Oskar at the

Munsterberg)
12. Ann Bronski hides the fugitive

skirtsl
13. Oskar asks Bruno to get him ---- lA ream o.f virgin paper /

five hundrecl sheets oJ'wriring paperl
14. The treasure that Oskar guards ---- [Hi.r pfuttgraph albLunl

15. ---- was the chilcl with the glass-shattering voice loskar
Murzeruth)

16. Oskar pulverised Miss Spollenhauer's spectacle-lenses be-

cause ---- fshe strttt'k his 'clarling" clrtutt t','ith her cunel

17. The theatre whose lobby windows Oskar shattered with his

singing ---- lStudr - Theuter)

18. The gnome / midget whotr Oskar lnet at the circus and who

became his mentor ---- lBebra)

lLucie Sebetkal

lllowers)
---- fconstructittrt
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---- was popularly known as "the Green Kitten,, lNiobel
"He's lying in Saspd" ---- About whom did Oskar Matzerath
make this remark? [Jan Bronski)

21. A card game repeaiedly mentioned in The Tin Drum ---- [skat]22. The character in The Tin Drttm described as "The Sandwich
Eater" or whom Oskar associated with the Black Witch--__
fLucy Rennwand]

23. The name of the jazz band found with Klepp the flurist, schoile
the guitarist and Oskar the percussion man __-_ [The Rhine
River Threef

23. - apparently killed Sister Dorothea. fsister Beatal
24. Oskar Matzerath believed that he was ---- 's father [Kurt]

The above list of questions is certainly not exhaustive. yon
may prepare similar questions and answers on your own by becom_
ing familiar wirh the texts.

Study Material prepared by :
PROF. V. UMA, M.A., MPhil.,
Dept. of English,
Mercy College,
Palakkad.
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UNIT I

'  EUROPEAN FiCT:ON‐ AN OVERALL SURVEY

l・0 0biect市 eS

l.l introduction

The novel,a recent entrant in the realin of literature,is a wOrk

:[鷲ll鋼』雹黙憩累「鶴lL露品鰹:ギ紀,署認
BOLS etc.You ma夕 retrto any standard text b00k and understand

more abOut these terrns. The prescribcd nOvels were written in the

1 9th or 20th centuries. Let us take a brieflook atthe tendencies in

l;』:脱霧ι∬
°Vd°f tts penod″″乃ψ̀

ご
αψ″Ⅲι′θル″―

洲 yp鼻:器 器 出 棚 1馬鷲 1尻肌″ 《 l:;∬群 :肌
set out tO give an exact picture Of cOntemporary rnanners. The ro―

mantic elements in F′αIJわθrrT nOvels were punctured with realistic

irony. On one leOel,hisル陸da“
`Bο

ソθ7may be taken as a kind of
parable of the punishment that fate mctes Out to the romantic

dreamer,and it is the more telling because Flaubert recognised a

scious art form.

The′7α′ιιrαιメ∫′Jθ κθッ

`′

l is a deve10pment Out of realism,and
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it is again, in France. that its first leading practitioners are Io bc'

found. with Ernile Zola leading. It is difficult to separate the twcr

categories. btti trttttrruli.sttt seems chltt'lrctcrised not only by a pessi-

rnistic detertninism. but also by a nrore throughgoing attention to

the physical and biologicrl aspcc(s ot'httman existence.- Mart is

more a product oi natu;l force. as'well. as genetic and socill infltr-

ences. Other novelists include Hardv, C)onrod Knu't Hamson, Jtnrt'.t'

Joyce, etc. The naturalistic novelists had to struggle.again-st prejtr-

dice and often censorship mainl) or thi: charge of o-bscenity) before

their literary candour could prevail. The 20th century takes the

naturalistic approach for granted, but is more concerned with the

technique of presentation.
The German novelists Thomas Mann and Hermann Hesse,

moving from the realist tradition sou-sht the lightness and clarity of
a more elliptical style and were'proclai'ned Impressiorzist.r. This

sort of literature of revolt (against extreme realism) exis,[ed be fore

the Nazi regime. Extrtressionis,?? was a German movement. in which

the artist's aim was to express or convey the essence of a particular

theme, to the excluslon of. such secoqdary considerations as fidel-
ity to real life. Expressionistic techniques were adoptedby',G4nrer

Grass in his novel The Tin Drtun. BurtheAuitrian Frah: Kafta,
the greatest of the Expressionist novelists sought to convey what

may crudely. be termed man's alienation from his world in terms

that admit of no political interpretation. Josep k, the llero of Kafka's .

novel The trial (1925) is accused of a nalneless crime, h.e seeks to

arm hitnself with the apparattts of a det'ense, and he is linitlly ex-

ecuted- stahbed with the tltmost coLlrtcsy by.two men in a lonely

place. The hallucinatory atmosph.ere of that novel as alsd of Kaiku't
novel The Custle (1926), is approprirtc to nightmare, and indeecl

Kafka's work has been taken by niarry as an imaginative forecast of

the nightrnare through which Ettrope was compellecl to I'ive dtrl'ing

the Hitler regime. But its significance is inore subtle and universal.

one of'the elentents is original sitr ancl another'filial gLrilt Indccil

Kafka's inflr.rence has been con:;itlerirble .
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・ The 20th century Europcan n〔 )vcl is distinguishcd by Variety

and Oxperimcnt.The Russian rcv()lution and the two mttor WOrld

warstriggerc16ffahOrdeofrevolutionarynovcls.So宙 et novelists

are circumscribed in thcir activitics by thc reprcssivc politica1 0ut―

look of the rcgiinc.7bι srθν
′
sI″♭rακグPιαε

`is the grcat triumphant
cxample of the plnOrarllic study of a wholc socicty living in a pc―

riod of cataclysrnic changc. In thc 20th century anotheF Russian

3θ ris iPα s′ιrκαた in his Dθ ε′οr Z/7′ ソagθ (1957)expreSSed― though

On a lcss than Tolstoyan scale― the personalimmediacies oflifc dur―

ing the Russian Revolution.T/7ι  Jθたι(1967)by the CZech novelist

ν〃α4絶 :脇ノιra likcwise deJs with the effect of StJin's social rcal―

ism on the individual inteHectual.All these novels are documents

of oppression wrought out of bitter expprience.

Throughout the 20th century,European Fiction has contin―

ued to divcrsify,rcflecting thc sporadic changes in socicty.Thcsc

changcs are cvident not only in the choice ofthemes but also in the

mode of narration thc use oflnyths and symbolthe probing into the

human psyche,the debate overthe existence of God etc.Mttor nOv_

els stressing human loneliness and nightinare,and using to the fuH

the bleak techniques Ofthe short novel were written by Aι わι′r Ca′ηtts

besidcs Katta.The sicknCSS Of the Gcrmany that produccd Hitlcr

undごigoes fictional diagnosis in C洵ィ月rι r Grαssな 7カι万′l Dr夕 J77.,anl

is a rcflection 6fthe nature of the period,thc Zeitgcist.To Sunl up,

European fiction is a developing and diversifying gclre(literary

fOrm).                      ・   ・

In the next scction some cxtra material on ccrtain prcscribed

novels is given.YoLl may uscd thcin along with、 vhat is givcn in

other ι″ガ′s as sι ′′ριι771ι′2′α′1ソ pOints,、 vhile prcparing your cssays.

1.5  The Magic MOuntain:Thomas Mann

777`」 イ`αgif」Иθ夕rerα J′z is a philosophical chronicle conccrncd

、vith pcrspectivcs of history and philosophy in our tilne. ln it the

modcl‐ n agc has bccomc the intc日 latiOnal Sanatoriulll Bcrghof1ligh

ill thc S、viss.Alps,and t6 thc institution gravitatc various and con―
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flicting currents of thought and activity in the person of a grotrp of
invalids exiled by disease to a pinnacre of the "magic mountain',.
The magic it exercises in their is lives is to cut them off from calen-
dar time. Time flows through their days and years with quiet noth-
ingness and perceptions of reality stretch into eternity. Modern
ideologies and beliefs are represented by characters like the Italian
humanist, the absolutist Jewish, Jesuit, a German Doctor, a polish
scientist and the hedonistic Mynheer peeperkorn. The magic moun-
tain is the sick world of Europe and its people are various aspects
of the modern consciousness. The book tells us how the personal
horizon of the hero Hans castorp is widened and.how he undergoes
physical moral, intellectual' and spirituar deveropment entirely as a
result of his human encounters and personal reactions during the
seven year's in the rarefied atmosphere of the Swiss AIps.

The narrative partern is formed by a clever interweaving of
multiple strands of thought and experience. Castorp may stand as a
sort of "Mr Everyman", and the book's wider implication becomes
apparent as his story enfolds. Many people have pointed out that
the book may be read on several levels - as a cristinctive novel in its
own right; as a dialectic (full of argument) work or as an allegory
in which the isolated mountain resort may be taken as a microcosm
of Europe and the incisively drawn characters carry the reader on.

Thomas Mann is regarded as a master of irony andThe Magic
Mountain as has been shown, provides him with plenty of scope for
the indulgence of this gift. yet he himself was a prey to ironic in-
fluences when committing this masterpiece to paper. He has con-
fessed that in his first conception he envisaged little more than a
light humorous book touching an a few themes including the fasci-
nation of death. But somehow, the creation ran away with the cre-
ator and it grew and developed into an epic study of a civilisatio,
in decay. Mann found himself depicting with earnest Teutonic thor-
oughness a comprehensive picture of the contemporary world scene.
Mann's irony brings into question the very possibility of art.

The Mugic Mountctin is a great novel of the epoch'in nothing
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sO much as in its preoccupation with rime. Mann was a contempo-
rary of Einstein Both Einstein's Relativity and rhe Magic Moun-
tain are connected with a concept of time rendered problematical
by the absence of a valid standard of measurement, the absence ol
an Absolute.

Though a powerful stylist with a great gift of'expressio,.,
Mann's rvork in general and this masterpiece in particular has brecl
er whoie group of wor-rld be interpreters, all of whom have striven
according to their Iights to nnravel the complex strands of the story.
certain critics have traced evidence of Schopenhaner's influence
in specific passa-qes. Mann in his tendency towerrcls mysticism al-
Iows himself free range in The Mogi<- Mourttuitr. He was known to
have been superstitions where numbers are concerned. In the final
estimate, the wide sweep of this great book sets b.efore the ordinary
reader an impressive feast of reading. First it tells an unusual ab-
sorbing story, with some memorable charicters and stimulating clia-
Iogue. The magic in fact lies just as much in the author's powerful
pen as in the mountain of the tale.

1.6 The Brothers Karamazovi Doestoevsky
Of the four greatest Russian literary giants Gogol, Turgenev,

Tolstoy and Doestoevsky, it is the last namecr one- Doestoevsky who
is the greatest affirmer of life. Gogol laughs to hide his tears.
Turgenev sadly contemplates the beauty of transitory existence, and
Tolstoy is preoccupied with the question what point there is in eat-
ing, drinking and loving, when all Iiving things sooner or later fall
to dust. But Dostoevsky, despite his own harrowing experiences,
never doubled that life is its own justification, and that to love, to
feel compassion, to have memories, even to suffer are better in all
circumstances than non-existence. A passionate interest in life, and
in the heights and depths of human experience fill his novels and
rnake them major works of art crammed with fascinating charac-
ters, teeming with ideas on religion nationality and politics full of
violent action. while bchind all lurks a tragic sense that men are the
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victirns of their own passions driven by force which they cannot

control;:t'owards a fate they cannot foresee.

The Brother Karamazov is considered by some critics to be

bqstoevsky's masterpice. It is certainly the most involved, full of
int.erludqs. The anguish caused by the dual nature of man recurs in

great chords throughout this powerful novel. The Psychologist-

novetist chose as the theme for this the story of a father and his

lhree sons, the effect of sensuality and inherited sensuality or a

family And on all with whom the family came into contact. The

earthy barbarism of Tsarist Russia can be seen beneath the veneer

of western culture which covers Dostoevsky's society. In another

sense the theme of the novel is/aith versus atheism, a spiritual as

contrasted with a materialistic view of life, a contrast which is

worked out in the characters, very subtly portrayed, of the three

brothers., Alyosha represents the pure flame of spiritual awareness,

while Dimitri is the mist involved character in the book and vies

for central place with Alyosha. Brimming with the Karamazov's

tust for life, but neglected by his father in childhood, Dimitri grows

up with a burning conviction that the world owes him happiness,

and he is determined to win it in the shape os Grushenka, despite

all obstacles, degradations, and even crimes. He does possess a

yearning for what he dimly thinks of as a virtuous life, but virtue

and decency must be put on ice until he has gained his heart's de-

sire, Meanwhile he believes they are unattainable, for he sees him-

self as the victim of circumstances, a nice fellow at heart who has

never had a chance. So for Dimitri, life is not a continuous process

from which men must learn in good days and bad, but a lottery in

which all must be staked on the winning ticket. His conviction at

the end of the book of a murder he never committed stands as

Dostoevsky's solemn warning to those who hold such immature and

dangerous views.
If Dimitri is the reckless, perpetual adolescent lvan is the

haughty austere, and would be self-sufficient young intellectual also

with dim strivings towards t|e good life, but whose brain gets i1
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the way of his heart. He has spiritualfaith of a kind but his intellect

refuses to concLlr and he is another example of a split personality

which is a danger to itself and others. He is in short a rather

colourless character. In contrast to his brothers, with Alvosha, the

youngest brother, religion is the perpetual climate of his mind. He

figures zrs a physically robust yollng mqn of wide tolerance and

love of humanity, spiritually. unshakeable and intelligent. He is con-

vinced of the immortality of the soul and slrvears to live for the

future. He plays no active part in the main plot beyond helping his

brothers to know their better selves, but it is through him and fa-
ther Zossima that some of Dostoevsky's profound beliefs are brought

to the reader.

Dostoevsky is not a propagandist, and much less a dogmatist.

He is a genuine philosopher, for he really inquired, questioned, and

sought the tluth painstakingly, In his view, we c&fltlot itave heaven

without hell. Thorugh Father Zossima, he taught that we had to

learn to accept our condition as creatures . This called for love at

the heart of human existence. The psychological and the metaphysi-

cal make up the concrete reality of Dostoevsky's human world. Thus

the rneaning of human'destiny which Dostoevsky reveals is this: a

life not built on love is not human , and a world without God is a

world in which a triumphant cannibal frees the mass from the bur-

den of their freedom in exchange for happines.

1.7 Anna Karenia: Leo Tolstoy

Anna Karenina one of Tolstoy's masterpieces is distinguished

by its realism. The novel contains two plots: the tragedy of Ma-

dame Karenina in love with a man who is not her husband, and the

story of Konstantine Levin, a sensitive man whose personal phi-

losophy is Tolstoy's reason for writing about him. The story of Anna

is an absorbing one and true, the person of Levin reflects Tolstoy's

own ideas about the Russian society in which he lived . Thus the

book is a closely knit plot of a woman bound in the fetters of the

Russian social system, and a philosophy of life which atternpts to

uriiangle the maze'of incongruities present in this society. The novel
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has to be taken not merely as a work of art but as a piece of life.
Tolstoy had always been a writer with a message. To quote him: "A
writer's aim is not to settle a question once and foe all but to com-
pel the reader to see life in all its forms, which are endless. This
aptly sums up his attitude to Anna's character. Like zola he does
not condemn anyone or anything he Ieaves it to the reader to decide
for himself after ana,t'l,ing the situation and the characters. The
foundations of Anna Karenina are grounded on the opposition of
the ethos of family life and the pathos of unrawful love. Here we
have a novel of modern life without hopes for a better future or
longings after a better past. The reader is confronted with two dra-
mas , the one public, the after private. Socially." Anna Karenina is
atragedy of manners" or as Dostoevsky would say, a drawing room
tragedy" But morally it is a tragedv of the bedroom the worst of all
tragedies. In the authors view, Tolstoy projected Anna's drama ab-
surdity of the christian injunction to love the sinner and to hate his
sin. He wanted the reader to be merciful not merciless as was soci-
ety, which punished Anna not for sinning but for confessing her
passion before the world. Anna was to be pitied, but not absolved,
nor was her guilt to be forgiven. fRenato possiolil

In all literature, there is no writer.qu\rl to Tolstoy in depict-
ing the human body. He is accurate, simpldand as short as pos-
sible selecting only the few small unnoticed fuciar or personal fea-'
tures and producing them not all at once but gradually and one by
one distributing them over the whole course of the story weaving
them into the living web of the action. plenty of instances can be
quoted from Anna Karenina. This gift of insight in to the body at
times leads Tolstoy into excess. The language of gesture, if less
varied than words, is more direct, expressive and suggestive. with
inimitable art he uses thc convertibre connection between the ex-
ternal, and the internal. fDmitri Merezhkovsky]

Autobiographical elements permeate the works of Tolstoy.
Even though vronsky and Anna are not related to his own life and
to,his problems of life, the figures of Levin and Kitty are flesh of
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his flesh and spirit of his spirit. It is also known that he depicted his
own marriage and in part its early history in this couple. By means
of the Levin-plot Tolstoy built his own life into the Anna Karenina
novel and here again an autobiographical impulse works towards
the open from, which was seen as the artistic precipitate of the
urge to portray natural life in its true colours .ln Anna Karenina
the structural principle of open form, that is natural to Tolstoy op-
erates in a modified way . The naturalism of rolstoy's style and
diction is nothing more than another expression of his striving for
veracity. There seems to be no artistic impulse at work in this style.
Every picturesque, musical or otherwise aestheticaily designed ef-
fect is avoided. The aim of the narrative is to approach the being of
things as adequately and accurately as possible. fKate Hamburgerl

There is perhaps no other modern author in whose works the
"totally of objects" is so rich, so complete as in Tolstoy. Emile Zola
too possessed this trait. we cannot fail to see how different Tolstoy's
pictures are from those painted by modern rearists and hoiv similar
to those we find in the old epics. Such a manner of prbsenting the
totality of objects is a pre-condition for depicting truly typical char-
acters. For instance in Anna Karenina the genius with whiclf Tolstoy
creates such pictures as Levin's moving of a field letting them grow
out of the problematic nature of Le.vin's relationship with his peas-
ants and his sentimental attitude to physical labour is truly admi-
rable.

ln Anna Karenina Tolstoy created superb types of the upper
classes under nascent Russian capitalism. rn obronski he painted a
wonderfully rich and subtly modelled picture of the Liberal ten-
dencies at work within that social grollp; here, we find the type of
the modern aristocrat in the person of vronski who gives up his
military career and developes into a capitalist landowner. To round
off the picture there is a third character the type of the already com-
pletely bureaucratised reactionary obscurantist ( one who opposes
increase of knowledge) hypocrital and empty administrative offi-
cial in the person of Karenin. cupitalist division o.f labour increas-
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ingly permeates all human relationships, it becomes the way of life'

Toll(ioy depicts with an increasingly bitter irony how in this world

of dividgd labour, human beings are transformed into parts of can

inhuman machine. Tolstoy hates it precisely because division of
labour is a most suitable instrument for the oppression and exploi-

tation of the working masses But as the great and universal glnius

that he is, Tolstoy presents this whole process at it affects all classes

of the population lGeorge Lukacsl
The moral reality of Anna Karenia lies in the appearances

that indicate as they conceal, sexual involvements, which the nar-

rative is constantly analysing . Sex is the cause and effect ofbright-
ness or darkness, harmony or discord and Levin's soul searching is

shown as depending on his real search for a harmonious fruitful
marriage with Kitty . Sex is a point at which body rneets spirit'

Deeply needing reality , Anna finds Karenin most intolerable be-

cause he is a sham. Anna's tragic flaw is a kind of impatience with

the subjecting appearances of the moment , as well as an obscure

desire for a life only precariously whole. All her actions bear the

truth of this fact. Levin is a spiritual barometer, like Anna. [Albert
Cookl

1.8 The Trial: Kafka

Franz Kafka's nightmare world of the imagination has always

haunted readers, but few grasp the full meaning of his eerie sym-

bolic writings. He is primarily a writer of novels and stories though

he is known as a religious thinker or a critic of religion. The whole

experience recorded in his works like The Trial whether spiritual,

mental, emotional or physical is absolutely continuous and there

are no distinctions between the religious social and individual lev-

els. "The whole art of Kafka consists in forcing the reader to re-

read" says Albert Camus in his essay on the writer. Kafka's repllta-

tion as a writer has bepn controversial; it has been largely due to

the fantastic strangeness of his imagination. The mixture of realism

and allegory which to Kafka's peculiar invention is perhaps the most
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economical ancl effective means that could have been found for

expressing his vision of life his world is a sort of underground world

in which life Oecomes denser; it is an image of what the actual world

might be, if it were subjected to some process of condensation by

means of which the invisible agencies that environ man, hopes and

fears, devils and angels are forced to contract and solidify, peo-

pling a scene which earlier man thought he had to himself. This

probably explains the peculiarly charged and overcrowded atmo-

sphere that fills The Castle and The Trial

The Trial is the story of a war of attrition (gradual wearing

down) conducted by a secret court against a man's demand for jus'

tice. Josef K searches continually for some clue to the guilt of which

the secret court accuses him. he is executed, still in ignorance' There

is a sense of guilt everywhere, though it is never clear to what the

guilt refers; there is a sense of futility, sometimes even of vindic-

tiveness throughout. And it is this which enhances the horror of

Kafka more than the aesthetic trill which is in Edgar Allan Poe. The

root of Kafka's dilemma is that not to see the world as good is to

realise his guilt acutely, while to pretend to see it as good is to be

guilty of hubris. And hB could not escape this dilemma . By nature,

upbringing and enviropment Kafka was distrustful, isolated, prone

to see the worst. Heni,L the neurotic element in his work is not trivial.

There was no certainty in his world.

In Kafka, we have before uS the modern mind seemingly self

sufficient, intelligent, sceptical, tronical splendidly trained for the

great game of pretending that the world it comprehends in steril-

ized sobriety is the only and ultimate reality there is - yet a mind

living in sin. Thus he knows two things at once, and both with

equat assurance : that there is no God, and that there musl be God.

It is the perspective of the curse : the intellect dreaming its dream

of absolute freedom, and the soul knori,ing its terrible bondage.

Kafka is a metaphysical poet in symbolist narrative. The Trial

and The castle are composed very largely of dialocues, especially

dialectic-dialogues. The characteristic excitement of these novels
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lies in the wit and inteilectuar suspense of the diarogue. Kafka,s
world is neither the worrd of the average sensuar ,un, not yet fan-
tasy. In The Trial, the whore sequence is so improbabre as to sug-
gest some kind of pervasive allegory, but at no point does one en_
colrnter downright impossibirity. It is his narrative method to write
from within the mind of the hero. The introspective hero, through
whose eyes we have glimpsesrof other persons, is man alone, man
hunted and haunted, man eager to do right but perpetuaily baffled
and confused as to what it is to do right, the man in search of sarva-
tion.

The Trial is one of the most effective and most discussed
works to come out of central Europe between wars. To most read-
ers, it is a highly engaging comedy, filled with buffoonery and fan_
tasy' More serious students of riterature see in it, however, a vast
symbolism and a first rate psychorogicar study of a system whose
leaders are convinced of their own righteousness. To some the court
is a symbol of the church as an imperfect bridge between the indi-
vidual and God. To others, the symborism represents rather the
search of a sensitive Jew for a homeland that is arways denied him.
At any rate, The Trial is a powerful and provocative book.
1.9 The Outsider: Albert Camus

Several themes are interwoven into the structur e of The out-
sider. On the metaphysical level, Mersault's story is an example of
that opposition between man and the external universe that camus
terms the'absurd'. Mersault is a man who wants to be happy who
wants to continue Iiving, who wourd have riked when he was a stu-
dent, to plan a usefur rife for himserf. He comes up against a uni-
verse, however, that wiil not ailow these desires to be rutriil"a. u.
releases at the end of his story, which is a series of monotonous
repetitions, that death is the common fate of all men and that death
renders any attempt to plan for the future nteaningless.

Another theme of L,Etranger is the lack of meaning in the
social roles that most peopre pray and berieve to be significant. The
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main targets of this satire are those middle-class citizerrs who are
normally considered the pillars of society, who are suppoied to lead
upright lives, who believe in the virtues of the establishecl govern-
ment and the established church. The novel is also a satire on some
social institutions like the press, the legal system, and particularly
the state's use of capital punishment. Mersault's criticism of the
christian religion is largely directed towards the extent to which
belief in God keeps men from devoting their energies to this life,
which, from his perspective, is the only certainty we have. All these
themes are treated in a paradoxical and often humorous manner.
The strabsger is thus not a novel with a simple message, but rather
an expression of sensibility that Camus can look at with sympathy
and chronic detachment. It reflects the crisis of European culture,
it also reflects what has often been termed the "crisrs of the novel,'.
The reader knows only as much as that character camus uses the
first - person narration in this novel.

L'Etranger is carefully and formally organised. The two parts
of the novel are of equal length. A central motif is death. The two-
part structure of the novel is reinforced by the tone which suddenly
rises towards the end of each part. The calmness of the opening of
each part of the novel contrasts with the emotion in the murder
scene and in Mersault's outburst againgt the chaplain. part I covers
eighteen days, while in contrast part ll covers a period of eleven
months. The treatment of time in the two part structure shows the
difference between how a free man responds to immediate events,
and how a prisoner sees life as primarily a repetition in which time
no longer has any meaning. The narator Mersault has lost the key
to his own secret: he has become a stranger to his own life ;to
himself and to others. He has a homeland : sensation

Camus belongs to a generation which history forced to live
in a climate of violent death. Raised on Marx and Niietzshe, it
witnessed both the caricature of Nietzshe's ideas in the Hitlerian
state and the falsification of Marxism in the Stalinist dictarorship.
I-'Etranger makes that curious impression on the reader. It is a
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book without hope, or rather against hope' it ends on a promise'

The MerSault who seems to us from the very beginning inhumanly

stripped of illusions, who tries only to put the world in the wrong

by trlnging its hatred and disapproval down on himself, extracts

from defeat a grim acceptance of life. It is not an explanatory book.

nor does it prove anything, for the absurecl man does not explain;

he describes.
L'Etrangerhas often been considered one of the best novels

written in French during the 20th century. The critical judgment is

based on how appropriate the form and style of the novel are to the

content : ho* siilfully Camus has constructed the plot to show his

themes, how well the way in which Mersult tells his story, expresses

his personal vision of life. As an unheroic exemplar (typical ex-

urnpt"; of the sensibility of an era, Mersault has an enduring place

among the characters of world fiction'

1.10 Siddhartha : Herman Hesse

Siddhartha is a novel containing lrt2;1':\ "cr'tobiographicalhints'
It describes a young man's revolt against the orthodox religious

views of his father, who is a missionary, and his growing interest in

Indian mysticism. Incidentally Hesse married, but left his wife and

three children in l9ll, to make a protracted flong) tour of India'

To a large extent, he was a rolling stone like Siddhartha, and above

all, he was the prophet of individualism' Hesse gives a key to the

understanding of Siddhartha in his diary : "[ have once tried to put

down my beliefs in a book. This book is Siddhartha. I have eipe-

rienced religion in two forms, as a child and grandson of pious and

righteous Protestants, and as a reader of Indian manifi:stations of

*f,i.t 1 give preference to the Upanishads, the Bhagvat Gita and

the teachings of Buddha. "One sees the typical German 'Fatfstian'

conflict a feeling of "two souls in a breast" *hich originates from

his di'ssatisfaction with life. The moods of melancholy and loneli-

ness, despair and helplessness form the background of his work

which has a strong autobiographical trend'
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River: The central $etaphor of the novel is the river. After

leaving the entangling worlJ of Sansara, Siddhartha comes to the

river which he hact crossed earlier to enter the town of Kamala. He

now realises that his self is transitory. He decides to stay by the

river, stay with the ferryman vasudeva who had taken him in his

boat across the river. He feels that the river had some message for

him. He feets a new love for flowing water. In the image of water,

he sees both transitoriness and eternity at the same time. "He saw

that the water continually flowed and flowed and yet it was always

there; it was always the same and yet every moment it was new'"

Siddhartha learned from the river, "how to listen, to listen with a

still heart, with a waiting, open soul, without passion, without de-

sire, without judgement, without opinions". The river was to him

"notjust water but the voice of life' the voice of Being, of perpetual

Becoming". At their first meeting the ferryman had told Siddhartha

that he had learned frorn the river that "everything comes back".

"The idea of the river as an eternal and a transitory thing at the

same time is not entirely new. It is Greek : But Hesse borrows it

from vedanta's idea of Pravahika n'ityata lshridhar B. shrotri).

Hesse expresses his experiences and convictions through

Siddhartha. Hesse's "search for India" w\born out of his "Flight

form Europe". Likewise when he learned to listen to the river,

Siddhartha's 'Self merged into unity; and then onwards he ceased to

fight his own destiny. In their final meeting, the two split souls

Govinda and siddhartha once more unite. There is no more con-

flict in his mind. He tells Gotama that "wisdom is not communi-

cable" and that "Time is not reul". In this work of Hesse like his

other works, there runs the trend of German humanism' For Hesse'

love was the most important thing in the world. After his son's

flight, Siddhartha feels a sort of a brotherhood with ordinary people

with their life's urges and desires. Hesse's thoughts are curiously

akin to Goethe's. He regards Gotama as a great man "in his deeds

rrnd life". This is Hesse's Siddhartha. Hesse preaches whatever

rloctrines he has through this Indian work'

1  1

|
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The importance of Hesse's sidcrhartha ries in the fact that the
author succeeds in creating the necessary Indian atmosphere. For
that his deep study of the upaniihads and Bhagvat Giracame to his
help. He follows the styre of the diarogues in the Upanishads. He
uses the third person for the first person, doubre negatives (not
unscanty pilgrims), inversions (Spoke Govinda), weli_known .In_
dian similis and metaphors. His styre is lyricar and makes a rasting
impact on the reader.

siddhartha is a rich and colourfur nover about the search for
self knowledge. Through this work, Hermann Hesse tried to re_
mind man of inherent dangers in his personarity, but at the same
time he tried to bring home to him the rear ,"uning of serf-experi-
ence for his spirituar life. For his he emproys the metaphor of the
river, whose unique sound signars the true beginning of Slddhartha's
life, or the life of any sincere seeker - the beginning or suffering,
rejection, peace and finally wisdom. Hesse sees the reflection of
his search of this Self-experience in the life of Gotama Buddha.
His masterpiece siddhartha may be considered a dedication to that
search.

lmportant questions on Siddhairtha
l. Bring or,tt the moral allegory of Siddhartha
[Hints : siddhartha, an everyman - in search of true serf -

wisdom incommunicabre - has to be attained through one,s own
experience - much suffering involved.l

2. "siddhartha got salvation through existentiar suffering,, -
Discuss

[Refer ( I )]
3. "Siddhartha is the story of a man who sought and found

himself" - Elucidate.

[Refer ( l)]
Important C ritical terms
It is advisable to have, at your disposal, a standard glossary

of critical terms such as by M.H. Abrams. various Criticar terms
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pertaining to European Fiction have been explained in the several
Units. Check your knowledge for the iollowing in particular.:_

a) Movemenls : Realism, Naturalism, expressionisnt, Impres_
sionism Decadence, Arts for Art's sake, Surrealism, Dada, Futur_
ism, Absurd

b) Modes of Narration .. Epic, epistolary, Documenrary,
Picaresque, Autobiographical, Stream-of-consciousness, Mono-
logue.

c) Types of Fiction .. Psychological, Sociological, Revolu_
tionary, Fantasy, Propagandist, Domestic, Historical, Novel with a
purpose

d) Miscellaneous .' Round and frat characters, Leitmotif,
Metphor

Study Material prepared by :
Prof. V. UMA, M.A., M.Phil.,
Department of English,
Mercy College
Palakad
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2 uNIr oNE

GUNTER GRASS : AN INTRODUCTION

LO. Objectives
At the end of this Urrit. you should be able to:

(i) form a general iciea of German fictionai Iiterature of mocic.rn

tiines : and

(ii) uncierstand about the iife personaiity o1' Gunter Grnss'

1.1 lntroduction
Before you embark on the study of any attthor, it is advisable

to know something about his age, since however conventional or

individualistic he may be. he ne'r,ertheless belongs to his age, and is

a product of his society. So let us begin this Urrir with a brief note

on German fictional literature of the modern times, which has pro-

duced such gems as Thomas Mann, Herruann Hesse, Fratu Kt'fto

and Gunter Grass.

1.2. German Fictional Literature of Modern Times

Geiman literature holds less than its deserved status in world

literature, in part because the lyrical qualities of its poetry and the

nuances of its prose are ill-served by translation. Even the most

sublime of figures in German literary history such as Goethe and

schiller are doomed to remain known to the world largely by repu-

tation. In the 20th century perhaps four German poets and writers

have won a permanent niche in world literature - Franz Kafka, Tho-

mas Mann, Rainer Maria Rilke and Bertolt Brecht, all of whose

works date from the early decades. Of German novelists since the

war, onty two have been published in translation abroad - Heinrich

Boll and Gunter Gruss; among the playwrights, apart ftom Brecht

and Carl Znckntaver, whose major plays extend from the 1920s to

the mid 1950s, the works of Siegfriertd Lenz.and Peter Weis^s have

been well received abroad.

lnThomasMann.wefindtheZeirgeist(TimeSpirit),inall
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its violence. concentrated within the stolid limits of a phenonrenally

intelligent conservative. He has been posited as a realistic bour-

geois writer who clearlv saw that time for his class had run out'

Miin rvas a bleak pessimist trapped in the Germanism he so vigor-

or.rsly resisted. Erpressiottisttt, the literary movelnent of approxi-

rnzrtelyr 1910-25 - was the first. ancl the rnost violent and explicit'

mar.rifestation of modernism. The German reaction to the disinte-

gration of tlte old culture ancl to the irnpending catastrophe of the

*or. ,o the growing notion that man was alone in a hostile universe,

wiis the most ansuished and contorted (twisted) of all; frequently

it took violent or gruesome forms. Apart from its intensity the most

notable feature of German expressionism is the hostility of the

younger towards the elder generation, often manifesting itself as

hatred of the lather or father figure. LlkeThomas Martn, the czech

Franz KaJka also was an expressionist. Kafka was not interested in

character, he is a writer of fables which evoke the bewildered, hu-

miliated or defensive states of mind of a single protagonist. An-

other notable German Hernrunn Hesse (1577-1962) was a critic'

poet, short-story writer and above all, novelist' As a writer' he has

t."n *or" heeded in the East than in the West, with his overriding

desire to reconcile such opposites as death and life with the war,

Hesse turned pacifist. ln siddhartha (1922 tr 1957) the increas-

ingly antinomian (Ref section 1.4) Hesse drew on his Indian expe-

riences. The hero son of a Brahmin is first an ascetic, then a sen-

sual materialist, but does not learn anything until he becomes the

assistant of a ferryman-mage (a magician) who plies between the

two worlds of sPirit and flesh.

The movements known as Dadct and surrealisrt, related to

expressionism prevailed in German literature in the twenties. Noth-

ing illustrates the nature of the German genius more clearly than

the Gernrun novel. Before the first world war, German literature

experiencecl comparative calm. The main influences were Nalu-

rctlisnr anrJ its opposite "art for ort's sake". The Impressionistic

Novel derived from the naturalists with however, a greatel'empha-

r・ |・
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sis on character. Outstanding among the impressionistic novelists
are Hermann hesse, who was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1946 and
Thomas Mann. Towards the end of the first World War weariness

and despair, accentuated in Germany by the revolution (1918) led
to several war novels being written by younger writers. Johannes
BECHER in his works violently opposed war, and the chaotic state

life was expressed generally in literature by EXPRESSIONISM, a
movement borrowed from painting in a spirit of almost ecstatic mys-
ticism. The Expressionistic writers were often socialists, iind their
work also revealed a changed attitude towards women, the rela-
tionship between men and women being intellectual rather than emo-
tional. ln 1922 Expressionism subsided. Immediate post-war nov-
els were chiefly concerned with the attempt to explain the rise and

fall of Nazi Germany. The late 1950s and early 1960s produced

few great writers, with the exception of perhaps Gunter Grass, who
won recognition and acclaim only much later.

Let u.s study something about the life and achievements of
Gunter grass now.

1.3 Life and achievements of Gunter Grass

Withelm Gunter Grass (1927-) who was born of German -

Polish parents in the Free City of Danzig (now Gdansk) has achieved

the greatest success of all post-war German writers. Trained as a

sculptor and draughtsman, he began writing about 1956, had ar-

ticles and poems published in avant-garde magazines and stage-

pieces produced at experimental theatres in Hamburg and elsewhere

but made Iittle impact. He fought in the army towards the end of
the war and was captured by the Americans. Thus Grass began like
so many German writers as an artist, a sculptor. He had become

known both for his art and for his radio plays by the mid-fifties; his
plays were grotesque and in the manner of Samuel Beckett. His
poems (with his own illustrations which were "at once amusing,

horrifying and strangely life-enhancing....expose the false indem-
nities of modern man, the fragmentation of his world, his puzzle-
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ment, his littleness and his curious paradoxical courage in
recognising absurdity and facing it" [Times Literarr- Supplement)
Reminiscent of Beckett's. Poems in English, their elements of the
'Absurd'recur in the novel that has made grass internationally fa-
mous: DIE BLECHTROMMEL ( I 959 tr. THE TIN DRUM, I 961 ).
He was awarded the Gruppe 47 award for this, even before pubii-
cation. 9ince then Grass has written more novels, a full scale stage

play, poetry and several essays and speeches. Dog Yearshnd Cat
and Mouse are two of his novels. Committed to the establishment
of socialism in West Germany, Grass campaigned for the Social
Democrats in 1965 and I 969 (when they'were just successful); and

in 1972, when they did well.
Grass is a linguistically exuberant, ingenious and highly in-

ventive writer, whose work is a unique combination of vitality and

grotesquerie. He is a genuinely neo-baroque novelist. He is old
enough to have taken part in Nazi activities and the war (he was a
member of the Hitler youth when Germany seized Danzig) without
being responsible. This makes him eager to probe the immediate
past an activity that puzzles those who are too young to have expe-
rienced Nazidom; but annoys those who once accepted it. Grass

insists that the artist however committed he may be in life, should
be a clown in art; there is much pained irony in this pronounce-
ment. But Grass, an intelligent and sensible as well as a clever and

amusing man, has made good sense of the division between his art
(which is sceptical about human happiness) and his life (uriequivo-
cal political activity for a party of which he is critical); he calls
himself a revisionist, that is one who departs from a Marxist doc-
trine. Despite everything, Grass remains extraordinarily relaxed, a

remarkable feat for a really gifted German writer. He was awarded
the Nobel Prize for literature, 1999.

Grass is a charming, most often playful or satirical minor poet.
His Absurd plays did not work well on the stage. A brilliant, tightly-
controlled novella, Cut uncl Mouse ( I 96 I ) demonstrated Crass's iibil-
ity to direct his satire with complete accuracy at the world of Nazi
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heroics. Dog Years is another vast novel with a wider political range
thanThe Tin Drum, in which the world of political reality is,roni-
cally unmarked and seen from the perspective of a dog's fate. As
usual in Grass's works, the mixture is of scurrility, humour, trag-
edy, satire and marvellously inventive imagery. Deeply committed
politically, Grass left the immediacy of the pre - 1945 era in 1969,
and presented a more contemporary German intellectualising of the
past and present.

The Tin Drum is a historically meticulous examination of the
period 1925-55, narrated by an impossible midget (dwarfl Oscar
Matzerath who willed himself to stop growing at the age of three, a

device which enablgs the author to hover between fantasy and real-
ism and achieve a detachment to make the scenes and characters of
German life before and during the Nazi regime stand out with ex-
traordinary clarity and humour. One of the most outstanding post-
war German novels, it has been translated into many languages. In
this novel fantasy of the specifically German sort is brilliantly
counter-pointed with historical detail. The scenes which helped to
make it a success are only incidental to its epic "autobiographical"
sweep, from Germart - Polish origins in Danzing through the Nazi
period and the war to the, night-clubs of the West. Its power lies in
its 'style', the fantastic vision of its hero; a dwarf in an asylum,
whose drum the toy of his retarded childhood beats through the
illusions and forgetfullness of the adult world, to expose its follies
and fears with a sensationally detached sophistication, purporting
(intending) to be naive. We can understand that Oskar's childhood
need for tin drums, his glass-shattering screams, if denied them is
not merely fanciful. Similar techniques and themes, with grotesque
satire of Nazi-violence, the war and its end, and post war Germany
are employedin Dog years and Cat and Mouse.

You should have an idea of certain criticalterms, if you are to.
appreciator The Tim Drum fully. Let us make a brief note of them.

1.4 Some CriticalTerms
l. Expressionismz A German movement in literature and other
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arts (especially the visual arts) which was ar its height between l9l0
and 1925, that is, the period just before, during, and after the First
World War. Its chief precursors (beginners) were artists and writ-
ers who had in various ways departed from realistic depictions of
life and the world by expressing in their art visionary or powerfully
emotional states of mind. Prominent among the literary movement
are the Rtrssian novelist Dostoevsky, the German philosopher
Friedrich Nietzsche, Franz Kafka and Gunter Grass. Its central
feature is a revolt against the artistic and literary tradition of real-
isrr, both in subject matter and style. The expressionistic writer
undertakes to express a personal vision - usually a troubled or tensely
emotional vision - of human life and society; he does it through
exaggeration and distortion of the objective features of the outer
world, and by embodying violent extremes of mood and feeling.
The expressionists were radical in their politics. The movement
was finally suppressed in Germany by the Nazis in the early 1930s.
We recognise its effects direct or indirect, on the theatre of the ab-
surd.

2. Surrealism z An artistic movement launched in France in
the 1920s. The expressed aim was a revolt against all restraints on
free creativity; the restraints included logical reason, standard mo-
rality, social and artistic conventions and norms, and any other con-
trol over the artistic process by fore thought and intention. To en-
sure the unhampered (free) operation of the "deep mind" which they
regarded as the only source of valid knowledge as well as art, sur-
realists turned to automatic writing (writing clelivered over entirely
to the promptings of the unconscious mind) and to exploiting the
material of dreams, of states of mind between sleep and walking
and of natural or artificially induced hallucinations. Surrealistic
writing is characterised by broken syntax, non-logical and non-chro-
nological order, free association dream like and nightmarish se-
quences and the juxtaposition of bizarre (strange) shocking and
seemingly unrelated images.

3. The Literature of the Absurd: The term is applied to a
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nLlmber of works in drama and prose-fiction which have in com-

mon the sense that the human condition is essentially and ineradi-

cably absurd, and that this condition can be adequately represented

only in works of literature that are themselves absurd. The current

movement emerged in France after the horrors of the II World War,

as a rebellion against essential beliefs and values, both of tradi-

tional cultur,e and traditional literatute:'Absurd Literature is

characterised by naive, inept characters in a fantastic or nightmar-

ish modern world, and events which are often simultaneously comic,

hgrrifying, and absurd. Examples in prose-fiction are the novels of
Kofto (The Trial), Sartre, Camus and Gunter Grass (The Tin Drum)

4. Baroque: The term refers to a style of art and architecture

prevailing in Europe during the lTth and first half of the 18th cen-

turies that was characterised by elaborate and grotesque forms and

ornamentation.
5. Antinomian: Aperson who (like Herman Hesse) maintains

that Christians are freed from the moral:law bY virtue of grace as

set forth in the GosPel.

6. Dadaism/Dada: The term refers to the style and technique

of a group of artists, writers etc, of the early 20th century who ex-

ploited accidental and incongruous effects in their work and pro-

grammatically challenged established canons of art, thought, rno-

rality etc.

Units.
Let us summarise the novel The Tin Drum in the succeeding

UNIT I'WO

THE TIN DRUM: A SUMMARY OF PART ONE

2.0 Obiectives
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(ii) form your initial impressions about the characters and the
mode of narration.

2.1 tntroduction
The best way to enjoy a novel, of course, is to read it in the

original, Even in the most authentic translation something of the
original flavour and flair is bound to be lost. A chapter-wise sum-
mary of this sort is twice removed from the original. It will cer-
tainly help you to know the plot of the novel, form ideas about the
characters{ mode of narration and so on. But if you can lay your
hands on a good translation, do it. Only then will you be able to
understand and enjoy Grass's masterpiece. Anyway, something is
better than nothing. So let us begin to summarise the first part of
the novel comprising the whole of Book One and seven chapters of
Book Two.

2.2 BOOK ONE

2.2.1The Wide Skirt
Oscar Matz.erath., the narrator of the novel is an inmate of a

mental hospital. He seems to enjoy his quiet, lonely existence there.
Upon his request, his keeper Bruns Munsterberg gets him five hun-
dred sheets of writing paper ("a ream of virgin paper" as Oskar
calls it). Oscar begins to write the story of his grandmother Anna
Bronski who was once sitting in her skirts at the edge of potato
field, late one October afternoon in the year 1899 in the heart (cen-
tre) of Kashubia. Oskar's grandmother wore four wide skirts one

over the otherl She saw three men darting between the telegraph
poles. After some time she hid one of them ('Short and Wide') in-
side her skirts! His name was Kiljaiczek, and the other two'men,
who were rural consterbles were chasing him. They searched every-
where around the woman, disturbing her heaps of potatoes and wcre
disappointed not to find any sign ol the fugitive. Oskar's grand-
tnother sat there rooted to her spot and .sighipg.at interr,-11s...,1t lyas

evening when thc two constables decided to look for Koljaicz-ek irr

At the end of this Urrir, you should be able to:

have a general idea ol the plot of,Gu1t9r'Gra.ssis llvgl 7/r1'

Tirt Drurn '. al'rtl
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Bissau. Oskar's grandmother saw them vanishing; only then did
she riqg; "tlg.wly and painfully as though she had struck root and
now, drawing earth and fibres along with her, were tearing herself
out of the ground" ! She gave some hot potatoes to him, then with
her basket, potatoes etc, she started off in the direction of Bissatr
Quarry. Joseph'Koljaiczek, unable to tear himself away from her
skirts, followed Oskar's grandmother there.

Critical Comments: The novel opens in a dramatic manner
The central character, an inmate of a lunatic asylum recounts the
meeting of his grandmother AnnaBronski with the fugitive Joseph
Koljaiczek. Her wearing four wide skirts one over the other, her
hiding the short and stocky Koljaiczek under her skirts, with subtle
sexual innuendos (sly remarks) are rather fantastic, bizarre and Iu-
dicrous.

2.2.2Under the Raft
That afternoon Anna Bronski conceived Oskar's mother

Agnes! The same night his grandmother changed her name to Anna
Koljaiczek and followed Joseph, who found work as a raftsman in
the provincial capital on the river Mottlau. Joseph remained in hid-
ing for three weeks, assuming the name and role of a raftsman "/o-
sephWranka, a harmless fellow and a good husband. He was not a
tyrant. His daughter seemed to take after him hiding herself under
the bed, or in the clothes cupboard. The essentiar thing for little
'Agnes Was to remain hidden, it give her a sense of security.

The trouble began in I913, when as in every summer,
Koljaiczek was to help man the big raft from Kiev to vistula. Twelve
raftsmen in all, they boarded the tugboat Raclanne. The new man-
ager of the sawmill introduced himself as Duckerhoff. Both
Koljaiczek and Duckerhoff were afraid and fulr of doubts suspi-
tions and hesitation - like two enemy brothers Duckerhoff doubted
whether wranka was Koljaiczek, the fire-bug who had worked in
the mill at Schwetz, the one that burned clown. Oskar,s grand-
mother Anna was able to produce papers and documents to ciis-
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prove any aHcgation of arsOn Fire captain Hccht, a parson silni―

larly stlpported Joseph. Evidence was gathered in a number ofsaw

mills,valters became quite bad and at last when KouaicZek saw

the blue uniforms,hejumped into the watcr.Oskar's grandfatheris

body was never found;he had met with his death under the raft.

Howeverthere were a number of cOck and buH stories asto how he

had been lniraCulously rescued. oskar did not belie,e themi

Critlca:Comments

This chapter begins with the starting bizarre manner ofAnna

Bronski cOncei宙 ng Oskaris mother Agnes,"hile thc shOrt and

stocky KouaicZek was hiding thdeF htr↓ ide skirtsI It ends with

the death of the grandfather.

2.2.3 Moth and Light Bu:b

The rumour abOut Oskaris grandfather wasthat he was a man

who had left,verything behind him,crossed the great water and

become rich.(Dskar felt that was enOugh about his grandfather re―

gardless of whether he was called Gouaczek(POliSh),KottaiCZek

(Kashubian)or JOe calchic(American).BrunO remarked that it
was a beautiful death. Oskarts friend Klepp made an i11_hurnoured

refusalto decide between life and death. But his other friend Vittlaris

answer was sardonic and offenslve;he advlsed hiln to gO tO America

after his acquittal and tracc his grandfather.

Oskar continued to touch very briefly on the life up to the

hour Of his birth,of the little group Of rnourncrs his grandfathcr had

left behind him in Europe,When Koljaiczek disappeared undcr the

raft,Oskaris grandmother,her daughter Agnes,her brOther Vincent

Bronski and his sevcnteen year― Old son Jα 77 3“θ

“
∫た,were filled with

anguish.JOsephis brothcr Gregor KottaiCZek said hc hardly knew

anything abOut hirn. At last hc lnarried Oskar's grandmothcr whO

was detcrmined to stick by thc Ko可 aicZeks.Gregor drank hca宙 ly.

Oskar's rrlother Agncs,then a plump littlc girl of fiftcen helped in

hcr mOthcr's stOre  only、 vhen Gregor died of influcnza in 1917

did thc profits Of thc shOp incrcasc a littlc. But not muchi fol‐
,Mノ hat
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was there to scll in i917?

Oskar'srnother feH in lovc with her cousin Jan,a sickly young

man oftwcnty who workcd ip a post office and had a large stamp

coHection. In 1918,Agncs,who was working as an auxiliary nurse

met ASreグ ルrα たι′η′ん,a wounded cook and soon he captivated Sis―

ter Agnes. Jan Bronski opted toし c transferred to the Polish post

office The gOsture Seemed spontahe6us and was′ generally inteirl

preted as a Feaction to Oskar's rnother's infidelity. It was Only after

Jan married his」 7θ
`ム

″ig,a Kashubian giri that relations between

hiin and Agnesimproved. In 1923,Alfred Matzerath inarried Agnes,

and the two looked after the store quite well,complemOnting each

other wonderfully.                               
‐

Oskar was born in the bedroom. Hc hilnself says,“ I was one

of th6se clairaudient infants whose mental develol面 ent is com=

pleted at birth and afterthat merely need a certain amount of f‖ ling

in". Oskarlistened carefully to the first words that slipped fronl his

parents beneath the light bulbs. Matzerath cornlnented thatthe boy

would take overthe store when he grew up. His lnother said,″ Nhι刀

′Jr′Jι (9sたαr is′力
“̀`, 

力ι wJ′′あαν
`a rθ

ッグr囲 "Oskar rnade up his

l胤遇」:蹴|:淵詰理Tlよlil群誡島1∬蹴
pl:

quickly realised that his parents were not equipped to understand

or respect his decisions. Lonely and rnisunderstood,hc kncw that

hc had to go one living tillthe end. It was only the prospect ofthe

drunn that prevented hiin from expressing more forcefuHy his de―

sire to rcturn to the womb.

Critical oonlments    ‐

This chapter teHs us about Oskar's birth, his bcing a

clairaudicnt infant,his inhcrcnt sense of lonclincss and insccurity

and his desire to return to the woinb. Onc is rc11lindcd of thc char―

acter、 of Samucl Beckett who suffer from similar problems Thc

prorllisc of thc tin― druin as Oskarls third birthday gift also is cx―

presscd herc.
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2.2.4 The Photograph Album
Oskar guarded his photograph album like a treasure. He:de-

scribed it as his "family cemetery". He went through it cbmrnent-
ing or the snaps, which he and Klepp had takeir long back. Oskar
then had been gloorny and depressed for no solid reason. He ob-
serves that true gloom is by nature groundless. Their gloom at-
tained a pitch of intensity that would yield to nothing. If there was
any way of making friends with their gloom, it was through the
photos, because they found an image of themselves in them; the
photos gave them a kind of freedom in their dealings with them-
selves. Occasionally they gave a photo away. Oskar never gave
any pictures to the waitress. In the photographs taken shortly be-
fore the First World War, and even during the war years, those who
posed continued to smile. After the war the faces changed. The
men looked rather de-mobilised; melancholy was becoming to the
women of the twenties, who made no-attempt to conceal an under
tone of studied sorrow. Oskar paid special attention to one particu-
lar photo in which his mother was sitting, and Jan and Matzerath
standing behind her, and smiling too - the three protagonists of
Oskar's early years forming a triangle, those three who brought me
into the world thought they wanted for (lacked) nothing".

Oskar observed that he was a handsome child. His first pho-
tograph was taken on Pentecost, 1925. He was eight months, old,
two months younger than Stephan Bronski. There were several
photos of his taken when he was aged between one and three years

including the full-length portrait they had taken of him in hbnour
of this third birthday. His tin drum was hanging in front of his
tlrmmy, brand-new with its serrated red and white fields. It was in
that picturc that Oskar first arrived at an unalterable decision, and

determined that he would never under any circumstances be a poli-
tician, much less a grocer, that he would remain as he was - and so

he did, for many years Oskar not only stayed the same size, but
clung to the same attire. He remained the three year-old, the gnome,
the Torn-Thumb. the pigmy.the Liliputian, the midget. whom no
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onc could persuade to grow. To quotc Oskar:''I remained the pre―

codiё utt thiё elソёar_。 ld towered over by grown― ups but superior to

all Lf6赫 h二 ups,who refused to mcasure his shadow with theirs,who

was complete both inside and outside,while they,to thc very brink

ofthe grave,were condemned to worry their heads abOut develop―

ment."However something did grOw,ultimately taking on NIlessi―

anic proportions‐ but hも grown■ up in his day had eyes and eaisifOr

Oskar,the eternal threc― year¨01d drurnlner.

Critica:Comments

ltis in this chapterthat we come to know of Oskaris decision

taken 9n his third birthday,that he w9uld StOp growing.It iS hiS

Way 01r,。
911i■

g,pr9tCsting ag。11,tSpoiety and man― pade conven‐

tionp l,d lipStituliOns.  :

2.2.5 Smash a Little Windowpane
From the very beginning it was plain to Oskar that growit ups

would not understand him. On his third birthday, while everyone
was busy, Oskar went down the trap door leading to the cellar and
tried to.climb up with a tray of raspberry syrup bottles, he landed
head first on-the cement floor of the cellar. His fall created a.big
sensation. He mother was upset, blamed Matzerath for keeping the
trap-door open, and called him a murderer. Unintentionally, Oskar
transformed the harmless, good-natured Matzerath into a guilty
Matzerath. Oskar's fall brought him four weeks in the hospital.
After this incident he created the general impression that he just
would not grOw any more after that fall down the cellar stairs. And
Oskar began to drum.'The ability to drum the necessary distance
betwgen grown-ups and Oskar developed shortly after his fall, al-
most simultaneously with the ability to sing-scream so piercingly
that no one d,,:..ri: to take away the drum that was destroying his
eardrums. O:Lar i:ctl the gift o.f shuttering, glass with his singing,
his screams and siugrng made window-panes crumble. Soon his
talerits became well-known. To his irritation. every window-pane
broken in the entire neighbourhodd by rowdies big or little was
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blamed on Oskar and his voice.
A month after his third birthday, Osakr's parents tried to take

his old drum away, because they feared that he would cut himself
on the sharp edges when Matzerath tried to pull it Oskar screamed
so strongly that the glass covering of the clock was shattered. Hence
fort!-O.s\a1.pade thtq apractice. Jap.B.roqs(i bought him.a new

drum and togk away. his old wqegk, . .surprjsingly Oskar did not
protest. He relinquished the relic and devoted himself with both
hands to the new instrument. He observed that not all the grown-
ups around him proved as understanding as Jan Bronski.

On9e, shortly after his fifth birthday, Oskar's mother took him
to Dr. Hollatz, who tried to take his drum away. For the first time
Oskar tried his voice on a whole set of carefully sealed glasses,

destroying the greater part of his collection of snakes, toads and

embryos! The success was unique and overwhelming for all present.

ThEn lending his sc{eplll Breater relief and throwing economy to
the winds Opkaf shattered one test tube after another. The tubes
popped like firecrackers. Dr. Hollatz turned the loss of his collec-
tion fo his advantage by publishing an article about Oskar I\4, the
child with the glass-shattering voice in a medical journal. His al-
ready keen scepticism led Oskar to judge the doctor's opusculum
(composition) as a long-winded skilfully formulated display of ir-
relevancies.

Today as he lies in his mental hospital unable to damage even

his toothbrush glass with his singing, Oskar likes to think back on

the archaic period of his voice. In those early days he shattered
glass only when necessary, but later on in the heyday and deca-
clence of his art, exercised it even when not impelled by outward
circumstances. He employed glass as a medium of self e-rpression

and grew older in the process.

Critical comments
This chapter connects two of Oskar's particular gifts or cfrar.

acteristics - his habit of drurnming and his ahility to shatter glass
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by singing - both equally irritating and troublesome to the others.
Well, it is his way of expressing his protest against the world which
cannot understand him.

2.2.6 The Schedule

In this chapter, Oskar speaks about the schedules Klepp kept
drawing up and then goes on to recount his first day at school-the
Pestalozzi School. There were several boys of Oskar's age in the I-
A class. Their mothers pressed against the walls. After some time
Miss Spollenhauer came in. Upon her suggestion the class started
signing, or rather howling. Oskar started drumming emphatically.
The teacher gave him a nod of encouragement. For a moment, he
felt that Miss Spollenhauer had become a not Lrnpleasant old maid,
but had become human, that is, childlike, curious complex and im-
moral. Soon trouble began when she tried to coax him to put his
drum in the locker and have it back when school was over. Oskar
gave her a warning scratch on the lens of her right eye-glass, prob-
ably with his voice. The teacher looked reproachfully at mother
and son and called.the boy wicked. Following that she handed out
the schedule (timetable) and started reading out. Oskar started drum-
ming, much to the irritation of the teacher. She tried to seize the
drum when the boy let out his glass-demolishing scream. She then
tried to whip him.. When Oskar would not hold out his hand to be
whipped she struck his drum, his "darling"! It was too much for
Oskar who composed a double cry which Iiterally pulverised both
lenses of Miss Spollenharier spectacles, and caused slight bleecling
at the eyebrows. As an offended mother escorted the son out of the
classroom, a photographer placed Oskar against a blackboard on
which was written : My First School Day, and took a snap!

Critical Comments

Oskar's protest against routine and timetables, very charac-
teristic of him, is described here with a mixture of realism and fan-
tasy.
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2.2.7 Rasputin and the Alphabet

At the Pestalozzi School, Oskar had not drummed in Jpere

revolutionary protest; he lacked the most elementary school learn-
ing. It was just unfortunate that Miss Spollenhauer's methods of
inculcating knowledge did not appeal to Oskar. His parents did not
care much about his education. Several times a day he tramped up
and down the steps of the four-story apartment house. He some-

times accompanied Mr. Meyn the trumpet player on his drum. The
green grocer Greff hardly understood him. To a very small extent,

Oskar envied other school children, but that was only a temporary
feeling. Then Gretchen Scheffier who lived behind the bakery took
his education in hand. This lady had little enough to offer him; for
she hardly read. From her small collection of books, Oskar picked
out first Rasputin and then Goethe. Gretchen complained'toOskar's
mother that the boy learnt nothing. But actually Oskar tore off
pages after pages from the two books combined them differently
and read them ! He ate a lot of cakes in those years and grew just fat
and lumpy. He was compelled to try on little frocks and bonnets
Gretchen made.

Criticat Comments
This is a rather funny but thought provoking chapter which

recounts how Oskar learnt his alphabets. Once again, Oskar's pro-
test against conventional methods of education, coupled with in-
competent teachers is brought out.

2.2.8. The Stock turn. Long - Distance Song Effects

The lady doctor who attended on Oskar observed that he suf-
fered from isolation in his childhood, that he did not play enough

with other children. One day some of the children forced Oskar to
drink some disgusting, nauseating soup and he screamed and sang

banking on long-distance glass-shattering effects. Each time he

needed a new drum, which was very often, his mother took him
into the city to shop. Often she would leave Oskarin Markus's.
shop to go and opened three quarters of arr hour with Jan ip a hotel.
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On one snch occtrsion Oskar strolled. crossed the Kohlenmarkct
and stood facing thc Stockturm a very tall East German brick Gothic
tower. He climbed the lower and screarled even thou_eh his drum
was not even remotely threatened. He was very happy to note that
window panes in the end window of the lobby of Stadt theatre was
shattered. Markus mentioned his to Oskar's mother. Today, in his
hospital bed, Oskar looks for the land of the Poles that is lost to the
'Poles"

Critical Comments
This chapter describes the expansion or extension of Oskar's

glass shattering skills to long distance effects. It also hints at his
mother's clandestine relations with his Uncle Jan.

2.2.9 The Rostrum

Oskar's mother took him and his cousins to see the Christmas
play at the Stadt-Theater. The play was Tom Thumb. Oskar and
his mother were touched particularly by the end of the play. It was
not until the summer of '33 that he visited the theatre again to watch
the Zoppot Opera-in-the Woods. In '34 he went there for the third
time to watch a circus. There he met Bebra who was about four
inches taller than Oskar. They got introduced Oskar was then nine
and a half. Babra who claimed royal lineage said he was about
fifty three years old. Bebra was impressed by Oskar's glass-shat-
tering ability and wanted to hire him on the spot. Even today Oskar
is occasionally sorry that he declined. Bebra kissed him on the
forehead. He said that little people like them could always find a

place on the most crowded rostrum. The politicetl events of the
ensuing (following) years bore him out. Oskar was usually able to
find a place among the Ieaders of the wotnen's associations. By the
sulrnler of '34, Oskar began to be disillusioned with the party.

Critical Comments
This chapter open with Oskar's visits to the theatre on dif'fer-

ent occasions, his nreeting with Bebra. his initial I'ascination witlt
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rostrums and his gradual disillusionment with the party. The novel
takes on a political tinge. As an undercurrent, the love triangle
involving Agnes, Matzerath and Jan Bronski is perceived by the
precocious child.

2.2.10 Shopwindows

For several years till '38 Oskar and his drum spent much time
huddling under rostrllms observing demonstrations, breaking up ral-
lies, driving orators to distraction and so on. Looking back Oskar
feels that though he cannot be called a Resistance Fighter, he had
drummed for the people. His work was destructive, what he did
not defeat with his drum, he killed with his voice, gradually he de-
veloped another strange temptation - to turn ordinary, well mean-
ing persons into thieves. He would produce a neat hole in a show
case, shop-window, jewellery or watch case, so that a victim stand-
ing close by would invariably be tempted to put his or her hand
through it and steal that object. Through his mother suspected his
hand or rather his voice in the sudden increase in the crime, she
said or reported nothing. Once Oskar tempted Jan to steal a ruby
necklace which he presented to Oskar's mother. Agnes, who sus-
pected the source, wore it only when Matzerath was absent. Soon,
after the war, Oskar exchanged it on the black market for twelve
cartons of Lucky strikes and a leather briefcase. Oskar was aware
that all that he was doing was evil.

Critical Comments
This is a very dramatic chapter which recollnts how Oskar

turns ordinary people into thieves. The strange thing is that he knows
what he is doing is wrong, yet he persists.

2.2.11No Wonder
Today as he lay in his mental hospital, Oskar often regretted

the power he had in those days to project his voice to cut holes in
shop-windows and show thieves the way. How he suffered from
the loss of that power during the year before his commitment to the
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hospital! He usually abhorred (hated) violence. oskar records sar-
castically that his mother who led "an adulterolls woman's life,' by
meeting Jan Bronski regularly on Thursdays became religious in
her son's case and put a stop to his singing outside of shopwindows.
She started taking him every saturday to church, for confession.
oskar could not help noticing an embarrassing resemblance between
christ the Saviour and his godfather, uncle and presumptive father
Jan Bronski.

Since his mother felt the need to confess before Easter should
reach its climax she took oskar by the hand on the afternoon of
Passion Monday to the Church. It was late when they arrived. As
his mother confessed, Oskar wandered. He hung the drum on Jesus
and thrust the drumsticks into Jesus's hands. Oskar hoped that by a
small miracle Jesus would start drumming but nothing happened.
Oskar realised that it was a mistake to try to teach Jesus anything.
He took the sticks but left the drum. He then put back the sticks.
He actually drummed to show the "little pseudo-Jesus" how to do
it. Hearing the din Father Wiehnke, the Vicar, Oskar's mother, all
came there. The priesf snatched the drum; Oskar kicked him, much
to his mother's shame. oskar screamed, but he failed to execute his
glass-shattering miracle. He sank down and wept bitterry because
Jesus had failed. Unly his mother understood his tears, though she
could not help feeling glad that there had been no broken gtass.
His mother then picked up Oskar in her arms and they left. Oskar
regretted that Jesus with the Sacred Heart was false. He wohld go
dox'rr into the grave on Good Friday, while Oskar would keep on
drumrning and drumming, but never again experience any desire
for a miracle.

Critical Comments

In this chapter Oskar tries to see a resemblance between him-
self and christ as men of miracle. we note how for the first time
his glass-shattering voice fails him. Is oskar trying to show that
religion or God cannot tolerate destructive tendencies?
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2.2.12 Good Friday Fare

Oskar's feelings during the period between passion Monday
and Good Friday were poradoxical. He was glad his drum was his
orvn. though he was irritated that Jesus hacl not drummed. Though
he had failed in his -elass-shattering in the church, he was glad that
the vestige of catholic faith was preserved. The triumph of his
voice over profane tar_qets made him painfully aware of his failures
in the sacred sectoi. The cleavage was lasting; oscar had never
been able to heal it. Now he was at home neither in the sacred nor
the profane, but dwelt on the fringes, in a mental hospital.

On Good Friday, after breakfast, oskar his parents and Jan
Bronski started for Brosen. There Agnes witnessecl a revoltins scene
of eeis being extracted from the head of a dead horse submerged in
water. She perversely forced a diet of the eels upon herself. upon
their return the elders began to argue a-bout the Good Friday dinner.
As usual Agnes reminded Matzerath of oskar's famous fall, and
Bronski tried to pacify them. oskar hid himserf in the clothes cup-
board and tried to dream of sister Inge. He was disturbed by their
screaming, arguing and his mother's whimpering. It was only after
Easter that Oskar's Passion began.

Critical Gomments

This is one of the several outlandish experiences that fill the
later part of Oskar's recorded existence.

2.2.13 Tapered at the Foot End

Oskar's mother's Passion too was going to begin. Her suffer-
ings began soon. Quite of her own accord, possessed by some mys-
terious demon, she began, exactly two weeks after Easter, to de-
vour fish in terrible quantities again. Everyone including Matzerath
and Grandma Koljaiczek were exasperated. She was taken to hos-
pital. She was fbr.rnd to be pregnant; her face was devastated by
pain and nausea. She could not forget the horse. on the fourth day
she died oskar could not weep. He felt it was his mother's way of
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by the knives of the drunk customers. Herbert would explain the

history of each scar as Oskar pointed to it.

Critica! comments
One feels sorry for poor Oskar, for he really misses his dead

mother. His fascination with Herbertls scars is a diversion.

2.2.15 Niobe

ln '38, the Customs duties were raised and the borders be-

tween Poland and the free City were temporarily closed. Herbert

was unemployed. During that period Oskar and Herbert together

committed two medium sized burglaries. They gave up the burglar's

trade not so much due to the misplaced feelings of guilt as the in-
creasing difficulty of disposing the goods. Mother Truczinski in-
sisted that Herbert should look for a decent job. Herk^rt managed

to get the job of a maritime museum assistant. The pride of the

museum collection was a ship's wooden figurehead called Niobe'a
luxuriant wooden woman green and naked, with sunken amber eyes

gazing out over resolute, forward-looking breasts. This female fig-
ure head was believed to be a bringer of disaster. Niobe, popularly
known as "the Green Kitten" was responsible in the short space of
fourteen years for the death of three directors, the violent ends of
students graduates etc - all apparently cases of tragic suicides. Biobe

was seriously suspected of having ilispatched men and boys from
life to death.

Herbert took Oskar along on a child's admission ticket and

they went inside. At first Herbert declared that he was not at all

affected by Niobe. He worked there for weeks. Then one day he

took up his post alone, for Oskar was not allowed inside by the

cashier. Oskar accompanied him to the museum and sat on a place

across the street. That afternoon, Oskar managed to slip in with the

emergency squad into the museum. ln a frenzy of lust, Herbert,

who was bare to the waist and whose trollsers were open, had torn

a double-edged ship's ax (axe) from its safety chain; in the course

of his frantic assault. he was impaled (fixed) to her- forever. Thtts
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Herbert Truczunski died of a wound in the chest inflicted by a
wooden woman!

Critical Comments

The killing power of Iust is dramaticaily and fascinatingry
brought out in this chapter, not without a tinge of sardonic humour.
The attempted love affair between Herbert and Niobe is the ludi-
crous equation between flesh and wood, and is naturally foredoomed
to disaster.

2.2.16 Faith, Hope, Love
There was once a musician named Meyn; a toy merchant

named Markus and a drummer named oskar. Meyn killed his four
cats with a firepoker. Markus took all the toys with him out ofthis
world. They took away Oskar's toy-merchant.

Critical Comments

This chapter contains a lot of repetitions. oskar is dejected
and wonders if there is any meaning in the Biblical words: Faith,
hope, and love.

With this, we come to the end of Book One. Let us move on
to Book Two.

2.3 Book Two ''' 

,

2.3.1 Scrap Metal

oskar piles up all his battered tin drums in the potato cellar,
with a note on each drum's career. He has a passion for order which
Herbert's sister Maria cannot understancl. The fear of a shortage or
prohibition of drums following his generous mother's death rnust
have been art the root of his collector's passion. He had little realised
that the relatively serene and playfur days of his childhood had ended
with Markus's death. Now oskar was very careful with his drums;
he d^rm,ed seldom and only in cases of absolute necessity. Even
since his mother's death, oskar's lather thou-eht of nothing but Hitler
and his Party occupations. oskar hatecl to think about the collec-
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tion strndays. once he took Matzerath's tin can in which he col-
lected for winter Aid. After his unsuccessful attempt to use'it di.a
drum he realised that nothing could amply substitute a tin drum.
oskar realised how things had changed after his mother's death while
Jan worked for the Polish post office. Matzerath stood for the Ger-

'man Reich and the relations between them were not the same as
before, in the present political situation.

once in August '39, oskar waited for Jan outside the porish
settlement. They were going to the polish post office to see Jani-
tor Kobyella who would repair oskar's drum. oskar noticed as
they drove that his presumptive father was sweating profusely. As
an official Jan was expected to herp defend the polish post office.
Some of his colleagues distrusted him, some felt that postal secre-
tary Bronski was going to shirk his duties. Jan had difficulty in
clearing himself. A little later someone came and gave Jan instruc-
tions. oskar lay down in one of the riail baskets and fell asleep.

Critical Comments
This is an introductory chapter to Book rwo. oskar's fear

complex regarding his drums and his approaching Jan Bronski for
getting his drum repaired, as well as the increasing poritical ten-
sion are all broadly hinted.

2.3.2. The Polish post Office
The machine gun fire increased; there followed the first anti-

tank shell burst against The polish post office, oskar, still obsessed
with the desire to have his drum repaired, thought of Kobyella and
looked for Jan. oskar compared the damage with the window panes
that had collapsed in quiet deep breathing times of peace under the
influence of his diamond voice. After a rong search oskar found
Jan and Kobyella in the nursery of the flat of chief postal Secre-
tary Naczalnik. They carried Kobyelra out, he had lost much blood.
Oskar took a drum belonging to Naczalnik'q son.

Critical Cornments

This chapter gives an acco.nt of the shell burst at polish post
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office and oskar's experience at tracing his uncle and Kobyella.

'2.3.3 The Card House

They went to the emergency hospital where the wounds of
Jan and Kobyella were treated. They played cards and tried to

lighten the atrnosphere. Suddenly SS Home Guards came and led

them to the courtyard where thirty others like them had been cap-

tured and were being photographed for the news reel. Oskar was

separated from the thirty defenders by the wall. They picked him
' 
up and handed him into an official car belonging to the SS Home

Guards. Oskar could see Jan, smiling stupidly and blissfully into

the air; perhaps he waved with his upraised hand to Oskar, his de-

parting'son

Critica! Comments
' This is a continuation of the sequel of the previous chapter'

2'.3.4Helies tn Saspe

As soon as the Home Guards had ordered them to come out,

Oskar concerned for his comfort and safety made up to two Home

Guards who struck him as good- natured uncle-like souls, put on an

imitation of pathetic sniveling and pointed to Jan, his father with

accusing gestures which transformed the poor man into a villain

who had dragged off an innocent child to the Polish Post Office to

use him, with typically Polish inhumanity, as a buffer for enemy

bullets. As a result Jan was battered though Oskar was left with

both the drums. Even today Oskar is filled with shame at this dis-

gusting behaviour of his especially since, on that afternoon he had

felt absolutely certain that Jan Bronski was his real father. The

date September l, 1939 marked the inception of his second burden

of guilt; It was Oskar the drummer who had dispatched first his

mother, then Jan Bronski, his uncle and father to their graves'

. Oskar the sly ignoramus, an innocent victim of Polish bar-

barism, was taken to the City hospital with brain fever Matzerath

was notified. Oskar came to know that alter irnprisonment, Jan and
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the other thirty men were thrown into the porous sand behind the

walf of the run-down abandoned old cemetery in Saspe. Hedwig

Poronski was officially informed that Jan had been sentenced to

death by the seminarist Leo Schugger, Oskar visited the Saspe cem-

etery. A few days later, throwing caution to the winds, Oskar whis-

pered into his grandmother's ear, "He's lying in Saspe".

Critical Comments

This is a powerful, thought provoking chapter. It describes

Oskar's treachery born out a desire for self preservation, personal

security, and perhaps cowardice too. Isn't it a universal predica-

ment?

2.3.5 Maria

Oskar drummed furiously to destroy the last witness of his

shameful conduct with the Home Guards, namely Neczalnik Janitor's

drum. The tin grew thin and fragile. He felt confident that for

Christmas he should receive a new and guiltless drum. But he was

disappointed, for he got no drum. Matzerath employed Maria

Truczinski to work in his store. Maria was Oskar's first love. She

undressed him washed him helped him into his pyjamas, prayed

with him and put him to bed at night - all very pleasantly. But

Maria was not all self-conscious about undressing in Oskar's pres-

ence. One day Matzerath sent Oskar and Maria to the beach, keep-

ing the child's health in mind. Oskar made a ludicrous attempt at

making love to Maria.

Critical Comments

Oskar is not able to forget his guilt over Jan Bronski's murder

and his feetings are naturally transferred to his drum. His ludi-

crous attempt to make love to Maria illustrates that though physi-

cally he is a midget, Oskar's sexual instincts are normally devel-

oped.

2.3.6 Fizz Power

In this chapter, we have a continuation of the previous one'
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Oskar is attracted towards Maria. Since Matzerath goes out to play
Stal with his Party friends twice a week it is arranged thar Oskar
will share Maria's bed. He waits expectantly, but nothing happens.

2,3.7 Special communiques
Maria came to visit Oskar at the hospital. There was a spe-

cial communique regarding Stalin's death. Maria spoke about her
son Karr, who was twelve years old. Oskar travelled down memory
lane. He was certain that Kurt was his son; he had impregnated the
sleeping Maria in the bed of her brother Herbert. He had found
Matzerath lying on top of her. The people in the neighborhood
though otherwise; they thought that Matzerath had knocked up (im_
pregnatred) Maria and so he was marrying her though she was only
seventeen years old and he was going on forty five. Moreover she
was a real mother and not a mere stepmother to Oskar. The whole
idea was revolting to Oskar. On Gretchen Scheffler,s advice,
Matzerath married Oskar's sweetheart. Oskar remembers distinctly
how he had seduced Maria; he lay motionless on Maria who was
crying with pain while Oskar cried from hate and love, which turned
to a leaden helplessness but could not die.

Critical Comments

We get a glimpse into Oskar the man who wished to be ac-
knowledged as a proud father though no one would believe him if
he were to say that he was Kurt's father. His search for true love
and his disappointment in sex produced by the preposterous seduc_
tion of Maria are described here.

Read the study material carefully a number of times and be_
come famrliar with the story so far. Also note down your observa_
tions of Oskar's character, his bizaJre experiences and the role played
by his tin drum. We shall study the latter part of the novel in the
next Unit.
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UNITTHREE .I
THE TIN DRUM:A SUMMARY oF PARTTWo

3.0. Obiectives
At the end of this llnit, you should be able to:(i) have a complete idea of the story of The Tin Drum: and(ii) understand the symbolic and expressionistic aspects of the
drum.

3.1 lntroduction
The novel TheTinDrum ismadeupof three books, Inllnit2

we summarised the whole of Book One and seven chapters of Book
Two. In this Unit we shall summarise the rest of the novei,that is
eleven chapters of Book Two and the whole of Book Three.
3.2. Book Two (Contd.)

3.2.1. How Oskar took his helplessness to Mrs. Greff

- Oskar begins the chapter by speaking of the green grocer Greff
whom he never liked. Greffs wife Lina was a sloven. 

-Greff 
liked

young boys a lot. But Oskar was not his type. Greff was one wit-
ness to the marriage of Matzerath and Maria who was then in her
third month. The stouter his sweetheart became the more Oskar,s
hate mounted. The idea that the fruit by him engendered should one
day bear the name of Matzerath deprived him of all pleasure in his
anticipated son and heir. He made t*o ,r.r""".rfrl attempts at
abortions. Maria handled the situation tactfully. As a means of
diversion she bought him a new drum and shifted him to Madame
Truczinski's where he grew calmer or more resigned. Oskar,s son
Kurt was born on June 12.

Jan Bronski's widow had married a Baltic German the local
Peasant Leader Ehlers. Seventeen years old Stephan had volun_
teered for fighting. The old folks including Oskar's grandmother
had been turned into Germans. They were poles no longer and
spoke Kashubian only in their-dreams. They were now called Ger-
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man Nationals, Group 3. Oskar would soon be of military age, but
was reduced to waiting behind his drum. until there should be an

opening for a three year old drummer in the Army or Navy, or even

in the Air Corps.
Kurt was baptised in August. All the relatives had iome Oskar

refused to join them in the church. Later during lunch, when Va-

nilla pudding was served it was more than Oskar could bear. There

was nothing so joyous and so sad as the vanilla scent which spread

round about, enveloping him more and.more in Maria, to be point

that he could not bear to look at her, root and source of all vanilla,
who sat beside Matzerath, holding his hand in hers. Oskar slipped
off his baby chair, clung to the skirts of Lina Greff and lay at her

feet, breathing in the efflurium (unpleasant-outflow) peculiar to Lina
which instantly killed the Vanilla. Oskar clung to the new perfume

until all recollections connected with Vanilla seemed to be dulled.
Slowly, he was seized with a redeeming nausea. Oskar became

fully aware of his helplessness. He decided that from then on and

daily he should carry his helplessness to L.i,,.r 3reff.

Critical Comments
This chapter describes the agony of Oskar deprived of what

he believes to be legitimate fatherhood. In a sense he is getting

back from Kurt what he gave to Matzerath whom he never ac-

knowledged to be his real father. The olfactory (smell) effect to-
wards the end ofthe chapter is highly effective. You will recollect
in the chapter Maria it is the smell of vanilla that Oskar associates

with his sweetheart.

3.2.2 165 lbs
Oscar continued to frequent Lina Greffs place; He would slip

in with her under her feather-bed. The woman was bed-ridden.
Greff had sadly changed. The open-hearted, convivial (cheerful)

friend of the young had been transformed into a lonely, eccentric
rather unkempt old man. One day hc had received indirectly the

news that his favourite Horst Donath. then lieutenant in the a".n1',
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had fallen to the Donels, From that day Greff began to age. His
shop looked pitiful; instead of vc..:tables, he filled it with all sorts

of silly noisy machines. One day there was a huge commotion.
Mrs. Greff was screaming wildly. She would not allow anyone to
enter the house before the ambulance men arrived. It was soon

revealed that Greff had hanged himself against 165 lbs (pounds) or
potatoes.

Critical Comments
This is yet another ludicrous chapter, tinged with sorrow.

Greffs manner of death is comic in spite of its tragic end.

3.2.3 Bebra's Theatre at the front
Oskar was looking forward to his son's second birthday in

June '43; for from there it would be only a brief year before he too
would start drumming. But it so happened that on that day he was

not present to take part in the celebrations. He met Bebra and Si-
gnora Roswitha Raguna and joined their. theatre group. In a perfor-
mance Oskar shattered a beer bottle; he rated it only as a child's
play, hardly anything in the international class. However long ap-

plause came - long and thunderous, mingled with the sounds of a
major air-raid on the capital. It made the men forget the front and

they laughed heartily. Good old indestructible Bebra spoke up,
played the clown in the darkness, wrung volleys of laughter from
the mob buried overhead. Timelessly courageous and timelessly

fearful, Roswitha offered herself to Oskar.

Critical Comments

The war scenario is intense and air-raids have become the

order of the day. Oskar, who has declined Bebra's earlier offers,
has at last joined him and this entails moving out, leaving his son.

3.2.4 lnspection of Concrete, or Barbaric, Mystical, Bored

For three weeks, Oskar, Bebra and Raguna played every night
in the venerable casemates of Metz a city of garrisons and once a

Roman outpost. Oskar enjoyed Roswitha's company. They spent
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the whole winter in Paris. Though he had not forgotten his dear
ones at home Kurt, Maria, Matzerath, Grandma etc, he missed none
of them.

It was June'44. Bebra's troupe had been giving several per-
formances One night, after the programme, Oskar and Roswitha
slipped quietly away and went to bed. It had been a trying day.
They dropped off quickly and slept until 5 A.M when the invasion
woke them up. Canadians landed in their sector. Roswitha was hit
by a shellform a naval gun and she died. Bebra later on regretted : t
"We dwarfs and fools had no business dancing on concrete made
for giants. If only we had stayed under the rostrums where no one
suspected our presence. "In Berlin Oskar parted from Bebra. He
made a present of the five remaining drums to Oskar and sent Kitty
and Felix at Danzing with official travel orders to keep him com-
pany. So it was that armed with six drums and his "book" Oskar
returned on June I I , 1944, the day before his son's third birthday,
to his native city which was still intact.

Critical Comments

This chapter finishes Oskar's experience as an artist in Bebra's
theatre group during the invasion, the death of Roswitha and his
return to his native place.

3.2.5 The lmitation of Christ
Oskar's homecoming was Iike that of the Prodigal Son; for

Matzerath opened the door and welcomed him like a trug, not as
presumptive father. From that day on Oskar called himself Oskar
Matzeth as well. Maria's reception of Oskar was less emotional but
not unfriendly. There.was quite a Iot of bother. A man came from
the Ministry of Public Heath; but upon Matzerarh's insistence Oskar
was not sent to an institution-

It was Kurt's birthday the next day. Oskar picked out a gleam -

ing brand-new instrumenl re-solved to offer his son the same oppor-
tunitv as his nrothelhad offgred him on his third birthday. He was
consumed by one desire: to see a drummer son beside a druntmcr
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father, two diminutive drummers looking on at rhe doings;f the
grown up world; to establish a dynasty of drummers, Oskar imag-
ined how father and son, the two, would have drtrmmed away.
Brushing away his fantasies, Oskar presented Kurt with a drum, In
no time the boy battered it and made it ready for the scrap.heap.

Shortly Oskar received the shocking news of the death of his
step-brother Stephan Bronski on the Arctic front. Then followed
the bad news of the death of Maria's brother Sergeant Truczinski in
the Center Sector. His death made Maria religions. Not being sat-
isfied with Protestant faith, she rurned to Catholic religion. Oskar
felt sorry for her. He noticed that nothing had changed in rhe church
of the Sacred Heart. Jesus was just about the size of his son Kurt :

Oskar laughed at Jesps for not being able to drum. As he was leav-
ing, he felt that a pleisant but imperious voice touched his shoulder
: "Dost thou love me Oskar?" The irritating voice came thrice,
upon which Oskar replied looking him full in the voice : "You bas-
tard, I hate you and all your hocus-pocus. In spite of Oskar's hos-
tility, the voice said that Oskar was rock, and on that rock he would
build his Church. Oskar was full of indignation.

On reaching home, Oskar went to the attic and sang a number
ofbulbs to pieces. Upon one bulb his voice inscribed JESUS, then
pulverised both bulb and inscription. Oskar still had his voice.

Critical Comments
This chapter open with the homecoming of Oskar like the

Prodigal Son, his son Kurt's third birthday and ends with his hatred
and disbelief in religion; this last aspect is important, for, in the
political scenario of the world war, religion c:"-ot actually render
much concrete help and Oskar is quick to percei .,re inefficacy of
Church, religion etc in such an inhuman situation.

3.2.6 The Dusters

Oskar was not cut out to be a follower of Christ. However
Christ's "follow thou me" found its way indirectly, to his heart and
he hecame his follower, though he did not believe in him. After
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that he went to the Church several times with IIaria: but he never
heard either his drum or Jesus's voice again. From that period Oskar
developed a solr-y habit: whenever he visited l Chr,rrch. he would
becin to cough. C)skar knew that the whole workl had forsaken
him. It was due to his poor mother's influence thirt Matzerath re-
fused to send him to the institution. In this rratter Oskar did not
tr'.r.,t Maria not to hand him over to the doctors. Fortr:nateiy he had

his drum and his voice. dhe latter being a greater proof of his e\ist-
cncc. Every tinre he left the Chur-ch of the Sacred Heart at a iatc
hor.rr, he sang something to pieces. Wishing to walk off his fury.
Oskar picked a particnlarly circuitous way home and rented his ragc
on an almost empty streetcar; his rage lost some of its intensity. He
had to squeeze between the planks of a fence in order to escapc
from his pursuers. They were a gang of youngsters with names like
Ripper, Forestaller, Putty, Lionheart, Storebeker and so on. They
caught Oskar, interrogated him. Oskar told them that his name was
Jesus. Firestealer seized Oskar, dug his knuckles into his arm jLrst

above the elbow, and gouged, producing a hot painful sensation -

that was what they called dusting. Storekeeper asked him about his
trick regarding the street lights and window panes. Oskar demon-
strated his glass shattering skill so impressively that Storebeker gave

him his watch and invited him to join their gang-the Dusters. Oskar
returned the watch. Shifting his drum to a comfortable position for
the homeward march Oskar said: "Jesus will lead you. Follow Him".

Critical Comments
This chapter opens with the desolation and frustration of O.skar

who feels forsaken. Then we see him impressing the Dusters with
his glass-shattering skill. Oskar vents his resentment by walking
off and shouting off all his pent up emotions.

3.2.7. The Christmas Play

Oskar became the leader of the gang of Dusters comprising
thirty to forty members. Like Stortebeker whose unstinting respect
Oskar had won, Moorkahne, the l6 year old leader of the
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Neufahrwasser outfit recognised him as Jesus, first in command of
the Dusters : In keeping with his nature, Oskar remained in the
background during operations. He let Storieheker or Moorkahne
do the actual organising. After nighfall, he never stirred from Mother
Truczinski's apartment. He would stand at his bedroom window,
and send out his voice, farther than ever before, ro demolish wln-
dows ofseveral Party. Headquarters etc - that was his secret weapon.
While Oskar slept, the Dusters, in Jesus'name were looting Party
treasuries, stealing food cards, rubber stamps, printed forms, or a

membership list of the Hitler Youth Patrol Service, the gang's main
enemy. Oskar says that their gang was accused of several con-
spiracies, but all that was pure legend. Stortebeker made it very
clear at the trial that the Dusters were not interested in politics.
They were choir boys and were gelting ready for a Christmas play.

Several Sundays running Oskar attended ten o'clock Mass with
Maria. The Dusters too, at his behesl, had become regular church-
goers. Finally on the night of September 18, they broke into the
Church of the Sacred Heart, taking whole sets of tools with them.
They toppled off the statue of John the.Baptist; next they ,,lvered
off the boy Jesus from Virgin Mary's lap. Oskar was then lifted up
and put there. Oskar sat naturally in Jesus's place, all ready to be

worshipped. The boys enacted a true Mass, which went or like
clock work, making the boys experience a spiritual liberation. The
band of Dusters were confirmed in the faith in Oskar's and Jesus's

name.

Soon the police arrived. Upon Oskar's instruction the boys
remained as they were. Oskar offered no resistance, but stepped
automatically into the role of a snivelling three year old who had
been led astray by gangsters. All he wanted was to be comforted
and protected. Father Wichenke picked Oskar up in his arms. The
police led the boys away. As he was led away between two inspec-
tors, Stortebeker turned his blood-smeared face towards Oskar and
Lucy who was carrying Oskar and thebasket of sandwiches. O.skar
looked past him. He recognised the gangster no longer. Osliar
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however was carried away to a trial that he still called the second

trial of Jesus, a trial that ended with the acquittal of Oskar, hence

also of Jesus.

Critical Comments

This is the second time we find Oskar betraying his fellows.
Earlier he had struck the same pose at the Polish Post office so that
it had led to the execution of Jan Bronski. Is Oskar a modern Ju-

das? Is his self preservative instinct justifiable ? Is he blemishing
the sacred name of Jesus Christ by assuming that holy name and

behaving like Judas?

3.2.8. The Ant Trail

The Dusters were forced to jump into a waterless pool from
the thirty-foot down every rung in the ladder. Diving down into the
waterless swimming pool was the desperate punishment the Dust-
ers got at the trial. After this incident, a court official advised
Matzerath to keep Oskar off the street the child was so helpless and

gullible, that he was always ready to be taken in by disreputable
elements, Oskar was never able to dispel the habit of looking about
in streets and public places for a skinny teenage girl, neither pretty
nor ugly, but always biting men. Even in his bed in the;nental
hospital his nightmare is that lac.y Rennrvanr,l would turn up in the

shape of a wicked witch and for the last time bid him to plunge.

On the eleventh day, after prolonged pondering Matzerath
signed the letter regarding Oskar and sent it to the Ministry of Pub-
lic Health. The city was already under artillery fire and like every-

one else, they started living in the cellar. Mother Truczinski died
dr.lring that period. Oskar went to Hindenburg Allee where he saw

clusters of youngsters strung up in uniforms, and several times he

thought he recogniscd Strotebeker. Now that they had hanged

Strotebeker. Oskar wondered whether they had strung up Lucy
;i.ennwand too. The vision. clear in evcry detail, ofa dangling Lucy
was still with Osk., .

When shells began to land nearby. Matzerath becamc as be-
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wildered as a child and for the first time expressed doubts about the
final victory. On the widow Greffs advice he removed his Party
pin from his lapel, but could not figure what to do with it. Oskar
snatched it, not allowing his brat of a son to have it for fear of
endangering him. Soon the Russians arrived. One of them carried
Oskar who desperately wanted to crush lice. Oskar passed on the
party pin to Matzerath. When Matzerath in wild desperation tried
to swallowtit the enemy soldiers shot and kitled him. Oskar ob-
serves wholly,."While my presumptive father was swallowing the

Party and dying, I, involuntarily squashed between my fingers a

louse I had just caught on the Kalmuck (Russian)".

Critical Comments

This is yet another ctrapter which describes how Oskar is party
to the death of someone - this time his presumptive father as he

calls Matzerath. What do you think about his reason for passing on
that fatal pin to his father? Is Oskar justified?

3.2.9 Should ! or Shouldn't l?
A gentleman called Faj.ngold took over the grocery store at

once and he employed Maria as salesgirl. He helped them to carry
Matzerath's corpse, which had been lying in the cellar.for three days,

upstairs : With great diffieulty Matzerath was buried. Throughout
Oskar was deliberating to himself: "Should I or Shouldn't I?" He
was going to be twenty one. He had never loved Matzerath. Occa-
sionally he liked him. He took care of Oskar but more as a cook
than as a father. Oskar admitted to himself that he had killed
Matzerdth deliberately, because he was sick of dragging a father
around with him all his life; for that situation could not go on for-
ever. Maria was still crying authentically and praying Catholically.
Finally, Oskar unslung the drum from his neck saying "It must be"
and threw the drum where the sand was deep enough to muffle the

sound. He tossed in the sticks also. The sand piled up on his drum.
the sand mounted and grew - and Oskar too begcur to grev,; lhe firsl
symptom was a violent nosebleed. Oskar cou ld hear Leo Schugger
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proclaiming to all the world: "He's growing, he's growing----"

Critical Comments
This is a significant chapter. lt finally resolves Oskar's feel-

ings for Matzerath. 'Should I or Shouldn't I' is reminiscent of the
dilemma in the hearts of the Shakespeare's heroes Hamlet and
Macbeth: "To be or not to be". Once again Oskar feels responsible
for the death of a parent; and much against his will, he starts grow-
ing.

3.2.10. Disinfectant
Bruno measured Oskar and said that he was still four feet one

inch tall. It was only when the stone hit him at Matzerath's funeral
in Saspe cemetery that he began to grow. Oskar continued to be a
sick child causing Maria much concern. Oskar had a swelling head,
his neck grew shorter, his chest grew broader and higher; he heard
Maria whisper. "If only he don't get a hump!" Oskar's grandmother
visited them. She told them that Ehlers had been hanged by the
local farm labourers. Hedwig and Marya were with her helping in
the fields.

One day Fajngold proposed to Maria; she was twenty two.
She rejected the proposal. Maria left for the Rhineland with Kurt
and Oskar. Their train left leaving Fajngold behind. Soon he had
ceased to exist altogether.

Critical Comments
This chapter describes the changes coming over Oskar fot-

lowing Matzerath's funeral, and his various theories concerning
them. It ends with Maria, Oskar and Kurt leaving for the Rhineland,
after Maria rejects Fajngold's proposal.

3.2.11. Growth ln a Freight Car
Oskar suffered from severe pains and aches. His fingers were

swollen and temporarily no good for drumming. He made Bruno
record the next sequel of his story. Maria. Kurt and Oskar travelled
in a freight-car. Bruno wrote at length about the train journey to
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Stolp. Later Oskar was admitted to the Dusseldorf City Hospital,
where he lay from August 1945 to May 1946. At last he was dis-
charged so that he might embark on a new and adult life.

With this we come to the end of Book Two, which marks the
end of the II World War, just as Book One marked the end of the
pre-Il World War period. Now, we shall move on to Bo,ok Three
which deals with Oskar's account of his life in the post war period.

3.3 Book Three

3.3.1. Firestones and Tombstones
After being discharged from hospital, Oskar, went to the house

of Maria's sister Guste Truczinski. He found Maria and Kurt busiry
engaged in black marketing. Kurt, who was just six years old had
the look of a very busy self-made man. Guste noticed Oskar,s hump
with curiosity. Maria did not tolerate any interference on Oskar,s
part in their black marketing. Oskar was shamefaced for he him-
self enjoyed the luxuries provided by his son illegally. Now he
realises that deeds and misdeeds which only yesterday were fresh
and alive and real, are reduced to history and explained as such.
Two years had not passed since, at Matzerath's grave, Oskar had
resolved to grow, and already he had lost interest in grown-up life.
In spite of his hump, Oskar was attractive, and the hospital nurses
liked him. He met an artisan who made tombstones; his name was
Korneff. The stonecutter took Oskar on as his helper for a small
sum. But Oskar was not strong enough for the heavy job.

3.3.2. Fortuna North
For more than a year, Oskar had been a stonecutter's assis-

tant, and had been able to enjoy a brief giving spree. They cel-
ebrated Kurt's seventh birthday in'47. When he had supported the
family for months, Oskar took Maria out for a movie and then to a
restaurant. She was dreadfully worried because her black market-
ing business was falling off and because Oskar, weakling, so she
put it, that he was, had been supporting the family for'severat
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months. He comforted her, told her that oskar was glad to be cloing
what he could, that he Iiked nothing better than to bear a heavy
responsibility; finally he proposed to her. After weeks of evasion
and silence. Maria nicely declined to marry oskar, making him feel
like a fool, like Hamlet. 

,

3.3.3 Madonna 49

The currency reform came too soon, it made a fool of Oskar,
compelling him to reform his own currency. He was obliged to
capitalise, or at least to make a living from his hump. If Maria had
accepted his proposal, he should have been a business man, a fam-
ily man, a respected member of society; as a husband and family
man, he should have participated in the reconstruction of Germany.
Since that was not to be, he remembered his hump and fell a victim
to art. Before Korneff could dismiss him, he warked out. He gradu-
ally wore out his tailor-made suit and began to neglect his appear-
ance. He frequented parks sitting on benches for hours oii end. At
last he met two emaciated young men and a girl in glasses who
introduced themselves as painters in search of a model. oskar was
just what they were looking for. oskar agreed to pose as a model,
motivated by the lure of both art and money. They carried oskar to
the partially demolished Academy of Art.

After examining Oskar, Professor Kuchen declared:' "Art is
accusation, expression, passion. "He told his disciples that what he
wanted was expression, pitch black and desperate. oskar, he main-
tained was the shattered image of man, an accusation, a challenge.
timeless yet expressing the madness of our century. In conclusion,
he thundered: "l don't want you to sketch this cripple, this freak of
natllre, I want you to slaughter him, crucify hirn. to nail him to your
paper with clrarcoal". In a few weeks tirne the disciples produced a
number of pleasant little sketches, all in the name of artistic ex-
pression; Oskar made good ntoney and was treated with respect for
six hours a day.

Prof'essor Maruhn, a
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would pose in the nucle for sculpturing and he agreecl. Afier ser-
eral weeks his students managed to turn ont a few passable sculp-
tures, first in clay then in plaster and imitation marble. They were
shown at the End of Tcrm Exhibition. Thus Oskar made a good
living on art. Later the Academy turned out a painting entitled
"Madonna 49": Ulla a dress-rnaker posed as Madonna and Oskar
sitting on her milk-white, naked thigh, a crippled child, posed for
Jesus. The painting was shown at a number of exhibitions. It was
purchasedty a Rhenish industrialist for a large sum ulla and oskar
were in high demand. under duress oskar posed with his drum and
he was painted as Jesus the drummer boy sitting on the nude left
thigh of the Madonna 49. It was thus that Maria saw him on a
poster advertising an art show. She who was now holding a well-
paid job was no longer a black marketing refuge from the East.
Thus it was with a certaih conviction that she was abre to cail him a
pimp, a degenerate. She made it clear that she did not want the
filthy money he made with his filthy occrpation. After that oskar
decided to stop living with her. Maria, who had no objection to his
moving, persuaded him to look for a room, not too far away from
herself and Kurt, in any case in Dusseldorf

Critical Comments

This chapter describes how handicaps and deformities can
prove lucrative in the name of art. Note the total absence of,feeling
in such endeavours. what do you think of Maria's attitucre to oskar's
poster? Do you, think she is.justified in criticising hinr as a degen-
erate. or is she being unduly harsh? Note also the sardonic tone of
the author.

3.3.4 The Hedgehog

After a long search Oskar got a room belonging to one Zeidler,
who had a hedgehoggy appcararce and was very severe about rnain-
taining order. Oskar *1t 19ll t!zrt 1l-re. nexr room was ogcupigd by +
lratncd nurse who rarely carne, except perhaps to sleep. oskar was
overwhelnred by the mystery of thc nurse. His leeling for nurses

friend of Professor Kuchen asked if Oskar
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was a:kind of sickness. All that he knew of her was that her name

was Sister Dorothea.

3.3.51n the Glothes Cupboard

Oskar had his professional occupations. He had to give up

cutting insCriptions, when the summer semester at the Academy be-

gan. He and Muse Ulla received good money for sitting still for art

students, especially for those from the studies of Kuchen and

Maruhn, not to mention the prize students Ziege and Raskolnikov.
'The Abduction of Europe'; came after Madonna 49. Upon Oskar's

suggestion, Raskolnikov next painted'Fool Heals Nurse', picturing
Oskar.a;,gpil1, and UIlla dressed as a nurse representing atonem.ent.

O4e day unable to resist his temptation he tried Sister
Dorothea's door knob which turned surprisingly. He made a visit
of the entire ap;rtment, found it cold and uninspiring. At last he

drummed a little on the rear of the clothes cupboard and left after
checking. for neatness and order. He took a few strands of the

woman's hair from her comb.

3.3.6 Klepp
What obsessed Oskar and filled hirn with jealousy was that

Dr. Werner might be a rival for Sister Dorothea's hand! But he

could find no trace or evidence in the room to confirm his doubt.

One day he intercepted a letter wri.tten by Dr. Werner to Nurse

Dorothea and read it; it was a passionate love letter. He then slipped
the letter intact under her door. Oskar made the acquaintance of
one Munzer who insisted on being called Klepp. He drummed and

related his story right from the beginning. At last Klepp suggested

that they should start a jazz band together. Oskar had already m'ade

up his mind to give up his modelling and stone-cutting activities
and become percussion man in a a jazz band. However he asked

Klepp for time to think it orer.

3.3.7 On the Fiber Rug

lt was C)skar who had resLlrrected Klepp and forced him out
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of his bed to begin life with renewed vigour. And yet today now

that it is Oskar who is privileged to lie in bed, he feels that Klepp is

trying to get even with him, for he is trying to throw Oskar out of
his bed in the mental hospital. Once a week Oskar has to pllt up

with his visits and Iisten to his tirades about jazz and his music-

Communist man ifestoes. Caution, h is heayy,,gl",l!:"liqg nSsh,. and

a sense of humour that lives on applause, enabled him to devise a

sly system, combining the teachings of Mark with the myth of jazz.

He sends petition after petition, asking Oskar to be acquitted, set

free; he wants them to turn Oskar out of his hospital, just because

he envies him his bed.

It worried Klepp to see Oskar so half-immersed in his
thoughts. Oskar rarely went to the Academy. And so he gave him-
self up entirely to his friend Klepp. He did not go to see Maria and

little Kurt, for their apartment offered him no peace. Mr. Stenzel,

her loss and married lover, was always there. One day Klepp and

Oskar he$id Hedgehog Zeidler to spread a narrow coconut fiber
rug iir thb hhllway. It was on this fiber runner that Oskar, on the

next night, met Sister Dorothea for the first time.
' The night Oskar who was only half dressed since his pyjamas

had not come from washing, could not sleep. At three he heard a

couple of doors open. He ran to the toilet; he collided with Sister

Dorothea who was seated there. Then followed a pathetic scene

where Oskar desperately proposed to her. The nurse said nothing,
just cried and got up. Evidently she was packing up and leaving
the apartment. Oskar felt miserable after this humiliating episode.

Zeidler and wife were quite angry. At last Klepp the flutist came

accompanied by Scholle the long sought guitarist. They pacified

Zeidler, bent down over Oskar asked no questions, picked him up;

Klepp rubbed him warm. Together he and Scholle dressed him up

and dried his tears. The next morning Klepp the flutist, Scholle the

guitarist and Oskar the percussion man agreed to call their new-

born band The Rhirue River Three and went to breakfast.
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Critical Comments

Oskar does not seem destined to receive the love of a woman.
His disappointment in not being able to secure Maria put him to a
lot of mental tension jealousy and frustration. Let us see how this
humiliating episode involving Sisrer Dorothea will turn out.

3.3.8 ln lhe Onion Cellar :'

The jazz and practice scared away the sparrows. As a remedy
Ferdinand Schmuft the restaurant and night spot owner, who loved
to shoot sparrows, gave them his Onion Cellar for playing for four-
teen and a half marks an evening apiece. As soon as the Onion Cel-
Iar had filled up, Schmuh asked the ladies and gentlemen to help
themselves to the onions. Oskar had a vision of floodgates open-
ing. Once the customers had finished crying and unburdening them-
selves, Oskar's band which had been sitting under the companion
way or staircase, took up their instruments and provided a musical
transition to normal everyday conversation. They made it easy for
the guests to leave the Onion Cellar and made room for more guests.

Scholle had no ground for sorrow; tears made Klepp laugh.
But Oskar had plenty of ground for tears: Sister Dorothea, Maria,
his son Kurt who called Maria's husband 'Papa Stenzel', all those
who lay in the Saspe cemetery, his poor mother the foolish and
lovableJan Bronski, Matzerath etc. All of them needed to be wept
for. But Oskar was one of the fortunate people who could still weep
without onions. His drum helped him. Just a few very special mea-
sures were all that it took to make Oskar melt into tears.

Once Madame Sctxnuh turned up with Woode the music critic.
She cut up an onion and laid her husband bare, told horrible stories
about him. Schmuh was very upset. The situation soon became
tensed up. Klepp and Scholle considered the whole thing ajoke. At
last Oskar became a three year old dnrmmer and played with his
heart. He drummed up the world as a three years old saw it. And
the first thing he did to those post-war hurnans incapable of a real
orgy was t^; ,1 a hantess on thcm. "Where's the Witch bla<'k us
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pitch?" He drummed and scared them out oftheir wits, so that lhey
all wet their pants ! Forgetful ofhome, they continued for some time
to make childish mischief, until at last the police helped them to
remember their age, social position and telephone number- As for
Oskar, he giggled and caressed his drum as he wenr back to the
Onion Cellar.

Critical Comments
This chapter brings out the ingenuity of Oskar to bounce back

and earn his living. His capacity as a drummer is still intact.

3.3.9. On the Atlantic Wall, or Concrete Eternal
Oskar had only been trying to help him: but Schmuch, oivner

and guiding spirit of the Onion Cellar could nor forgive him fdi his
drum solo which had transformed his well - paying guests into bab-
bling, riotously merry children who wet their pants and cried be-
cause they had wet their pants, all without the benefit of onions.
Oskar understood that Schmuh feared competition from Oskar.
Schmuh fired the whole Rhine River Three. But he was forced to
compromise as many of his guests threatened to leave. The band
played thrice a weak, having demanded and obtained a raise. Oskar
started a savings account and rejoiced as the interest accrued. '

Shortly after that Schmuh died in a car accident. He was
accorded a decent burial. Klepp was in hospital with four broken
ribs. Soon Oskar was approached by a gentleman who introduced
himself as Dr. Dosch. He ran a concert bureau. He had been a
frequent guest at the Onion Cellar. He had been authorised ro offer
Oskar a terrific contract: In return for enormous sums of money.
Oskar the drummer had to give sole performances in large theatres
before audiences numbering two to three thousand. Oskar said that
he needed some time to think it overi may be he would take a little
trip somewhere. However, though he signed no contract at the cem-
etery. Oskar's financial situation impelled him to accept an advance
from Dr. Dosch.

Oskar did take the trip. with Muse Ulla's liance Lankes as his
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travelling companion. Their de stinat ion was Normandy. The y camc

across a few nuns. One Sister Agneta, a novice went towards the

sea causing her superior much concern. Lankes the typical ptinter
quipped that there was scope for a fine painting "Nrrs aI High Title".

If the nun drowned, they would call it "Nurns Drct',vning and if the

nun were to come back and fling herself at Lankes's feet, he would
call the painting " Fallen Nunt.

With Lankes, il was always either - or, head or tail, drowned
or fallen. He did whole series of nuns. exhibited and sold several.

Some of the critics even saw it fit to compare Lankes with Picasso.

It was Lankes'success that persuaded Oskar to dig up the visiting
card oT Dr. Dosch, the concert manager for Lankes' art was not alone
in clamouring for bread. The time had come to transmute the pre-
war and wartime experience of Oskar, the three-year old drummer,
into the pure resounding gold of the postwar period.

Critical Comments
Like the previous chapter, this too brings out, Oskar's'never-

say-die' attitude to life. After all, life is a long series of alterna-
tives, particularly in a world of mediocrity. Can you blame Oskar,

or for that matter even Lankes?

3.3.10 The Ring Finger

After weighing-the various pros and cons, Oskar contacted
Dr. Bosch who welcomed him most cordially and introduced him
to his boss. Oskar was shocked when he saw the boss on a wheel-
chair, for it was his friend and master Bebra. paralysed, living only
with his eyes and fingertips. He was on the verge of tears. The wall
behind Bebra's wheelchair had a life-size bust of Roswitha Raguna.

Bebra observed regretfully that Oskar had alteled his proportior.ts

inrmoderatei,r .iir not r[ all to his advantage. Roswitha had wor-
shipped hirrr. rlut .'nllav Oskar rvas disinclined to bring her a cup

of coffee. She her,sell'wr'nt. lol it arrd lps( her life- Seqondly Oskar

had handed over his presurnt)tivc fathcr Jan Bronski over to thc

.centurions (cornmanders) wiro shot hirn. Oskar had drurnmed his
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poor rnothcrinto hcr gravc Ncxt Oskar confessed that hc had mur‐

dcrcd sccond prcsumptive father Matzerath bccausc hc wanted to

bc rid of him and told the judgc how hc had made him choke to

death indccd Bebra who had sct himsclfup as hisjudgc playcd thc

rolc to pcrfcction

i  lClra thCn madc ostar゛ ig,1,0■

“

act,fpr h卜 fP,●SJOnJ
services To say thc 10ast Oskar was a st,nⅢ ng゛ucccss Thosc who

flockcd to hcar him wcrc thc middle‐ agcd,thC Cldcrly,and t,9d。 |―

dcring Oskars mcssagc was addrcsscd rnost particularly to thO agcd,

and thcy responded His biggesttriumphs wcrc with numbcrs cvok―

i,g'tages 9finfancy and ch‖ dhood Oskardrummed"Thc Wickcd
Black Witch'',upon which flftccn hundrcd miners,who had livcd

through cave―ins,explosions,strikcs and uncmployment,lct out thc

mO,t b1901 Curdling scrcamS hC had cVC heard ThCir scrcams de

molishclscV,ral WindOWS:indire,tly 9,К arhaO rccovcrcdhisglass‐

klllilg vPicc HowCVCr hc:甲 ade little usc of I:hc did not wantto

ru1l hiS lusiness

■is second mceting with Bcbra thc mastcr was a plcasant onc

The newspapCrs wcrc bunding Oskar up intO a clllt,Oskar and his

lrutt had b999pc lCJCrs Of thC body and soul And what thcy
curcd bcst ofall waSIOSs ofmemory r/2ι ″。〃Osたα′j,″ madc its

appcarancO in thc Pa,9ぃ  BCbra was PIC■ ,d OSkar fclt cmbar‐
rassed With his immcnsc wcalth Oskar bought Maria a modern,

tlp― and― coming dclicatcsscn storc, on conditi61 that shё give up

Stcnzeli Maria prospcrcd、 vcll

Mcan、vhile Bёbra dicd Oskar had ibt bё cn informed as Bebra

had not wishcd that hisi‖ ncss should interferc with Oskar'stour Bcbra

had left a small fortunc and Roswithais photo in his will for Oskar

Bebra's dcath、 vas a scvcrc blo、v to Oskar and hc did notrccovcr soon

Hc bought a dog caHcd Lux  Onc day Lux brought from thc flcld a

lady's ring ingcrto Oskar As hc was returning homc,Vittlar who

had bccn obscrving Oskar and thc dog,addrcsscd him

Criticai Comments

This is a rathcr packcd chaptcr fu‖ ofinformation and a prcpa―
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ration for winding up the long saga of Oskar's life. The role of the
drum as well as the drummer seems to assume even more signifi-
cance in the post-war period.

3.3.11 The Last Streetcar, or Adoration of a Preserving Jar
This is a long chapter which contains the testimony given by

Vittlar against Oskar. Vittlar lestified that the ring finger which
Oskar had got from Vittlar's mother's field and which he preserved
in ajar ofalcohol belonged to the murdered woman Sister Dorothea.
As both Oskar and Vittlar travelled they found two men hounding
poor old Victor of the Polish Post Office; the two were enecutioners.
Oskar drummed the message that Poland was still alive and man-
aged to save Victor. When Vittlar congratulated him on his suc-
cess, Oskar replied: "I have had too many triumphs, too much suc-
cess in my life. What I would like is to be unsuccessful for once.
But that is very difficult and calls for a great deal of work". This
reply struck Vittlar as arroganl. He had never had the least success
in life; and how he wished that his name would appear in the papers
and make him famous. Then Oskar coolly suggested that all that
he had to do was to take the jar containing the ring finger drive to
the Police Headquarters and report Oskar: the next day he would se

his name in all the papers. And that in what Vittlar did! Meanwhile
leaving his drum Oskar embarked, laughing, upon his flight.

Critical Comments
This is a thought-provoking chapter. In the name ofjealousy

and ill-will people like Viular do not mind bearing false testimony
against people whom they call their friend. And what do you make
of Oskar? He is so indifferent and vain that he literally invites
danger. Do you thing he is insane?

3.3.12 Thirty

Oskar started running at the age of twenty eight and now he

is thirty. His flight was mainly motivated by a desire to enhance
the value of Vittlar's case. Oskar's lawyer came and announced
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that Sister Dorothea had apparently been killed by Sister Beata,
owing to jealousy, as Dr. Werner loved Dorothea and not Beata.
Oskar dreaded the prospect of acquittal for it would imply being
thrown into the cold street. Finally he submits to being judged
insane, obsessed with the Black Witch and thus arrives in the men-
tal hospital.

Critical Comments

At the end of the novel, we find Oskar Matzerath atoning for
guilt not strictly his own, even though, he is finally, to his own
sense guilty by implication, an emblem of the modern world even
in his isolation from it. The number 'Thirty' implies or brings to
mind Judas who betrayed Christ for lhirry pieces of silyer. Who is
the Judas here? Vittlar? Or is it Oskar himself? Is his conscience
free ofguilt? Or does he feel responsible for the deaths of his mother,
his two fathers, Roswitha and so on? So is it a fitting Nemesis?

We have come to the end of this thought-provoking novel.
Read the study material carefully and understand the entire story.
In the next Unit,we shall study the various aspects ofthe novel lia
Tin Drum.

UNIT FOUR

THE TtN DRUM . A CRITICAL STUDY

4.0 Obiectives

At the end of this Unr?, you should be able to:
(i) understand various aspects of Gunter Grass's novel Ifie lin

Drttm : and
(ii) make an overall estimate of the novel and its author.

4.1 lntroduction
Before you began to read this Unlr. it is imperativc that you

reatl and assilnilate the nrattcr _siven in the previous Urrit. If you do
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so, you will be able to form your own impressions of the novel its
plot, the characters, the narrative techniques and so on. Then when
you read this Unit, you will be able to appreciaie the several as-
pects of fhe Tin Druni.

Let us study them one by one.

4.2 Critical Summary of The Tin Drum.

Critique:

The Tin Drum, a panoramic, satiric novel in which the an-
guished and the amused mingle, and in which the history of mod-
ern Germany is viewed through the eyes of a self-willed dwarf,
marked the beginning of Gunter Grass's career as a novelist. In its
way, the book is a milestone in the history of German letters some-
what reminiscent of the appearance of Thomes Mann's
Buddenbrooks ( l90l ). But to say that Grass's book is about as aus-
picious a novelistic beginning as Budd.enbrooks is to suggest little
more similarity with Mann than that of length and quality, for The
Tin Drum though it shows some signs of being a curiously gnarled
hybrid variety of the German family chronicle, though in fact one
can trace its lineage back to a multitude of traditions, is a novel
which cannot fit neatly into any fixed category, which is a category
in itself.

Stoty:

The narrator of the story is OSKAR MATZERATH who tells
his story from the lunatic asylum, in which he is being held for a

murder he did.not commit. The question of Oskar's sanity is a little
pointless. In the light of the mad world around hin his vir:lent.
bizarre (strange) outlook is the only vision imaginable. Oskar's
story begins in 1899 when his Kashubian grandmother sitting in ir

potato ficld, conceals under her widc skirts. l.nrrn the view of the
pursLring constables the lugitive JOSEPII KOLJAICHEK, and
thereby conceives Oskar's mothcr. The incidcnt in its wild hurnor.rr

nnd eroticisnr as also the su,ggestion o{ political chaos is endentic
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of (indicates) what is to come. In 1923, in the free city of Danzig,
AGNES KOLJAICHEK marries ALFRED MATZERATH, a ciri-
zen of the German Reich and i;.lroduces him to her Polish Cousins
and lover JAN BRONSKI, with whorii he becomes fast friends.
Thereafter the amazing Oskar is born, an infant whose mental de-
velopment is complete at birth.

Oskar is promised a drum for his third birthday, the drum
which in its many atavistic (remote) recurrences will allow him
mutely to voice his protest against the meaninglessness of a world
which formulates its destructive Ionsense in empty language and
to recreate the history of his consciousness, to recall in the varied
music of the drum to rhythms of lhe mind's apprehensions, earlier
accompanied by the drum. It is also on his third birthday, that Oskar
decides to stop growing by a sheer act of the will to remain with his
three year old body and his totally conscious mind for the rest of
his life. As he boasts, he remains from then on a prococious three
year old in a world of adults who tower over him, but superior to
them because he is complete both inside and out, free from all ne-
cessity to grow, to develop, to change as time passes and they move
toward old age and the grave.

Oskar's refusal to grow, to measure his shadow by that of
older persons, or to compete for the things they desire is the asser-
tion of his individuality against a world, which, misconstruing (mis-
understanding) him, would force him into an alien pattern. He is
pleased when he discovers his ability to shatter glass with his Voice,
a talent which becomes not only a means of destruction, the vent-
ing of his hostility and outrage, but also an art whereby he can cut
in the window of ajewellery shop, a neat hole rhrough which Bronski
upon whom he heaps the filial affection he does not feel for his
more mundane father can snatch an expensive necklace for his be-
loved Agnes.

The later period of Oskar's recorded existence is crammed
with outlandish events. His 'nother witnesses a revoliing scene of
eels being extracted from the head of a dead horsc submcrged in
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water, perversely forces a diet of fish upon herself and dies. oskar
becomes fascinated with the hieroglyphic scars on the massive back
of Herbert Truczinski, his friend; but Herbert, who works as a mari-
time museum attendant grows enamoured of a ship's wooden fig-
urehead called Niou*, and in an attempt to make love to her is in-
stead impaled to her by a double edged ship's axe. Jan Bronski is
executed after a Secret service raid on the polish post office, where
he has gone with oskar; and oskar is overwhelmed with g,ilt for
the death of his mother and the man who was probably his father.
In one of the most preposterous (strange) seduction scenes in lit-
erature, oskar becomes the lover of Herbert's youngest sister Maria,
and fathers her child. Maria then marries Alfred Matzerath, ancl
oskar turns to the ampler comforts of Lina Greffwhose latent ho-
mosexual husband, shortly upon receiving a summons to appear in
court on a morals charge, commits a fantastically elaborate and gro-
tesque suicide. oskar is prodigious sexuaily as he is diminutive
physically.

oskar then goes on to join Bebra's troupe of entertainers, and
becomes the lover of the timeless Roswitha Ragnna. when the Rus-
sians invade Dancing, Matzerath, to concear his affiliations, swal-
lows the Nazi party pin which oskar has shoved into his hand, and
dies. once again oscar feels responsible for the death of a parent.
Before Iong, against his will he begins to grow, and to develop a
hump. His postwar life takes him to West Germany, where he is, at
various times, a black marketer a model and a nightclub entertainer;
and eventually at Duseldorf, where a destiny not his own catches
up with him in the guise of the accusation that he has killed Sister
Dorothea, the woman in the room next to his. The testimony of
vittlar which has earlier thought him guilty, ironically, damns him,
and oskar submits to being judged insane, and atones for a guilt
not strictly his own, even though he is finally to his own sense,
guilty by implication, an emblem of the modern world, even in his
isolation from it.

Let us move on to the different levels at which the nover mi y
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be read.

4.3 Themes and lnterpretations
The Tin Drum can be read on two levels, one realistic, the

other symbolic. As seen in the previous section, ostensibly, it is the
life-story of the dwarf Oskar, who recounts his exploits in the pre-
war, war-time, and post-war periods. Oskar is born as a precocious
child, who would rather not have been born at all; butrhe prospect
of the drum prevented him from returning to the womb. With the
rise of National socialism oskar finds himself more and more iso-
lated, and he laments his plight. Left with his drum as his own
comfort and raison d' etre (reason for existence) he concentrates
more and more intently on it, even though the political climate is
against him and replacements become increasingly difficurt to find-
as the Nazi threat grows. Driven by the need to repair his drum
Oskar makes his way to the Polish posr office and fortuitously (by
chance) becomes involved in its defence at the time of the German
invasion of Poland in September 1939. His dream is to establish "a
dynasty of drummers"; however his son Kurt has different ideas.
Jan Bronski's execution, Matzerath's death, his mother's death - all
these mark decisive stages in Oskar's life. His father's funeral co-
incides with the German capitulation. At the cemetery Oskar de-
cides to externalise his coming of age by resuming growth and bury-
ing his drum. But attempts to become a good citizen', are thwarted
by the widowed Maria's refusal to marry him. After a long peniod
of deprivation, Oskar returns to his drum, this time as a highly suc-
cessful Jazz drummer. He becomes a celebrity, but loneliness and
fear of life haunt him more relentlessly than ever. He has himself
locked up in a mental asylum by fabricating a criminal charge at
the end of the novel. At the age of thirty, he faces his discharge into
a hostile world, where the Black Witch, the omnipresent personifi-
cation of his own insecurity threatens his existence.

b) Symbolic lnterpretation
The first questionarising om a symbolic level concerns Oskar's

cuP I 8i7 6tfi /r 000/sDE-4
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stature. As he himself informs us he decided to interrupt his growth

ahd remain a crippled dwarf in order to keep adutts at a distancel

As'a precocious infant he has already seen through the moral bank-

ru,ptcy of,his parents, so that his-stature represents a deliberate act

of protest, an act based on a refusal to adapt to his surroundings,

even physically. In the pre.war years, up to the German capitula-

tion, Oskar's gnome-like hppearance is to be considered as an as-

set: While the adults blindly prepare their own destruction, Oskar

is retreating behind the guise of a three-year old, offering - within

his limitations - some measurement of resistance to National So-

cialism. During the Nazi period, Oskar's withdrawal into infancy

was the only way to play the part of the critical observer, and yet

survive; after 1945, the time had come for him to leave his hide

away and to participate openly in the reconstruction of West Ger-

many; hence he resumes growth, qith partial succqss: his height

increases, but he develops a hunchback.

Oskar's symbolic role has changed. During the war, he rep-

resents the sane element in a crippled society. After the war, dis-

guises have become superfluous and Oskar's resumed growth pos-

sibly symbolises Germany's coming of age. Oskar's diseased back

on the other hand, may signal the resurgence of tendencies opposed

to a genuine German liberation. Grass implies that the affluent
society is a mere facade. In reality, a promising post-war Germany

has developed into a hunchbacked cripple. But Grass does not leave

the readers on a pessimistic note. Though the hunch backed Oskar

represents the Germany.of the "economic miracle" of the 1950s'

the author intimates that the disease may be cured, since the hunch-

back is anything but self-willed.

Themes

Three main themes are inter-woven into the texture of the

novel: politics, religion and love. Oskar's protest is most conspictt-

ous in the realm of politics. a secttlarised vision of hope. Although,
far from being a heroic resYstance'ifighter,'he does his best to em-
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barrass the Nazis. His elaborate refutation of involvement becomes

a proof of the depth of his religion. All types of dogrnatic thinking
are suspect to Grass, whether he is dealing with Catholicism, Na-

tional Socialism or Communism, He finds all "isms" equally ob-
jectionable, for where blind faith replaces doubt man abdicates

(gives up) responsibility. Oskar objects just as violently to the dan-

gers of blindly accepted religious beliefs. Only criticism can save

Oskar from the fascination that Catholicism holds for him. On the

other hand, he feels that the Church, above all other places, ought

to be the rightful home for his drum, for both drurn and Church

have pledged themselves to fight for the highest ideals of mankind,

for Faith, Hope and Love. Oskar is thunderstruck by his, resem-

blance to the statue of young Jesus. By not drumming, Jesus fails
him, and Oskar deduces from this disappointment that the role of
the protestor is reserved for him alone. God may still exist, but his

Son's refusal to drum confirms his powerlessness in the face of war

and persecution. The third and final sphere in which Oskar pro-

tests is the realm of love, where the drum plays as full a part as in

politics and religion. The purest form of love taught in the New

Testament is compassion for the suffering. In Oskar's case, this

love expresses itself most vividly in his relationship to Markus, the

Jewish toy merchant and the source of his drums. A close link is
therefore established between Oskar, the protester against National

Socialism, and Markus, its victim. The Jewish survivor Fajngold,

too, belongs to the realm of love. The characters' attitude to the

drum reveals their political and moral tendencies. "When a whole

society fails Oskar finds his responsibility" lAnn Woctds). Faced

with a changed historical situation, Oskar has to adjust to a poten-

tially new German society. Many c_ritics interpret his return to the

drum as a return to irresponsibility. According to ldris Parry, Oskar's

drum is "the source and symbol of his aristocratic nature"

In another sense, The Tin Drum exists on two other levels:

the ttniversal and the politicul. In this novel Oskar's external de-

f'ences have their internal counter part in his refusal to grow, a ges-

`   ,■
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ture symbolising outright rejection of society. But oskar adapts
his decision to changing circumstances for, after the German ca-
pitulation he considers a future within society and resumes growth.
He undergoes three distinct stages in his moral development each
representing an advance on the previous one! He knowingly steps
outside society; he chooses to be an outsider. His deformation is
self-inflicted. His disguise as a three year old is deliberate camou-
flage (mask). oskar fights his society by opposing it with his own
brand of morality. He laments the debasement of christian values
in the chapter "Faith, Hope, Love,,. His aioofness seenis to verge
on opportunism, but is in fact its very opposite. oskar's lament is
mainly centred on man's wilful misrepresentation of the notions of
the Epistle to the corinthians; his protest is thus directed against
vast areas of human behaviour. The novel is thus replete with anti-
war innuendos (hints)

Let us examine some of the stylistic aspects of the novel.

4.4 lmagery Structure And Styte in The Tin Drum
All Grass's prose revolves around one or two central images,

which denote reality on the one hand, and a certain response to
reality on the other. The very titles of the books reveal where the
emphasis lies. In The Tin Drum, it is the challenge to reality that is
empahsised, a challenge through art. oskar's drumming denounces
reality, his art is an art of protest. Reality is symbolised by the
BIack witch, so that the drum and the Black witch are diametri-
cally opposed to each other. But the drumming, however moral in
its intention, is merely a signpost to morality not morality itself; it
remains a quest. As it takes into account complexities of man and
society, refusing to reduce them to concepts, it adds depth to the
symbol.

The drum also has a structurar significance for it encompasses
all realms of human experience dealt with in the novel; art, love,
politics and religion. It furnctions as an upholder of integrity ex-
posing in each case the corruptions against which it protests. with
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his drumming, oskar attacks all dogmas, demanding movement aild
life, a life that even includes destruction, out of which new life
emerges. ln The Tin Drum this creed is postulated in a passage about
a partisan, who like every true artist "undermines what he has just
set up, because he consistently rejects what he has just created.

Dialectical thinking (logical argumentation) constitutes the
most striking structural element in Grass's compositions. In The* 
Tin Drum, it extends to the individual images as well as to their
overall pattern. The drum has its dialectical opposite in the Black; witch. oskar's drumming is an attempt to synthesis the two ex-
tremes of morality and amorality of construction and destruction.
This general duality also governs the detairs of the novel down to
its smallest episodes. The drum itserf is made up of contradictions, .for it can be put to both good and bad purposes, radiate love all
well as hatred, even if its primary function is positive. The negative
aspects of oskar's gifts the purely destructive impulses are
symbolised by his glass-shattering voice. Such polarity between
light and dark is followed throughout, in juxtaposing (placing side
by side) Goethe and Rasputin, Apollo and Dionysus, Jesus and sa-
tan and is further evoked in the colour symbolism of white and
black.

If the drum symbol is murti-dimensional and dialecticar (rogi-- f"
cal), it is also adynamic symbol with its inherentenergy manifestl-.1 .

ing itself through musical properties. euite independently of its
owner the drum generate a moral force. It propels both plot and
character. oskar is as it were, subservient to the drum, defining his
identity either in alliance with, or in opposition to it. This means
that the alliance in The Tin Drum is on art, not the artist who is
totally subsumed by it. Thus in the final anarys, the symbol of the
drurn as a fusion of art and protest grows with the.novel, as an
organic image of creativity against the background of a fragmented
universe, inhabited by a disintegrating Oskar

Let us wind up this unit with an overalr estimate of the novel.
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4.5. Gunter Grass's The Tin Drum: An Overatl Estimate

The Tin Drum is a snrreal picaresque. [Refer Unit I for ex-

planationl a mock-epic chronicle of West Europe's (and by exten-

sion, tht world's) twentieth century madness; a sardonic, shocking

hilarious reflection of a world in upheaval, a world in which values

become inverted and undistinguishable, in which the tragic is at the

same time the comic, and the agonising the ludicrous- The novel

violates all modes of decorum; its chaos is the outward appearance

and inner principle of the world it seeks to capture; but the imagi-

native vitality of its creation is somehow its own decorum, and is,

of itself, an affirmation in the face of the dissolution it postulates.

Grass's exemplary use of imagery and characters deepens his

analysis of National Socialisrn and its conseqlrences for Germany.

The tin drum ends with a forceful reminder of everybody's indi-
vidual guilt, a guilt coupled with an.equally obsessive fear. A large

question mark hangs over the future. There is a suggestion that

Hitler's role was not an inexplicable accident, but rather the result

of totalitarian modes of thinking prevalent in German philosophy.

Only by exposing the roots that nurture totalitarian regimes, can

their growth be prevented. This requires not only knowledge of the

intellectual climate we live in, but also profound self-knowledge.

In fact, each successive novel in the Danzig trilogv lThe Tin Drum,

Cat and Mouse Dog Years) represents an intensification of political

awareness, a process evinced by Grass's use of narrative perspec-

tive, metaphors and treatment of themes.

The one common denominator that characterised the imme-

diate critical response in Germany to The Tin Drum was admiration

for the originality and the sheer super'power of the work. Three

schools of thought emerged: (a) those who saw in Oskar the per-

sonification of imrnorality; (b) those who exempted him from moral

criteria altogether; (c) those who considered Oskar's drumming a

moral activity. Gunter Blocker was the most violent in his condem-

nation of The Tin Drum as a monunlent of irnmorality. However

Grass had supporters in plenty. The majority of English critics settled
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for the 'amoral', the apolitical interpretation for instance, R.C.

Andrews,Times Literary Supplement reviewer, saw the "moral neu-

trality" of the novel. To conclude with the observations of ldris
Parry'. "Grass is outraged by what he finds; social injustice, hidden

Nazis .... murderers living respectable lives. His feelings are admi-

rable - for a politician. For an artist, they are disastrous. He sacri-

fices art to morality."

4.6. lmportant Topics
(i) Discuss the novel The Tin Drum as a surreal picaresque.

lHints: Explain the terms 'surreal' and 'picaresque' - a plot narrat-':"

ing various adventures of the protagonist - elaborate - events, a"
blend of realism and fantasy: tin drum, glass-shattering - give ex-

amples - central idea of novel:'portrayal of 20th century madness]

(ii) The use of the drum symbol.

lHints: symbolic interpretation of The Tin Drum - drum

Oskar's symbolof protest - examples: at school, in church, mother's

death - later as means of livelihood in Onion Cellar - Oskar the solo

drummer - drumming and glass shattering related - how?]
(iii) Significance of the title of the novel The Tin Drum

Refer Answer (ii)
(iv) The satirical elements in The Tin Drum

lHints: a satire on modern madness in Europe before during

and after war - politics and religion satirised - Oskar's way of pro-

testingl
Study all the fotr Units; then you will be able to prepare your

own essays.

Studt Mctterial prepared by:

Prof. V. UMA, M.A., M.Phil.,
Dept. Of Englisli,
Mercy College,
Palakkad.
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UNIT ONE

MiLAN KUNDERA:AN INTRODUCTION

... .lo4

the Czech novelist Bozena Nemcoya and others. Liberalism and
nationalism were followed in the nineties by scepticism which ex_
isted side by side with the Decadence, a movement common ro
every country.

After the Great War, (I World War) Czech literature was vir_
tually taken over by wrilers ofthe Left who produced almost all the
literature of any lasting value in the 1920s and I 930s. Among such
writers were Vancura, Nezval, and bohemian Jaroslav Seifert. Af_
ter the establishment of the Communist regime in 194g, Sociatist
Realismbecame dominant stylistically and interest in literature de_
clined. In the 1940s and early 1950s, Czech literature endured a
period of grim state-enforced stagnation. But even after the de-
mise of Stalinism, although literary activity was feverish few wrir-
ers of any merit emerged. The period of the ,,thaw,, brought a num_
ber of writing critical of the events of Stalin,s era, the first success
among which was that of The Taste of powerby Ladislav Mnacko.

One of the most intelligent of Czechoslovakian writers was
Karel Capek ( I 890 - I 938). He threw himself heart and soul into
the affairs of his country but his real attitude to life is expressed in
his dictum. "A short lifu is betterfor mankind, Jor a long life would
deprive man of his optimism,, ! Capek,s novels, written in a clear
language, try to educate his countrymen into democracy.and vigi-
lance against fascist aggression by means of Wellsean fantasy.

Most important of the writers who helped to shape rhe intel-
lectual atmosphere leading to the Dubcek experiment in l96g were
Hrabal, Holub, the underrated Ludvik Vacutik (1926 _ ), the over_
rated MILAN KUNDERA (1929 - ) rhe novelist of conscience
Jaroslay Putik (1923 - ) and Vladimir paral (1932 _ ). tThe
Dubcek Experimar?, refers to the abortive reform movement of I96g
- '69 presided over by Alexander Dubceck (lg}l-92) who was
Czechoslovak party leaderfrom 1967 to 1969.) After.Dubcek,s fall
in 1969, followed by his expulsion from the Communisr parry, Czech
literary production was reduced to a minimum, but from lq73 on_
wards writers began to come to terms with the new regirne. Of the

1.0 Objectives

At the end of this Unil, you should be able to:
(i) form a general idea of Czechoslovakian literature, particu_

larly fiction, of the modern times: and
(ii) understand about the life and personality of Milan Kundera

(1929 - ).

1.1 lntroduction

Before you embark on the srudy of any author, it is advisable
to know something to know something about his age, since how_
ever conventional or individualistic he may be, he nevertheless be_
longs to his age, and is a product of his society. So let us begin this
Unil with a brief note on the Czechoslovakian literature of the mod-
ern times.

1.2 Czechoslovakian Literature (tiction) of Modern Times
Czech is a west Slavonic language spoken in the western part

of Czechoslovakia, in Bohemia, Moravia etc. It has a Latin script.
The literature of Czechoslovakia consists of works written in Czech
and those written in Slovak, a west Slavonic language spoken in
the eastern part of Czechoslovakia. Literature has occupied an im_
portant position in Czechoslovak cultural life, since the late lgth
century, when the development of an urban middle class created a
public for it. The modern Republic of Czechoslovakia came into
being in autumn I918. However literary Czech was fully devel-
oped in I348, when Prague University was founded. (Czech litera-
ture flourished in all genres. (literary forms). Compared to the
Slovaks, the Czechs have dominated the m<idern period.

Czechoslovakian literary development parallels that of Eu_
rope: Romanticism flourishcd in the early lgth century. The reac_
tion to Romanticist.n came in the 1840,s with the Rerlirr writings of
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writers ofthe 1970s the most highly esteemed is Jiri Medek (1950 -).
Thus we see that Czechoslovakian literature has fluctuated in

theme and quality according to the political upheavals. The end of
the lTth and I 8th centuries witnessed the virtual death of national
literature; not till the latter half of the I 8th century were systematic
attempts begun to revive Czech as a literary literature. The failure
of the Revolution of 1848 brought an end to the movement for in-
dependence, and to the first wave of romanticism. After I 860s, the
national cause was once again dominant, but now found a more
practical expression through the creation of popular institutions,
including a national theatre. Writers were concerned with social
problems; democracy, the emancipation of women, the correction
of economic injustice, as well as with the longing for national inde-
pendence. The early 1920s brought a wave of so-called proletar-
ian literature expressing a warm but naive sympathy for the Soviet
experiment. The late 1920s saw a sudden and violent shift to
" poetism" , a school of pure poetry which ha.l its roots in Dadaism,
Futurism and Vtalism. [Please refer to th! C,iossary for explana-
tionl. The early 1930s saw the sudden collapse of poetism as a ,.

movement, and a switching over lo Surrealism and a more personal
literature of sensual imagery. The II World War and the subsequent
communist coup virtually destroyed the older literary tradition. Sev-
eral writers were silenced, imprisoned or repressed. In the springs
of 1956, demands for greater freedom began to be heard and sev-
eral influential writers sharply criticised the restrictions imposed
on literature. It is against all this varied background, that Milan
Kundera and his novel are to be studied.

Let us move on to a brief sketch of the author.

1.3 Milan Kundera: An lntroduction
Milan Kundera was born in Brno in Czechoslovakia in 1929.

He was the first of the younger Czechs novelists to react sharply
against the dreary social realism of the Stalinist years. He was a

novelist, dramatist and a writer of short stories. He was the first
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Czechs author to emphasise in his rv111inr. the private emotional

and erotic spheres of the indiv idual in contrast to the writers of the

Stalinist period, who saw man merely as a unit in the socialist col-

lective. His novel Zert (1966) which describes with wry humour

the emotional and moral decline of a young man deformed by

pseudo-socialist society gives a documentary picture of a single

generation in Czeschoslovakia. Kundera's chief novel is The Joke

( 1967), a proper English translation of which - replacing an inaccu-

rate one - appeared ia 1974. This novel is atonce a satire on the

fake communism of the Stalinists, on the opportunists who thrived

under it, and on the Ciechs character itself. Life is Elsewhere (1979)

was published by Skvorecky on his emigre press - it first aPpeared

in a French version in 1973 - long after Kundera had Ieft Czecho-

slovakia (1975), since he was not allowed to publish there. fhe
Farewell Party (tr. 1976) seems frivolous by the side of this study

of a poet who sells out to Stalinism ,but The Joke remains Kundera's

best novel. The ideas and the tone of the novel can be identified in

his plays like Majitele Klicu (1962) and his short stories [Smesn 3

Lasky | (1963); II (1966)l

1.4 lnterior Monologue

A monologue is a long speech in which one person speaks

alone: An interior monologue resembles a long speech, but it has to

be interpreted not as a speech but as the thotlghts, probings and

musings of the speaker. It enables the readers to understand the

mind and character of the speaker and also see a particular event or

person from his point of view. The .loke is written in the form of a

series of monologues. Each monologue gives us a partial or lim-
ited view of the story. It is only by connecting and coordinating the

different monologues that a total picture emerges.

Let us summarise the novel in the succeeding Unirs.
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UNITTWO

THE JOKE : A SUMMARY OF PARTS I - IV

2. Obiectives
At the end of this Unit, you should be able to:

(i) have a general idea of the plot of the first part of Milan
Kundera's novel The Joke: and

(ii) form your initial impressions about the main characters par-
ticularly their state of mind.

2.1. lntroduction

The best way to enjoy a novel, of course, is to read it in the
original. Even in the most authentic translation, something of the
original flavour and flair is bound to be lost. The difficulties are all
the more evident in case of a novel life The Joke which has been
translated five times, since the author himself was not happy with
the earlier versions! A chapter-wise summary of this sort is twice
removed from the original. It will certainly help you to know the
plot of the novel, form ideas about the characters, especially their
state of mind, etc. But if you can lay your hands on the translation,
do read it. Only then will you be able to understand and enjoy
Kundera's masterpiece. Anyway, something is better than nothing.
So let us begin to summarise the first section of the novel consist-
ing of four parts.

We shall begin with the Author's Note.

2.2 . Author's Note

Kundera explains the special circumstances that culminated
in the fifth English languag,e version ofThe lote. The first version
was published by in London in 1969 by Macdonald, in a translation
by David Hamblyn and Oliver Stallybrass. Kundera was amazed
when he received the book in Prague; he did not recognise it at alll
the novel was entirely reionstructed; divided into a different num-
ber of parts with chapters shortened or simply omitted. The irony
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is that between December 1965 and early 1967, the original Czech
manuscript had been kept from publication in Pragre by cdmmu-
nist censorship; Kundera had rejected all the changes they had
wanted to impose on him, and the novel was finally allowed to ap-
pear in April 1967, exactly as he had written it.

Living in a country, occupied by the Russian army, deprived
of his passport, and so without any possibility of leaving, Kundera
found it very difficult to defend himself. He managed to bring about
the publication in Britain, of a revised completer version without
deletions and with the chapters in their original sequence. But this

.book (Penguin Books, 1970) gave him only relative satisfaction for
the translation was still free. The Penguin version was actually the
third. The second had been published by Coward. Mc-Cann in
New York in 1969, not long after the first British version; in this
the entire text was systematically curtailed, and the American pub-
lisher did not seem very sympathetic towards the protests of the
censored author.

A dozen years after the first three mutilated versions Kundera's
new editor AARON ASHER at Harper and Row proposed that The
Jofte should appear in a faithful as well as unabridged English-lan-
guage version; so he approached Michel Henry Heim, a young
American professor of Slavic studies, who had translated Kundera's
novel The Book of Laughter and Forgetting (1080). At Aaron's
request, the author wrote a preface for that new /ourrl, edition of
The Joke- There he recounted the novel's eventful history in Czecho-
slovakia and in France, evoked the sad tale of its three earlier En-
glish-language versions, and added two paragraphs to convey ftis
e.xacting concept of the novel:

Goethe never trusted his secretary to read t ,ffor him, while
dealing with poetry. In Goethe's time, prose could not make the
aesthetic claims of poetry; perhaps not until the work of Flaubert,
did prose lose the stigma of aesthetic inferiority. Eyer stnce Ma-
dttnte Bovary, the art of the novel has been considered equal to the
art of poetry. ancl the novelist endows every word of his prose with
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the unigueness of the word in a poem. Once prose makes such a
claim, the translation of a novel becomes a true art. A novelist.
whose novels are banned in his own country is doubly conscious of
the difficu lties involved.

The fourth English language version of The Jote appeared in
1982. Later in l900Aaron proposed the republication ofTheloke
at Flarper Collins. Only then did Kundera decide to re-read rhe rrans-
lation with care. In the beginning, there was nothing seriously
wrohg, and Part Two, " Helena" was quite good, but from the start
of Part III, the author felt that what he read was not his text - words
and syntax were changed, there was inaccuracy in the reflectivq
passages, the distinctive voices of the characters - narrators had
been altered drastically, and so on. The American professor had
clearly resorted to translation - adaptation - in keeping with the
taste of the time and of the country for which it is intended. The
whole thing was unacceptable to Kundera. He regretted having
warmly approved of the fourth English version without taking care
to read and check the translation earlier.

Finally Kundera and his editor immediately set to work.
Kundera worked on both his original and the earlier translations,
entering word-for-word translations from the original, and retain-
ing some ofthe faithful renderings and good formulations in Heim,s
translation. He sent his work in regular instalments to Aaron, who
created an EnglishJanguage version from these disparate elements
and sent it to Kundera for final correction and approval. They had
begun in the spring of l99l and working without respite they fin-
ished only towards the end of the year. Kundera concludes his
Author's Note with a promise to the readers, that there will not be a
sixth English-language version of The Joket

2.2.'l Critical Comments on Author,s Note
From ihe Author's Note two things become evident. Firstly

The Joke is not an easy novel to translate, because it is nol the con-
ventional sort with its emphasis on a regular plot. and well-drawn
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but directly delineated characters with clear outlines. Secondly
Kundera is a fastidious writer, a perfectionist. He cannot tolerate
changes even in his mode ofpunctuation. Naturally, the best course
is for him to be involved in the translation of his own works.

Let us begin with Part One of the novel.

2.3. Summary ol Part One

Ludvik
The narrator of this part is LUDVIK. He had returned to his

home town after several years. Standing in the main square, he felt
no emotion whatsoever. All that he could think was that the flat
space looked like a huge parade ground. He told himself that he
had grown indifferent to his home-town, for he had been away for
fifteen years, had almost no friends or acquaintances left there; his
mother had been buried among strangers in a grave he had never
tended. But he realised that he had been deceiving himself, for
what he had called indifference was in facr rancour. (biner,hatred)
and it was this journey that had made him conscious of it. The
mission that had brought him there could easily have been accom-
plished in Prague, after all, but he had been tempted to carry it out
in his own home town, because it was a cynical and low mission.

Ludvik gave the unsightly (ugly) square a final look and then
set off for the hotel where he had booked a room for the night. Ir
was on the third floor. He inspected the room, especially the bed,
which sank so much under his weight that ir was obviously not only
unsatisfactory as a seat but equally unlikely to perform its function
as a bed; it was impossible to imagine anyone else in that bed with
him. He sat down on the chair and began to think. Just then he
could hear two people, a man and a woman, having a conversation
about a boy named Peter, who had run away from home, and his
Aunt Klara, who was a fool and spoiled the boy, Ludvik could hear
every word of their conversation; even the woman's sighs were au-
dible.

He stood up, his decision firm. He did not want to jeopardi-se
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(upset) the success of his Iong arduous (difficult) journey with that
unsuitable hotel room. He had no choice bul to ask some local
acquaintance for the discreet, confidential favour of lending his
room. He suddenly remembered a man there, whom he had helped
to find a job and would probably be only too glad to repay one
good turn with another. His name was KOSTKA. He was a strange
character, at once scrupulously moral and oddly unsettled and un-
stable, whose wife had divorced him years before for living any-
where and everywhere except with her and their son. Ludvik walked
fast in the direction of the hospital, where Kostka worked in the
Virology department. Luckily he met him and recognised him.
Ludvik felt that Kostka was pleasantly surprised, and the spontane-
ity of his welcome delighted him.

Ltrdvik told him that he would be in the town for two or three-
days concerning some unimportant business. They started talking.
Kostka told him that after work in the hospital he was leaving town
in the evening. He had a fiance (a girl he was engaged to) in an-
other town fifteen miles away, a school teacher with a two-room
flatofherown. Hewasstill on his own and had a one-room flat in
a new building near the hospital. He was unlikely to move in with
his fiancee eventually because of the problem of finding another
job at her place. Ludvik sincerely began to curse the ineptitude
(absurdity) ofa bureaucracy unable to arrange for a man and woman
to live together. But Kostka did not mind. Travelling back and forth
did cost time and money, but his solitude remained intact and he
was free. Ludvik asked him, "Why is your freedom so important to
you?" He countered with the same question. Ludvik answered that
he was a skirt-chaser (One who chased/made love to women); he

needed the freedom not for the women, but for himself.
Kostka invited Ludvik to his flat. Ludvik noticed with great

pleasure a wide comfortable divan in the corner of the room. He
asked Kastak if he could lend him the place for the next afternoon.
when he would nced a pleasant atmosphere. Kostka understood
and deliberately avoided prying into Ludvik's plans. He readily
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oft'cred his flat, as it was a favour. Before going, Kostak gave hinr
the keys. During a lifetime of sleeping in various beds, I-udvik
had developed a personal c ult ol keys. and he slipped Kostka's keys
into hi. pocket with silcnl glee.

On their way out Ludvik. in reply to Kostka, said that he hoped
Kostka's flat would help Ludvik to achieve a beautiful demolition.
He explained that Kostka was a quiet workman on God's eternal
constructbn site, whereas Ludvik was not one of God's brick lay-
ers. Instead of walls all he saw was stage sets. And stage sets were
made to be demolished. Both had not changed and even after years
were as diff-erent as ever. It was these differences that endeared
Kostka to Ludvik and made him enjoy their arguments. He used
them as a touchstone of who he was and what he thought. Kostka
replied thus: "How can a sceptic like you be so sure he knows how
to tell a stage set from a wall?" The illusions Ludvick ridiculed
may not be mere illusions. What if there were genuine values and
Ludvik were a demolisher of values? A value debased and an illu-
sion unmasked had the same pitiful form: they resembled each other
too closely.

Walking with Kostka back through the town to the hospital,
Ludvik said that he badly needed a good shave. Kostka took him to
a small barber shop. It was a female barber who attended on him.
Ludvik mused on how strange and ridiculoirs it was to be caressed
so tenderly by an unknown woman who meant nothing to him and
to whom he meant nothing. He imagined that he was a defenseless
victim entirely at the mercy of the woman who had sharpened the
razor which was waiting on the nearby table there merely to con-
sr.rmmate that beautilul independence. Suddenly. he realised that
he knew the womirn, his tcnder assassin: it seemed an older sister's
lace. He had not seen hcl for fifiecn years.

Just then a new customcr camc in and l-udvik could not speak
to her. Evcn when lre paid. she kcpt her hcad incliffcrently turned
.trray flonr hirr. avoiding cyc-contilct and taking thc n]olrcy sir
hliskly and irrrpcrsonall),that he sLrddenly ielt likc a ntadnan l'allen
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prey to his own hallucinations and could not find the courage ' . say
anything to her. He left the barbershop feeling oddly frusrrated: all
he knew was that he knew nothing and that it was a great callous-
,?e.ss to be uncertain of recognising a face he had once so dearly
Ioved.

Ludvik hurried back to the hotel. On the way he avoided an
old friend JAROSLAV, first fiddle of a local cimbalom ( musical
instrument) band. He phoned Kostka and confirmed that the woman
barber was LUCIE SEBETKA

2.3.1. Critical Comments on Part One
The character-narrator of this part is Ludvik. What are your

initial impressions about him? Kundera has portrayed him as "a
thoughtful melancholy intellectual" to quote his own words from
the Autthor's Notes. Who is Lucie Sebeika? Why is Ludvik filled
with rancour? Nothing is clear at this point. teius wait and see.

Let us move on to Part Two.

2.4. Summary of PartTwo

Helena

This part consists of three chapters and they comprise Helena's
monologue

l. Helena was thinking about Pavel and her daughter little
Zdena. ZDENA worshipped PAVEL. He was the firsr man in her
life, he knew how to handle herjust as he knew how to handle all
women including Helena. He had left for Bratislava that afternoon.
This week he was his old self again, stroking Helena's face, and
promising to stop off for her in Moravia on his way back from
Bratislava. He wanted to talk things over. She wondered why he
had to wait until now, now that she had met Ludvik. It was painful,
but she would not give in to sadness; she would let sadness never
be linked with her name - this was Helena's motto, derived from
Fucik's words; even when,they tortured him, even in the shadows
of the gallows, Fucik was never sad. Helena Iiked Ludvik very
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much because he was very normal, straightforward, cheerftrl'and
definite about everything, she did not have to alter her ideals and
tastes, and that is what she always loved.

Helena was not ashamed of the way she was. Until she was

eighteen, all she knew was the well ordered flat of a well-ordered
bourgeois clan and schoolwork, totally isolated from real life. When
she arrived in Prague in 1949, it was like a miracle, she was so

happy. It was there she met Pavel; he sang tenor, she sang alto,
they gave hundreds ofconcerts and demonstrations, they sang So-
viet songs, their own socialist-construction songs and of course folk
songs. Helena fell in love with Moravian folk songs, they became
the leitmotif (recurring theme) of her existence. Even though she

did not love Pavel any more, even though he had hurt her, she could
not forget him; Pavel was her youth.

It was at.the anniversary of the Liberation that Helena had

fallen in love with Pavel. A big demonstration was going on in Old
Town Square. Togliatti the leader of the ltalian workers' move-
rnent was speaking. Suddenly Favel screamed out a song trying to
get the crowd to hear him and join him. The crowd including Hel-
ena responded Pavel and Helena held hands all the way to the end
of the demonstration and they fell in love with each other. Seven
years later, when little Zdena was five, Pavel told Helena, that they
did not marry for love, they married out of Party discifrline. Hel-
ena felt it was a lie uttered in the heat of an argument; Pavel had
married her for love. Helena felt that it was a terrible thing to say.

Life was becoming more and more busy; they did not take
time to eat. Helena would wait for Pavel until midnight when he

came home from the endless six-hour, eight-hour meetings. He at-
tached much importance to his conferences and political training
sessions. She knew how much the success of his political appear-
ances meant to him; he never tired of repeating that the new man

differed from the old in so far as he had abolished the distinction
between public and private life; years later now, he complained about
how back then the comrades never left his private life alone.
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Helena and Pavel went together thus for nearly two years,
and she was naturally getting impatient and discontented, for no
woman could ever be content with puppy love. pavel was perfectly
content, he enjoyed the convenient lack of commitment; every man
had a selfish streak in him, it was up to the woman to stand up for
hersglf and.her,misqtql a.s a.woman unfoltunately. Finally pavel
was called before the party commitree. Helena thinks they must
have been tough on him; morals were pretty strict in those days,
people really overdid it, but may be it was better to overdo morality
than immorality, the way we did now. After a long period of ab-
sence, almost goading Helena to commit suicide, pavel returned to
her, asked her to forgive him and gave her a locket wirh the picture
of the Kremlin on it, his most treasured possession,. .Two weeks
later they were married and the whole ensemble (party members)
came to the wedding. Helena told Pavel that if they betrayed each
other, it would be tantamount to betraying everyone at the wed-
ding, and at the demonstration in old Town square as well as be-
traying Togliatte. Now it made Helena laugh when she looked back
on everything they ultimately did betray.

2. Helena reviews her Iife. She was getting on in years. A
nineteen year old boy JINDRA was strongly atrracted to her; that
was reassuring, considering the fact that she had not been'particu-
larly popular at the radio station. Peoplo called her a bitch, a fa-
natic, a dogmatist, a Party blood hound etc., but they would ney6r
make her ashamed of loving the Party and sacrificing all her spare
time to it. Pavel had other women, she did not even bother to check
on them anymore. For ten years now her work had been hopelessly
routine: features, interviews broadcasts about fulfilled plans etc,
and the equally hopeless situation at home. It was only the party
that had never done her any harm and Helena had never harmed the
Party, not even in the days when almost everyone was ready to desert
it, in 1956, when there was all that talk about Stalin's crimes, and
people.went,wild and began,rejeoting ever,ything,,saying ilhat,rheir
papers were a pack of lies, nationalised stores did not work culture
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was in decline. farms should n.u". ilr. O".n collectivised,. the So
viet Union had no fieedom, and worst of all, even Cornmunists went
around talking like that nnd at their own meetings, pavel too, antl
again all of them applauded Pavel as ever. lt all began when his
mother treated him as a c hild prodigy taking his picture to bed with
her; but he was adult mediocrity, he did not smoke or drink but he
could not live without applause it was his alcohol and nicotine. How
thrilled Pdvel was at the new chance to ptill at people's heart strings.

Luckily the Party gave the squawkers (those who opposed) a
good rap on the knuckles (warning, punishment) Pavel too calmed
down; he did not want to risk his cushy (easy. plersant) Iectureship
in Marxism at the university, but a germ of apathy (indifference),
mistrust, misgiving did remain behind, Helena clung to the party
more tightly then before. The party was almost llke a living being.
Once, one of her colleagues a married man, was having an affair
with a girl single, irresponsible and cynical, and his wife turned ro
the party for help. The Party intervened and warned both the cul-
prits. Unfortunately words are merely.words, they agreed to split
up only to keep them quiet, and in fact, they continued to see each
other on the sly. At last Helena who found the truth proposed that
the man who lied may be expelled from the Party, but her proposal
was defeated and the culprits did not suffer much.

The party took it out on her by making her look like a mon-
ster; it was a regular smear campaign; they started poking about in
her private life, and thirt was her Achilles' heel (weak point), no
man can live without fcclings. she wouldn't be a woman if she did.
so why deny it? Since Helena did not have love at home she sought
it elsewhere. They called her a hypocrite at a public tneeting, try-
ing to criticise others for breaking up marriages, when she herself
had.been unfaithful to her husband at every opportunity behind her
back they said that she was a nun in public and a whore in privatc
as il they could not see that the only reason she was so hard on
others was that'she rvished to prevent an unhappy marriage if she
con ld.
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Hele-na mused that she hated lies; she could only act as she
felt. She'had always believed that man was one and indivisible and

. that only the petty bourgeois divided them hypocritically into pub-
lic self and private self, such was her credo. Helena admitted that
she hated those young girls so sure of themselves and their youth
and so lacking in solidarity with older women. Compared to them
she, a married woman, had a few affairs with other men; the differ-
ence was that Helena was always looking for love, and if she had
made a misiake, she would turn away in horror, even thought it
would have been simpler to cross the border into the realm of that
monstrous freedorn where shame, inhibitions and morals had ceased
to exist, where everything was permitted where deep inside all one
needed was to understand the throb of sex. If she had crossed that
border, she would stop being herself and she was afraid of that awful
transformation. That is why Helena kept desperately looking for
love, so.that she might remain whole from beginning to end. That is
why, she told Ludvik, that she was fascinated when she saw Ludvik.

3. Helena remembers her first meeting with Ludvik how ner-
vous she had been how he had tried to reassure her. He made it
clear from the start he was interested in her more as a woman than
as a reporter. He was very nice to her, they understood each other;
he was not one of the intellectual types she disliked, he had a rich
life behind him. The thing that excited her most was rhat he was
from Moravia, he had even played in a cimbalom land; it was like
hearing the leitmotiv of her life again, seeing her youth return from
the shadows, her heart and soul went ollt to him.

Ludvik advised Helena to devote more time to the joys of
life. She replied that joy had always been part of her credo and
what she hated rnost was the present day fashionable cynicism;
Ludvik replied that credos meant nothing and that cynicism; Ludvik
replied that credos meant nothing and that people who shouted joy
from the roof tops were often the saddest of all. Soon Helena realised
that in spite of knowing she was a married woman, Ludvik was in
love with her. She also noticed that he looked sad. The nexr day he
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took her out for a drive out into the country and they had a splendid
time. Helena was in a real dilemma now. On the one hand Pavel

had offered to marry her. She was ready to do anything to save her

marriage, but she did not have the strength to say no to Ludvik.

2.4.1. Critica! Comments on Chapter Two

The most striking aspec't of Helena'$ monologue is'that each

paragraph is one long "infinite" sentence in Kundera's original. It
reveals the state of mind, life, hopes and disappointments of Hel-
ena. We also learn about Pavel, about the hypocrisy of the commu-
nists Ludvik also is brought in adding complication to the theme.

What are your impressions about Helena?
Let us.ngls on to the next part.

2.6. Summary of Part Three

Ludvik
This parf consists of seven chapters. The narrator is Ludvik.
l. He walked along the bridge that spanned the river Morava.

He was aware that the ghostly atmosphere of the landscape was

merely a metaphor for everything he had tried not to recall after his
encounter with Lucie. He seemed to be projecting suppressed

memories onto everything he was around him. He understood that
there was no escaping the memories which surrounded him.

2. The events leading to Ludvik's first major disaster could
be traced to his fatal predilection for silly jofres and MARKETA'S
fatal inability to understand them. Marketa was the type of woman
who took everything seriously; that made her totally at one with
the spirit of the era; she was credulous, gifted and full of naive
(simple and innocent) trustfulness. Everyone at the university liked
this nineteen year old girl, and poked gentle non malicious fun at

her. But the fun went over badly with her, and even worse with the

spirit of the age. It was the first year after February 1948. A genu-

inely new and different life had begun, marked by rigid seriotts-
ness; people were expected to rejoice in the victory of the working
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class, without giving way individualistically to inner sorrows.
Ludvik had few inner sorrows at that time, had a consider-

able sense of fun; but his Jokes were not serious enough to keep
pace with the joyousness of the era. Contemporary joy was a grave
joy that proudly called itsell " the historical optimism of the victori-
ous class",,a solemn and.ascetic joy, in short, Joy with a capital
'J'.Ludvik held an important post in rhe Students Union and like
every communist at the time, he had a number offunctions; being a

good student, he could expect a positive evaluation in formal evalu-
ation ofeach member. Ludvik was rated as an individualist with an
intellectual smile. Honestly, he felt that he was a man of many
faces, which kept multiplying. About a month before summer, when
he was finishing his second year, and Marketa her first, Ludvik
began Io get close to her. Like all twenty year olds, he pretended to
be older, assuming an air of detachment. At meetings he was ear-
nest, enthusiastic and committed; among friend, unconstrained and
given to teasing with Marketa cynical and fitfully witty; and alone,
unsure of himself and as agitated as a schoolboy. All these were
rea! faces Ludvik asserted that he was not a hypocrite, with one
real face and several false ones.

The psychological and physiological mechanism of love is
so complex that at a certain period in his Iife, a young man must
concentrate all his energy on coming to grips with it, and in this
way, he misses the actual content of the love; the woman he loves.
It was his actual lack of self-assurance which caused Ludvik's agi-
tation to ease the burden of his embarrassment and awkwardness.
he showed off in front of\,Iarketa; disagreeing with her, making
fun of her etc. Marketa was a girl of trusting simplicity She was
sent during the summer to a two-week Party training course to for-
tify her zeal with concrete knowledge of the strategy and tactics of
the revolutionary moment, based on the principle that the erkl jLtsti-

fiecl the means.

Ludvik was disappointed because he had planned to spend
the two weeks alone with Marketa in Prague. With an eye to itn-
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proving their relationship. He reacted with painedjealousy when
Marketa did not share his feeling. From the training centre-in
Bohemia, she sent him a letter full of enthusiasm for the effects of
the Revolution. Ludvik too believed in the imminence of a revolu-
tion in Western Europe. What he could not accept was how she
could be so happy. When he was missing her so much. So he bought
a postcard, and in order to hurt, shock and confuse her, he wrote:
" Optimism is the opium of the people. A heabhy atmosphere stinks
of stupidity. Long live Trotskyl"

3. Marketa respond to Ludvik's provocative postcard with a
brief and banal note. Her silence overwhelmed him with heavy
sadness, when she failed to respond to his mournful infatuation.
He could not understand what had happened. When he met her in
Prague in August, she claimed that nothing had changed between
them. The next day he was informed that Marketa had left Prague.
Ludvik was unhappy as only a womanless twenty-year old could
be, one who had known few encounters with physical love. The
days were unbearably long and futile, it was difficult to kill time.

In September when classes resumed, Ludvik received a phone
call summoning him to the District Party Secretariat. Three Com-
rades whom he knew well and had always bantered, suddenly wore
serious expressions and started interrogating Ludvik about the pro-
vocative postcard he had sent Marketa. Even though he told them
that he had written the words as ajoke, they refused to believe him.
He understood that the comrades had read all his letters to Marketa.
They asked him if he was laughing ar Marketa for taking seriously
things like the Party, optimism, discipline elc. He could have writ-
ten only what was inside him; he wrote what he felt. Now the Com-
rades knew that Ludvik had two faces - one for the party, another
tbr everyone else. He had twisted Marx's statement. "Religion is
the op ium of the people " and Trotsky's belief thar "optinr ism bu ilds
socialism". At last, they told him that they were relieving him of
his pr.rst in the Studcnts Union effective inrmediately and asked him
ot hand over the keys of the office. Ludvik gave the keys away.
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,,.,, I,ater Ludvik remembered that he had a few personal items at
the Strldent Union office. He managed to get the house-key from
the porter and went in. Just then the three Comrades came in; they
were agitated to see him there. He told them that he had come for
the half-eaten rum-cake baked by his mother, and his socks. How-
ever they allowed him.to take all his things and told him not to
show his face there again. Ludvik felt he was innocent, he had
written nothing terrible on the postcard; the best thing would be to
talk to someone well acquainted with Marketa. He looked up a

fellow student, a.Communist, who listened to the whole story and
observed Jhat the Secretariat was bigated and humourless. He told'-,'r him io sed ZgMeNgr, who was going to become party Chairman
at Natural Sciences and knew both Marketa and Ludvik very well.

man, would be sympathetic towards him, chiefly because of his
Moravian origins, for Zemanek loved singing Moravian folk songs.
Ludvik, Marketa and Zemanek h1d often been together on various' occasions during their.student days. Once he had fabricated a story' about some dwarf tribes living in the Czech mountains. Zemanek
too had added funny details to endorse his account - all for fooling
Marketa. On this black day, Ludvick's hope was that Zemanek knew
well both Marketa and Ludvik's style of comedy and would under-

. stand that the provocative postcard was only ajoke. So when he got
the first opportunity. Ludvik told the party chairman the whole story,
and the latter said he would see. what he could do. In the meantime.
L;udvik lived in a state of suspended animation. Marketa continued
to avdid him. he was too proud and sensitive to ask for anything.
Then one day, she herself stopped him in a corridor and said that
she wanted to talk to him.

Ludvick and Marketa went on a walk. She told him how rhe
:whole thing had c :,me about. She had been quesrioned by the Com-
rades and persi:ade.l .tr ihow them atl the letters of ientimental ef-
fusions in addition to the provpcati,ve postcard he had.sent her.,She
had to tell them rhar she thought him a little odd and that nothing
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was sacred to him. Marketa told Ludvik that since he was a Party
member, they had every right to know who he was and what he
thoughl. Comrade Zemanek had met her recently, praiscd her for
her good performance at the training course and advised her to keep
out of Ludvik's company. Through she had kept off Ludvik for
months, she felt guilty at" lrying. to,break a:friendsh.ip merely, be-
cause the friend had made a mistake and onee again she sought
permission to meet Ludvick for months, she felt guilty at trying to
break a friendship merely because the friend had made a mistake
and once again she sought permission to meet Ludvik and talk to
him. She told him that he had committed a great crime, he had no
right to remain in the Party and that she had decided nor to leave
him.

Ludvick knew that if agreed to acknowle{ge his very deep
guilt, and satisfy Marketa's salvationist urge he would achieve the
long-cherished goal of her body; but he could not take it at that
price. He did not give in to Marketa. He refused her help and lost
her. He was shocked aI the farcical nature of the whole affair.
Ludvik began to feel outraged by his three sentences in the posr
card, to fear that.something serious did in fact lurk behind their
comedy, to know that he never really had been one with the body of
the Party, that he had never been a true proletarian revolutionaryi a

man was eithir a revolutionary, in which case he completely merged
with the movernent.in one collective entity, or he was not and would
always consider himself guilty of not being one.

Looking back on his slate of mind at the time he was reminded
of the enormous power of Christianity to convince the believer of
his fundamental and never-ending guilt. Ludvik gradually became
reconciled to the idea that his words, though genuinely intended as

a joke, were still a matter of guilt and a self-critical investigation
started up in his head. No wonder the Comrades had reproached
hirr for his "traces of individualism" and "intellectual tendencies".
He told himself that he had taken to.preening, himsel{ on h.iri,eduoa.
tion, his university status, his future as a member of the intelligen-
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tsia etc. What he resisted most was the expulsion from the party
and the concomilant designation of enemy. But at last in spite of his
suppliant pleas to various committees, Zemanek recommended in
the name of the organisation that Ludvik be expelled not only from
the Party but from the University too; Zemaek was supported by
Ludvik's closest friends and his teachers !

Ludvik was unable to work up courage to tell his mother about
his expulsion, for she took great pride in his studies. But on the .

day ofhis arrival home, he was met by JAROSLAV, a school friend
who had played in the cimbalom band with him; upon his request
Ludvik agreed to be his best man and thus celebrated his down fall
with a wedding ceremony; but he was not able to enjoy himself due
to his personal crisis.

5. Having lost the right to continue his studies, Ludvik also
lost the right to defer military service. He signed up for two long
work brigades. He along with a number of conscripts, w€re turned
into soldiers; they were given black insignia as uniform. Hectic
drill, political instruction and compulsory singing marked day after
day; and for private life, a room with twenty bunks. The
depersonalisation was overwhelming; and even in the penumbra ol
depersonalisation the soldiers began to see the human in human
beings. Their main job was to work in mines. They were treated
roughly and condemned to the company of men Ludvik considered
his sworn enemies. Ludvik refused to accommodate himself ot them.
He preferred to be alone. He believed he had only one thing ro
accomplish; flight for his-right "not ro be an enemy", for his right
to get away.

Ludvik repeatedly told the unit's political commissar that he
had been expelled from the Party for intellectualism and cynicism,
not as an enemy of socialism. After hearing everything and making
enquiries he said that he had found ort that Ludvik was a known
Trotskyite! Ludvik realised that it was impossible to free his real
self from this falsely imposed inrage: the non-resemblance was his
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cross and he really wanted to bear it. Ludvik worked very hard,
volunteered for the political pep talks etc but no one took all that as
an expression of his political convictions.

Among the noncoms was a mild Slovak utterly devoid of sa-
dism. Once Ludvik asked him how he was such a good shot. The
Slovak replied thal he thoughr of the bull's eye as an imperialist,.
and he got so bad that he never missed. He continued in a serious
pensive voice that if there was a war on, Ludvik and the others
would be the ones he would be shooting at. Hearing the5e words
from the good hearted fellow, Ludvik realised that the line tying
him up to the Party and the Comrades had irrevocably slipped
through his fingers. He had been thrown off his life's parh.

6. Everything meaningful in the course of life had broken
off. All he had left was time - sheer empty time. Men with black
insigniacould be kept on indefinitely. Little by little Ludvick grew
used to the idea that his life had losr its continuity and rhat i1 only
remained for him finally to begin ro exist in the reality in which he
inescapably found himself. He began to notice the people around
him. Honza and Bedrich were like him with the rare feeling of
inner freedom. All the rest were plagued by fear and despair. It was
Honza whom Ludvik liked best. Many ofthem had been conscripted
for petty reasons like gerting drunk on May Day, urinating in pub-
lic, drawing Cubist paintings and so on. The soldiers had their heads
shaved clean every two weeks to rid them of all thoughts of self-
esteem. The only positive aspect of their dreary existence was the
two nights free a month when they could spend and make up for the
chronic frustration of all the other endless days. One evening
Ludvik, Honza Stana and others went out, outwitted the artillery
men, drank and enjoyed the company ofa nice blonde: Ludvik was
disgusted with another ugly woman of monstrous height who was
nicknamed lantp-post. Suddenly he was gripped by sadness; this
type of love life with prostitutes had simply become the fundamen-
lzrl and customary co4dition of his existence; it was an expression
not of his freedom, but of his submission his limitatton. his <.orr-
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demnation. And Ludvik felt fear of that bleak horizon, of that des-

tiny. He felt his soul shrivelling; he was frightened by the thought
that he could not escape its encirclement.

7. Sadness over their bleak erotic horizons was something
nearly all ofthem went through. In March Stana got two day leave
to marry. On that day, Ludvik preferred to be alone. He took a

long walk. He reached a building with a CINEMA sign. The film
on was Court of Honour. Not wanting to see it, Ludvik headed for
the alley to the street. It was then he first set his eyes on Lucie,
whose appearance was utterly ordinary. Later, it was this very ordi-
nariness, and her slowness radiating a resigned consciousness that
there was nowhere to hurry to and that it was useless to reach impa-
tiently toward anything, that touched and fascinated Ludvik. t

Ludvik kept following Lucie who did not seem to notice him. 
,i

He felt that Lucie had revealed herself to him the way religious )
truth revealed itself he grasped the essence of what she was later to
become for him - tranquility, simplicity and modesty qualities which
he needed badly. Ludvik bought a ticket for the detested film and
took the seat next to Lucie. After the film was over he talked to her
in a natural manner - not with ajoke or a paradox as had been his
custom. Lucie told him that shb worked in a factory and lived in a

dormitory; she liked being alone because she felt sad. Ludvik ob-
served that nothing brought people together more quickly than
shared melancholy. They parted after agreeing to meet when Ludvik
got his next leave.

8. From that evening, Ludvik was a different inside. To no

other wornan had he felt such gratitude as Lucie; firstly for releas-
ing him from the pathetically limited erotic horizons that surrounded
them; freeing him from the overall nausea he felt after his bleak
erotic advenlures. AII he needed was to feel Lucie close to him, a

life in which there was no room for questions of cosmopolitanism
and internationalism, political vigilance and the class struggle, con-
troversies over the definition of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
politics with its strategy and tactics. These were the concerns which
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had led to his downfall. What had attracred Ludvik to the Commu-
nist movement more than anything was the feeling of standing near
the wheel of history; for in those days, the Communists in rhe stu-
dent body ran the Universities almost single handed, making deci-
sions on academic staffing, teaching reform, and the curriculum.
They had experienced the intoxication of power there was still an
altogether idealistic illusion that they were inaugurating a human
era, in which man would be neither outside history nor under the
heel of history, but would create and direct it. Lucie knew nothing
of the great and contemporary concerns; she lived for her small
and eternal concerns she had come to liberate him.

Lucie was nineteen, came from western Bohemia, from an
unhappy home, for her parents did not like her. She left for Ostrava;
she was serious and liked to go to movies, especially war films.
She listened receptively when Ludvik spoke. Ludvik found great
solace in the poems of Frantisek. Halasi he wanted to commune
with someone else who had been excommunicated. He recited his
poems before Lucie, who became so emotional that she held Ludvik
round the neck like a child and cried and cried.

9. It pained Ludvik to think that not since reaching maturity
had be been able to establish a true relationship with a woman. He
could not forget the way he had been expelled. It was hard to live
with people willing to send him to exile or death, to become inti-
mate with them or love them. Nothing was more repugnant (hate-
ful) to him than brotherly feelings grounded in the common base-
ness people saw in each other. Ludvik had no desire for that slimy
brotherhood. But now Ludvik was passionately in love with Lucie,
desired her and even wanted to marry her one day. In reply to his
letters she gave him flowers. Ludvik once took Lucie to a dress
shop and made her try out a few dresses. He was bowled over by
the revelation of her body. He at last managed to make her agree to
meet him in her room a month later.

10. Stanar.messed up his life by beating his wife for disloy-
altylhe was tlied for deserting her: later he lost a leg in an accident
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and the botched amputatioh cost him his life. His wife had divorced
him and later married a famous Prague actor. Stana's wife was the
downfall of all of them. Soon after they had a very strict boy-com-
mander. Cenek drew a a very vulgar mural showing some men and
women in obscene poses and explained the mural in terms of the
Red Army. The officer considered it an insult to the Red Army and
told Cenek that he would have to face the consequences. When
Ludvik told him that he liked it, he retorted that he was not sur-
prised, it was perfect for masturbators.

Once the boy-commander gave Ludvik two days' detention
for lying down on the job. Ludvik rEflected that the young man,
himself incomplete, was play acting the role of afully grown per-
son, a superman, because he was forced to do it. Ludvik felt that his
comrades at the postcard interrogation, wearing the mask of the
hard ascetic revolutionary, Marketa, as the female saviour in some
movie, Zemanek who was suddenly seized by the sentimental pa-
thos of morality, and perhaps he himself were all mere actors. Hjs-
tory was terrible because it so often ended up as a platform for the
immature. Thinking of all that, Ludvik's whole set of values went
awry, and he felt deep hatred towards youth.

Alexej was the son of a highly placed Communist official
who had recently been arrested. He confided to Ludvik that come
what may, he was determined never to betray the party. Ludvik,
thanks to Luci'e, no longer suffered this desperate torment.

I L Ludvik was granted an evening pass two days before
Lucie's roommates were due back. He went to meet Lucie and make
Iove to her but she resisted so hard that he had to return disap-
pointed.

12. After a taxing racing exercise, the boy commander or-
dered no leaves for Ludvik's company for two months. Ludvik and
Alexej discussed socialism. According toAlexey, the line between
socialism and reaction held everywhere. He had been sent to the
regiment because his father had been arrested for espionage and it
was the Party's duty not to trust him. However, among his compan-
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ions, the good natured sabotage of the relay race strengthened their
feeling of solidarity; they reviewed the possibilities of going.ab-
sent without leave; a bribery fund was set up for the purpose. But
soon the scheme flopped. Honza was court martialed, convlcted
and got a year in prison. Leave for the entire company was can-
celled for another two months. Everyone suspected Alexej and made
life miserable for him. Alexej hold him that he commander was
saboteur and that told him that the commander was a saboteur and
that Alexej had sent a complaint about him to the Party. Alexej
repeated that he was a communist and as Communists they were
responsible for everything that went on there. Ludvik told him that
responsibility was unthinkable without freedom. Cenek felt Alexej
was a rat for he had renounced his own father as a spy.

Ludvik was sad he could not see Lucie. He sent her a letter.
The next day she came to the barbed fence and told him that she
loved him.

13. Lucie came to the fence almost everyday and met Ludvik.
It was the most intensive period of their love. He was loved pub-
licly and demonstratively; it was the love of a woman and it aroused
wonder, nostalgia and envy. The longer the soldiers were cut off
from the world and women, the more women dominated their talk
with their every particular, every detail. The feeling of comradely
solidarity that had led Ludvik to paint so detailed a picture of Lucie's
nakedness (which he had never seen !) And erotic behaviour had the
effect of painfully intensifying his desire for her. He experienced
total desire for a woman in which everything was involved: body
and soul, desire for Vulgarity and consolation as well as for eternal
possession.

Ludvik fixed a day to sneak out and meet Lucie at an ap-
pointed place. On that day the boy commander called Alexej a

sneak and forced him to read a letter expelling Alexej from the Com-
munist Party of Czechoslovakia. Later Ludvik reached the house
where Lucie was waiting. But once again he was disappointed.
Lucie resisted more than ever. The pitiful misery'of a failed youth,
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the humiliating eternity of unfulfilled desire everything was too
fnuch for Ludvik.

14. The soldiers appeared to have developed a sudden surge
of solidarity for Alexej following the commander's cruelty. The
next day they discovered that AIexej had committed suicide. The
young boy had assumed his mad role blindly and bravely, but had
lacked the strength to remain in the ranks, in his dog's mctsk Ludvik
felt that his death concealed a reproach to him as if Alexej had
wished to let him know that the moment the Party banishes a man
from its r4nks, that man has no reason to live. Ludvik felt that he

had lost more than Alexej; he began to doubt their solidarity which
was based solely on the force of circumstance and an Llrge for self-
preservation. He felt he was a desert within a desert.

Ludvik wrote a letter of apology to Lucie but it came back.
She had gone away. Ludvik was terror stricken. He sneaked to
find out, more details about Lucie but failed. In two weeks'time he

was court martialed and given ten months for desertion. It was
when he lost Lucie that the long period of hopelessness and empti-
ness began. His mother died when he was in jail, and he could not
go to her funeral. He spent the next three years mining coal as a
civilian.

Ludvik takes no pleasure in remembering his past - the des-
tiny of a man cast out from a movement he had trusted. It was false
pride that had made him glorify his outcast destiny. As for fifteen
years. he had not set eyes on Lucie.

2.5.1. Critical Comments on Part lll
Part III is very long. consisting of fourteen ch;rpters. It tells

us about the Joke of the postcard which caused the major disaster
in Ludvik's life - his expulsion from the Party and his university
studies, his disappointments at the hands of, Marketa and Lucie and

the shattering ol'his ideals. The chapter contains lots ol reflective
passages.

,, Let Lls pass on to the fcturth part
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2.6 Summary of Part Four
The character-narrator of Part Four is Jaroslav. It consists

of ten chapters.
l. Jaroslaw dreamt a fascinating folk lore in which he was

king, who was taken to safety by one of his cavalry men who asked
him to put a veil on his head. The reached their clestinarion, He
wanted to see Vlasta.

2.The only object in Jaroslav's room was a black harmonium.
It was a couple of days before Sunday's Ride of the kings. vlasta
came into the room. Jaroslaw attended a meeting in connection
with it. In the square he saw Ludvik, who pretended not to see him.
The District National committee had proposed Jarosrav's son
Vladmir, a fifteen year old boy, to be that year's king, as a reward
and honour for the father. The boy admitted that he clir not want to
be king if it was arranged from above. He did not want to pull
strings. Jaroslav was sad.

3,4. Jaroslav wished that his son would try to understand that
he was not a mere crackpot folklore addict, but heard in fork art the
sap that kept Czech culture from drying up. His love for it dated
back to the war when they tried to make them believe that they
were only Czech-speaking Germans, who had no right to exist. In
the last year of the Nazi occupation the Ride of the kings was staged
in their village. and Jaroslav then fifteen years old yras made king.
He had been proud. He wished his son could share his feeling.

5. Jaroslav could not forget Ludvik, his oldest friend. Both
were half orphans. Ludvick's father, a bricklayer was haured off to
a concentration camp by the Germans when the boy was thirteen.
Jaroslav's mother had died in childbirth. Ludvik had to depend on
father sister and her husband Kouteckv and he could not bear thenr.
for she iooked down on his poor nrorher. Though Ludvik was ripe
for rebellion. his rnother rvould beg him tearfully to be sensible.
Ludvik and Jaroslav were like twins. Jaroslav's lather cven bought
him a cheap clarinet. 'l'owards the end of the war wlren the
Koutccky,'s daughtcr got marriccl, L,Lrdvik rvas clisplayecl as their
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charity case. Ludvik was so furious that he deserted the festivities.
He proclaimed that he hated the bourgeois. He cursed the marriage
ceremony and said he spat on the Church and was going to leave it.
He broke all ties with them and went to lectures the communists
sponsored. ln 1947 after school, Ludvik joined the University in
Prague, Jaroslav in Brno. He did not see him until the following
year.

6. The February Communist coup of 1948 meant a reign of
terror. Jaroslav and the other were irritated by Ludvik's certainty.
He had the look all Communists had at that time; he associated the
fate of their band with the fate of the Communist Party. In his mind
Jaroslav called him the Pied Piper. Capitalism had destroyed the
old collective life. Jazznot only disappeared from their country
but became a symbol of Western capitalism and its decadence. The
Communist Party went all out to create a new way of life. It based
its efforts on stalih's famous definition of the new art: socialist con-
tent in national form. And national form in music, dance and po-
etry could come from nowhere but folk art. The Communist party
supported them. In 1949 Jaroslav himself joined the party.

7. The shadow fell between them at Jaroslav's wedding. While
at the university, Jaroslav was always anxious about his father's
health. In the third year he gave it up and came home and became
a violin teacher. He could devoted his tune to things he loved. He
decided to marry Vlasta. Jaroslav's friends from the ensemble staged
a real Moravian wedding for him.

8. Ludvik explained that he had been expelled from both the
Party and the University; that is why he had not been able to enjoy
the wedding. He bade farewell. He had volunteered for a labour
brigade and Jaroslav went abroad with the ensemble. Jaroslav was
unable to face Ludvik's fall, and equally ashamed of his own suc-
cess in life. Then one day his father received an obituary announce-
ment signed by the Kouteckys that Ludvik's mother had died. There
was no mention of Ludvik. Jaraslov was shocked Lurlvik did not
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come. Only later did Jaraslov come to know that Ludvik had been
in prison. The Kouteckys had robbed him of his mother.

9..Ludvik had been through military service, a prison sen-
tence and several years in the mines. He was making arrangement
in Prague to resume his studies and had come to the town to take
care of a few legal formalities. Jaroslav realised he had changed:
Ludvik had a toughness and a solidity about him and he was much
calmer. Jaroslav had not been prepared for Ludvik's venom, his
ironical hatred. He learnt that it was with great difficulty that Ludvik
had got permission to complete his last two years at the university.
Being expelled from the Party had branded him for life. Wherever
he went he was distrusted. Jaroslav was stunned. He realised that
Ludvik had stopped speaking to him because he was afraid that his
friend too would denounce him. Ludvik was afraid of Jaroslav.

10. Ludvik and Jaroslav had never done anything to hurt each
other. Jaroslav wondered if, with a little good will, they could be
friends again. As it turned out neither their esragement nor their
reunion was in his hands. Nine years elapsed Ludvik graduated
and found an excellent job as scientist in a field he enjoyed. Jaroslav
could never regard Ludvik as an enemy or a stranger. He was his
friend. Jaroslav could not get over the fact that Ludvik had seen
him that day and turned away.

2.6.1. CriticalComments on Part Four
In this part, we have the relationship between Ludvik and

Jaroslav depicted by the latter. Some of the details of Ludvik's liie
are repeated. It is interesting to compare this with the earlier parts.

Read the study material carefully a number of times and be-
come familiar with the plot so far. Also note down your impres-
sions of the main characters the different points of view, plot de-
velopment etc.

We shall study the latter parts of the novel in the next Unit.
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UNIT THREE

THE JOKE : A SUMMARY OF PARTS V.V!I

3.0 Objectives
At the end of this Unit, y.ou should be able to:

(i) understand the plot of the novel The Joke:
(ii) analyse the important characters, particularly their states of

mind: and
(iii) discuss the main ideas presenied in the novel.

3.1 !ntroduction
Please read Unit II afew times and understand the plot of the

novel so far. Only then can you appreciate the whole novel. In this
Unit we shall summarise the latter parts of the novel, starting with
the fifrh.

3.2. Summary of Part Five

Ludvik
The character narrator of this part is Ludvik. This part con-

sists of 5 chapters.
l. Ludvik came across Kovalik, a schoolmate who was asso-

ciated with the National Committee. He said that there were two
opposing institutions: the Catholic Church with its traditional thou-
sand year old ritqs and the civil institutions that must supplant them.
The Communist Party persuaded people to marry or have their chil-
dren christened at civil ceremonies with as much dignity and beauty
as at church cerdmonies. The national Committee used attendace at

their civil ceremonies as a touchstone for evaluating people's sense

of citizenship and their attitude towards the State, and in the end
people realized that and came. Ludvik observed that in that case,

the National Committee was stricter witlr its believers than the
Church was with theirs. Ludvik then took leave of his old class-
mate. He was expecting Helena Zemanek. She got down from the
bus and came to the hotel where he. comrade Jahn. met her.
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2. Everything that had happened between Ludvik and Helena
was part of a precise and deliberate plan. He particularly wanted to
meet her because her husband was a man Ludvik hated. Ludvik
had been sent by his institute to meet Helena, who worked for the
radio, and give her some information about their research. He hated
journalists; he had a stronger aversion for radio folks. Ludvik did
his best to make things tough for her, he deliberately spoke in com-
plex and confusing sentences. He got out of her facts which identi-
fied Zemanek beyond a doubt. Soon he realised in spite of his
rancour, that behind the veil of Helena's journalistic playacting, there
was a woman capable of functioning as a woman. He tried his best
to hide his true intentions and state of mind. Ludvik's rancour was
increasing, but his conversation was very lighthearted and amiable,
so that Helena became more and more feminine. Soon she bid fare-
well and left.

Helena rang up Ludvik to ask if she might see him. They mer
at a cafe. He saw that he had upset her equilibrium, and that he had
begun to dominate her. He succeeded in making her accept his
invitation to go to the country with him, though she was a married
woman. Ludvik joked about it. He had dreamed this plan up with
the power of fifteen years of rancour, he waS optimistic of ultimate
success. Ludvik took Helena to People's House and ordered rye.
Helena's behaviour in general revealed her pride) for a special pose
- one going back to the years when revolutionary in anything that
was common", "plebian", "Ordinary or rustic". In Helena's pose,
Ludvik recognised the period of his youth and in Helena's person
Zemanek's wife.

Helena remarked that she had always yearned for a man like
Ludvik who was simple direct unaffected and straightforward.
Ludvik was amazed at the human capacity for transforming reality
into a likeness of desires or ideals, but he was quick to accept
Helena's interpretation of his person4lity. He told her bluntly that
he desired her, though she was a married woman. It was embar-
rassing but Ludvik managed to persuade Helena to ender Kostka's
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flat.

. 3. Helena did not seen in the least taken aback Ludvik realised
thal she was defenseless and available as he had imagined. Helena
was excited all too ready to make love, but Ludvik deliberated. He
made her speak about her husband Zemanek, how they had met, the

pendant he had given her etc. She further told him that though they
were living in the same, house, it was not as man and wife. Succu-
lently Ludvik saw Helena's nudity in a new Iight; it was nudity
denudetl of the power to excite him any longer. He asked her to
dress up and leave, as Kostka would be coming back soon. He

longed for her to be gone, he had stolen her body from no one; he

had vanquished no one; it was a body abandoned, deserted by irs
spouse, a body he had intended to use but which had used him and

was now insolently enjoying its triumph, exulting, jumping forjoy.
It was a few minutes before seven when Helena left.

5. Ludvik yearned to forget that ill-starred, afternoon; he

longed for Kostka. He looked forward to him telling him about
Lucie, who in contrast to Helena was so sweetly incorporeal, ab-

stract, so far removed from conflicts, tensions and dramas, and yet
not without influence on Ludvik's life. Now he realised why Lucie
had flashed across the sky those past days: it was to reduce his
vengeance to nothing to turn everything he had come there for to
mist; inexplicable run from him at the last moment, was the god-
dess of escape, the goddess of vain pursuit, the goddess of mists;
and she still held his head in her hands.

3.2.1. Critieal Comments on Part V

This chapter describes Ludvik's intention to wreak vengeance

on Zemanek, whom he hated for destroying his life; his hopes are

dashed to pieces when he comes to know that Helena whose body
he had intended to use. is no longer Zemanek's wife. The tone of
the whole Part is one of rancour (bitterness). Ludvik feels that in
contrast to Helena, Lucie, whom he had loved so much, was the
goddess of vain pursuit. To appreciate'this part fully,p/ou should

read it alongside Part II: Helena's monologue [Refer Unit II)
Let us move on to Part VI

3.4 Summary of Part Six

Kostka

The c h aracter-n arrator of this part is Kostka. This part con-
.i:'ts ol20 chapters.

l. Kostka and Ludvik had actually met only l lert'timcs in

their Iives. But in his imagination, Kostka met him frequentl_v, and

tulned to him in his soliloquies as his chief adversary. Each timd
Kostka was in a helpless situation. it was Ludvik who invariably
heJped hirn out of it. Yet beneath that outward alliance Iay an abyss

of inward disagreementl perhaps Ludvik, who clearly attached
greater significance to their outward bond than to their inward dif-
ference. was not fully aware of it. Ludvik had been nrerciless to
outward adversaries and tolerant of inward discords. Kostka was

the complete opposite. He loved iudvik, as one loved one's adver-
saries.

2. Kostka had first met Ludvik in 1947 at one of those turbu-
lent meetings that racked all the institutions of higher learning in

those days. The fate of the nation was at stake. Kostka stood with
the communist minority. Many Christians, both Catholics and Prot-
estants, held it againsl him. They considered him a traitor for ally-
ing himself with a movement that inscribed godlessness on its shield.
Even after fifteen years, he had not changed his position at all. Of
course, the Communist movement was godless; but what about the

Christians? Kostka could see nothing but pseudo-Christians living
exactly like unbelievers. But being a Christian meant giving up
private interests, comforts and power, and turning towards the poor,
the humiliated and the suffering. But was that what the Churches
were doing? Kostka's father was a working man, chronically un-
employed, with a humble faith in God: but the Church never turned
its face towards the man. And so Kostka's father remained for-
saken amidst his neighbours, forsakcn within the church, alone with
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his:dod until he fell ill and died.
The Churches failed to realize that the working class move-

ment was the movement ofthe humiliated and oppressed supplicat_
ing (pJaying) forjustice. They did not choose to work with and for
them to create the kingdom of God on earth. By siding with the
oppressors, they deprived the working-class movement of God. And
now they reproached it for being godless. There was a drop in
Church membership. Schools were bringing the children up in an
anti-religious frame of mind. In Kostka's view, true religion did
not need the favour of secular power. Secular disfavour only
strengthened faith. He could only lament the tragic error that led
socialism away from God. All rhat he could do was ro explain that
error, and work to rectify it.

3. Until the February 1948 coup, Kostka's being a Christian
suited the Communist quite well. They enjoyed hearing him ex_
pound on the social content of the Gospel, inveigh (speak) againsr
the rot of the old world of property and war and argue about the
affinity between Christianity and Communism. They tried to win
over believers as well. Soon after February however things began
to change. As a lectuier at the university, Kostka took the side of
several students about to be expelled for their parents, political
stance. Suddenly doubts began to be raised about whether a man of
such firm Christian convictions was capable of educating socialist
youth.rit seemed ihat he would have to fight for his vJry liveli-
hood. Thenhe heard that the student Ludvik Jahn had stood up for
him at a plenary (of the whole assembly) meeting of the party.
Kostka wenl to.see Ludvik and told him_that there was no hope at
all of his "outgrowing" his faith. Theyiiscussed the exisrence of
God, the finite and the infinite, Desecrates's position on religion
whether Spinoza was a materialist etc. Ludvik told Kostka that
religious faith was his private affair, and that all in all it was of no
concern to anyone else. Kostka never saw him at the university
again. About three months after their talk, Ludvik was expelled
from the party and the university. and six months later he too hud to
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leave the university. Through he could have defended himself by
making a public statement along theisr lines, he did nothing.

4. Kostka experienced a period of soul-searching. On the
one hand he was attached to his lectureship. It was relatively com_
fortable, it left him plenty of time for his own research and it prom_
ised a lifetime career as a university teacher. On the personal front
he had a wife and their five year old child ro supporr. His wife did
everything in her power to make Kostka defend himself and stand
up for his position at the university. On the other hand, he was
alarmed by seeing large numbers of valuable people, teachers and
students, forced to leave the universities; he was alarmed by his
attachment to a comfortable life whose calm security distanced frim
more and more from the turbulent fates of his fellow men. Kostka
realised that the voices raised against him at the university were an
appeal: Someone perhaps God, was calling him, warning him against
a comfortable career that would tie down his mind his faith and his
conscience. He heard Jesus's words: ,'Take therefore no thought
for the morow; for the morrow shall take thought for the things of
itself.;' Kosta's enemies thought that he would be tormented with
worry but instead he felt an unexpected calk; he had just discov_
ered the real meaning of freedom. He realized that man had noth-
ing to lose, that his place was everywhere that Jesus went, which
meant everywhere among men. Kostka accepted the wrong his
adversaries inflicted on him as a coded appeal.

5. Communisls supposed, in a manner eminently religious,
that a man who was guilty in the face of the party, might gain abso-
lution by doing a stint with the working class in agriculture or in_
dustry. During the years after February many intellectuals went off
that way to the mines or factories, so that after a mysterious period
of purification, they might-be allowed to return to offices, schools
and political posts. Following his expulsion, Kostka secured a very
good position on a state farm in western Bohemia. He was truly
happy and Ielr reborn. He was grateful to be able to earn his bread
bl u.eful il..k "
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6. It was l9-51 . A grolrp of boys from a neighbouring village
noticed a girl crawl out of a stack; she disappeared before they could
run after her. A peasant woman from the same village reported that
a twenty year old girl came asking her for a crust of bread. The girl
merely said that she had lost her money. Similar stories were added
of the mysterious vanishing of food stuff left under a tree and so
on. The girl became the children's own pampered fairy and they
named her vAGABONDELLA. They allowed her to maintain her
invisibility.

7. The fairy-tale was short-lived, One day the director of the
farm and the chairman of the district National Committee discov-
ered a drab suitcase in the countryside. Besides the girl's clothes, it
contained a bundle of Ietters; from the letters they learned the name
of the recipient: Lucie sebekta. The chairman hid in the tree, rvhile
the director went down to the village and sent the rocal policeman.
At dusk the girl returned to her fragrant bower. They let her go in,
let her close the door behind her, waited half a minute, and then
went in after her.

8. Both the men who trapped Lucie in the barn were decent
fellows. The chairman formerly a poor farmhand, was an honest
father of six children. The policeman was coarse naive, good-na-
tured; neither of them would have hurt a fly. And yet Kostka felt a
strange pain when he heard how Lucie was trapped - with a single
door blocked by two hefty men. Later, when he learned more about
Lucie, he realised to his astonishment that in both those agonising
images the very essence of her fate was directly revealed to him.
Those two images represented the situation of rape.

9. That night Lucie did not sleep in the barn but on an iron
bed in a former shop the police had set up as an office. The next
day she was interrogated by the District National committee. They
Iearned that she had previously worked and lived in ostrava, from
where she had run away as she could not stand it there anymore.
She had not gone to her parents in Cheb, as her father had done
nothing but beat her. At last she secured the Chairman's permis-
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sion to be allowed to stay on and work. The chairman introduced
Lucie to Kostka and announced ceremoniously that if she had done
anything wrong they forgave her and trusted her. The working class
needed honest men and women everywhere; so she was not to let it
down. Kostka then took Lucie to the greenhouse and explained her
work to her.

10. In Kostka's memory, Lucie overshadowed everything he
experienced at the time. Despite that, the figure of the District Na-
tional committee chairman remained clearly outrined. That former
farmhand who had hoped to create a paradise for his suffering
neighbours, that honest enthusiast speaking about forgiveness, faith,
and the working class, was much closer to his heart and mind than
Ludvik, who used to declare that socialism grew from the stem of
European rationalism and skepticism a stem both non-rerigious and
anti-religious. But Kostka was certain lhat the lines of European
spirit which stemmed from the teaching of Jesus led far more natu-
rally to social equality and socialism. The most passionate Com-
munists like the chairman who put Lucie in Kostka's care seemed
to him much more like religious zealots than voltairean doubters.
The revolutionary era from 1948 to 1956 was an age of colrective
faith; its sympathisers renounced their ego their person, private lives,
in favour of something higher, something supra personal. True the
Marxist teachings were purely secular in origin, but the significance
assigned to them was similar to the significance of the Gospel and
the biblical commandments; their ideas were, in their terminology,
sacred.

That was a cruel religion. It did not elevate either Kostka or
Ludvik; perhaps it injured both of them. Yet rhe era that had just
passed was much closer to his heart than the era that seemed to be
approaching then; an era of mockery, scepticism, and corrosion, a
petty era with the ironic intellectual in the limelight, and behind
him the mob of youth coarse, cynical and nasty, without enthusi-
asm without ideals, ready to mate, or to kill at sight. The era then
passing or already past had something of the spirit of the great reli-
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giolrs movements, but remained empty and godless. The era finally
betrayed its religious nature, and it had paid dearly for its rational-
ist heritage.'The rationalist scepticism had been corroding Chris-
tianity for two millennia, but not destroying it. But communist
theory, its own creation, it would destroy, within a few decades.

Kostka observed that it had already been killed.
I l. People treated Lucie with caution, mistrust and suspicion.

Her silent natlrre did not help her either. After about a month, her

file from Ostrava arrived at the farm. It said that she had started off
at Cheb as an apprentice hairdresser. As the result of a morals charge
she had spent a year at the reformatory and had then gone to Ostrava,
where she was known as a good worker. Her behaviour in the dor-
mitory was exemplary. Before her flight there had been only one

offense an entirely unusual one: she had been caught stealing flow-
ers in a cemetery.

Kostka observed that Lucie was an enigmatic person. She

worked silently and with concentratibn. She was calm in her ti-
midity. Yet there was something in her taciturnity (saying little)
that betrayed a Iife of pain and a wounded soul. She neither be-

lieved or disbelieved in God. She did not know anything about
Jesus Christ. Kostka talked about him Lucie listened.

12. Kostka coaxed Lucie to give herself to religion which
meant to lay aside her past life; to remove it from her soul. Lucib
confessed that she had left Ostrava partly because of those flowers
she stole from the cemetery. Ostrava was a black town with hardly
any nature around it, and beautiful flowers were to be found only in
the cemetery. She enjoyed gong there. Once she took a fancy to a
grave nearly fresh. She kneeled and dissolved into ineffable bliss.
Just then an elderly man and his wife approached the grave. They
saw the unfamiliar girl take the beautiful spray of roses which they
had earlier placed on the grave, turn and leave. They shouted at the

mortified girl that there was nothing more abominable than rob-
bing the dead. The attendant confirmed that it was not the first
flower theft in the cemetery. Th,:y called a policeman and she con-
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lessed everything.
13. Kostka explained that flowers on the grave belonged to

the living. In the beauty of earthly flowers Lucie had found the
revelation of the unearthly. She had needed the flowers only for
the void in her soul; and they car,rght and humiliated her. Another
reason for wanting to leave Ostrava was that a soldier doing mili-
tary service whom she did not love, wanted to rape her, ripped off
her clothes, but she eluded him and ran, faraway, because he was

nasty and brutal like all the others. Kostka asked Lucie whorn all
she knew before the soldier.

14. Lucie was part of a gang consisting of herself and six
boys aged between sixteen and twenty two. They called themselves
a pagan sect and one day they were talking about initiation. The
boys had brought a few bottles of cheap wine. Lucie had lavished
all the unrequited daughter's love on these boys. On they day all
six of them gang-raped Lucie in spite of her blind trust in their
friendship. It happened in that flat of one of the boys white his
parents were on night shift. Gang-rape became a habit with them.
Finally the police came and took thern all away. The boys had some
thefts on their conscience and they got varying sentences. Lucie
was the shame of all Cheb and at home they beat her black and

blue. She was sent to a reformatory where she spent a year-until
she was seventeen. She would not have returned home fgr any-
thing on earth. That is how she came to live in that black city.

15. Kostka was surprised and somewhat taken aback when
Ludvik revealed to him a couple of days back that he knew Lucie.
When he asked about Lucie again the previons day. he told him
everything that Lucie had conlided in him. Though evcryone on the

farm was nice to her, they constantly rerninded her of her past. The
director spoke of her as "the little grave robber", though in jest.
r(ostkzr told l-udvik fhat Luice needed iorgiveness. she nccdld the

rnysterious purification that was unlermiliar and incomprehensible
to him. Few people, by thernselves knew how to forgive. 'Ihey
Iircked the power to annihilate a sin that had been comrnitted: that

';
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exceeded a man's srrength. Divesting a sin of its varidity, undoing
it, erasing it out of time was a mysterious and supernaturar feat.
God alone could forgive it. Man can forgive onry in so far as he
founds himself on God's forgiveness . Lttdvik courd not forgive,
because he did not believe in God. He had never forgivenihose at
the plenary meeting who had raised their hands against him and
agreed that his life should be destroyed. Ludvik had not forgiven
mankind. From that time on, he had mistrusted it, he felt rancour
against it. Kostka could understand Ludvik, but that did not alter
the fact that such generar rancour against people was terrifying and
sinful. It had become his curse. Because to live in a world in which
no one is forgiven, where all are irredeemable, is the same as living
in hell. Ludvik was living in hell and Kostka pitied him.

16. Everything on this earth which beronged to God also be-
longed to the Devil. Even the motion of lovers in the act of love.
For Lucie those had become a province of the odious. she associ-
ated them with the bestiar adorescent faces of the gang and later
wittr the face of the insistent soldier. The planet we inhabit is a
borderland between heaven and hell. No act is of itself good or
bad. only its place in the order of things makes it good-or bad;
Even physical love. Kostka spoke in this manner to Lucie day after
day, each time reassuring her that she was forgiven, that she must
give herself to god etc. And thus the weeks went by. Lucie im-
proved; she learnt to smile. one day, she laid her hand on Kostka's
cheek and said that she roved him. Before reflecting that he had
merely done his duty and reaving quickry, he took Lucie in his arms
and sank with her into the bower of nature.

l7' what should not have happened, Kostka and Lucie con-
tinued to Iive on the same farm. He was aware that he had a wife
and son who waited patiently for his rare visits home. He realised
that he desired her, he clid not want to go on, but he was afraid of
breaking off this beginning of intimacies for fear of wouncring Lucie.
It seemed to Kostka that he hacr been a secrucer in priest,s robe,
that all his spiritual assistancr: to Lucie and all his talk of Jesus and
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God was no more than a veir for the most base carnar desires. In
his vain presumption, he even tried to j,stify his action by reasoning
that he was acrually helping Lucie.

one day the central authori{ies fabricated poJiticar charges
against Kostka's director, claiming that Kostka himself was one of
the suspicious elements that surroundecl him. Kostka's situation
was alnrost helpless. Ludvik would have cailecJ it injustice, but
Kostka felt the hand of God behind the whole thing. He felt that
events for the most part were often disguisecl instructions from
above' So he accepted the deveropments on the farm with r.,rief.
He saw in them a clear instruction, to reave Lucie, before it was.too
late. He precisely did that after saying good bye to a tearfuily dis-
consolate Lucie. Kostka left the farm as a man who himself admit-
ted that he was unfit to carry out work of anysignificance in the
State. And so he became a constrllction worker.

18. It was an autumn day in r956 Kostka met Ludvik after
five years. Ludvik had just finished his stint in the ostrava mines
and had gone to Prague to reslrme his studies. Ludvik,s eyes re_
vealed sympathy for Kostka, now that he hacl become a bricklayer.
As usual Ludvik had flared up at the injustice and stupidity of the
whole thing. Kostka reflected how he had become a bricklayer,
whif e Ludvik had become a miner. He vvcts forgiving, but Ludvik
wcrs irreconcilable- Inwardry they were very distant. Kostka spoke
of a boy in Geneva who was executed because he had fillecl a note-
book jeering at Jesus Christ and the Gospel. He had done it as a
joke. He had very little hatred in hinr, onry mockery and indiffer-
ence . what Kostka was trying to drive home was thar nt great
ttrrvetnent cle,signecl to ch.unge the world r:oulcl baar scrrt:asm or
,rockery, bccause they were a rust that corrocled al I that it touchecl.
Hc asked t-udvik to exalnine his own attitu<Je. Ludvik became bit-
ter t. the clepths c,f his sour, convincccl of the gr:at injusticc clone to
hir.. Lle was sent to a black insienia battali,n arrollg the enemies
of communism. He c.ulcl have acconrplishccl much, br-rt likcr Jesus,
he hacl no desire to go alnor.lg the sinners ancl t,re sick.
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Kostka implied that Ludvik too was a sinner. His faith'was
weak, so he failed the test that was set to him, because the only.
reason he turned bitter towards his community was that it placed

too-great a burden on his shoulder. Kostka was not on Ludvik's
side in his quarrel with the party, because great things on this earth

could be created only by a community of infinitely devoted men

who humbly gave up their lives to a higher design. Kostka grate-

fully acknowledged all that Ludvik had done for him. But if Ludvik
looked into his soul in depth, he would understand lhat the deepest

motive for his good deeds was not love, but hatred; hatred towards

those who once hurt him. His soul knew no God, and therefore
knew no forgiveness. He longed for retribution. Ludvik was full
of hatred even when he helped people. But hatred bred a chain of
further hatreds. Kostka repeated that Ludvik was living in hell and

he pitied him.
19. Had Ludvik heard Kostka's soliloquy, he would have said

that the latter was ungrateful. It was Ludvik who got him his posi-

tion in the virology department. Several yl)a,l- after Kostka left the

farm, Lucie got married and moved with her husband to the city. In
the end she prevailed on him to move to the town where Kostka
was living, for she wanted to be near him, to see and hear him at

Sunday services. Kostka thought happily that Lucie was perhaps

the only achievement of his life.
20. Kostka thought that he deluded himself by trying to con-

vince himself that he had taken the right path; and that he paraded

the power of his faith before the unbeliever. True, he had brought
Lucie to faith in God. But her marriage had not turned out well, for
her husband was a brute, who was openly unfaithful to her and mis-
treated him. Kostka wondered whether the voice he heard each

time was the voice of his own cowardice. Though he was not much

attached to his wife and son, he could not part from them. He was

afraid to love Lucie, fearing the complications it might bring him.
He set himself up as the angel of her salvation, but was merely

another of her seducers. He had her happiness in his hand, brrt he
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ran away. No one had ever wronged her as he did.

Kostka felt that he invoked siif,3,'.;ed divine appeals as mere

pretexts to extract himself from his human obligations. He was

afraid of women, their warmth, their constant presence. He was

terrified of a life with Lucie just as he was terrified by the thought

of moving permanently into the teacher's two-room apartment in

the neighbouring town. For the same reason he had accepted vol-

untary resignation from he university fifteen years ago, for he did

not love his wife who was six years older than he was. He at last

wondered whether he was so wretchedly laughable'

3.4.1. Critical Comments on Part Vl

This is a long section and presents the events pertaining to

Ludvik and Lucie from Kostka's point of view. The whole story of
Lucie is laid bare before us - her unhappy, home, her repeated ex-

periences of gang-rape, her devotion to Kostka as well as her un-

happy marriage. Communism and Christianity are compared.

Which is better? [sn't each based on absolute faith? Such chal-

lenging ideas are presented before us. Do you agree with Kostka

that Ludvik is a sinner? Well, it is all a question of the real man

versus the ideal man. After all, not everyone can become Christ,

who could forgive even his worst enemies.

Let us pass on to the last part of the novel.

3.5. Summary of Part Vll

Ludvik, Jaroslav, Helena

This Parr consists of /9 chapters. The character-narrator of
Chapter I is Ludvik.

l. Ludvik was full of reminiscences and regrets especially

regarding Lucie. The goddess of mists Lucie had first deprived

him of herself, then the previous day his carefully calculated re-

venge - to use Helena and humiliate her husband Zemanek his arch

enemy - came to nothing. His grouse was that Kostka had meant

more to Lucie, had known more about her, and loved her better; she
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had confided everything to him, whereas to him she had revealed
nothing. Ludvik had made her unhappy, Kostka had known her
physically. Ludvik felt a sudden wave of anger against himself, at
his age at that time when he had not been able to understand Lucie
or her ferocious resistance. It was all like a barljoke: he had thought
she was a virgin, and she had fought him precisely because she had
not been a virgin, and was probably afraid of the moment when
Ludvik would discover rhe truth. Or perhaps, her initial sexual
experiences had marked her deeply and had deprived that act of
Iove of the meanings most people gave it. For Lucie the body was
something ugly, and love was something incorporeal. Ludvik felt
very sad. He was very hungry too. He had almost reached the milk
bar. He tried the door, but it was shut. A passer-by told him that
everyone had gone to the festival of the Ride of Kings. Ludvik set
off in the direction of the Moravian song, cursing. His hunger
pangs were leading him to the folklore festival that he had fled like
the plague.

2. Jaroslav is the narrator
Jaroslav was experiencing fatigue since early morning. His

son Vladmir was going to be made King in the 'Ride of the Kings,
festival. Kalasek, the culrural adviserofthe District National Com-
mittee appeared with a Prague radio reporter, an elegant looking
woman (Helena). The lady wanted to record interviews for a pro-
gram about the Ride of the Kings. Jaroslav detested playing the
fool, but Kalasek insisted that ir was his political duty to go and
speak on the radio. So in the end he went obediently, Kalasek
began that the cultivation of folk-art was an integral part of com-
munist education; that is why the District Committee supported it
fully, etc. Jaroslav was fed up of hearing the same old meaningless
words over the past fifteen years. For Kalasek, who cared nothing
for folk art it was only a means of boosting his prestige. Jaroslav
wanted to speak aloud that real fork art was dead, but he merely
said the usual, nice things expected of him, regarding the enthusi-
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asm of the brganisers and so on. He felt ashamed for talking tfre
way they wanted him to. Was he a coward, or so well-trained he
wondered. When he got home at last preparations for the festival
were on. Vladmir was dressed as King.

3. Ludvik is the narrator.
It took Ludvik barely fifteen minutes to reach the village. He

observed signs of the festival. In trying so stubbornly to avoid such
folklore events, he had expected the lack of taste, expected the blend
of real folk art and kitsch (vulgar showy art), expected the worst
bombast and falsity, but he had not expected that sad, almost mov-
ing forlornness; it pervaded everything. He remembered that the
last year of the war, he himself had ridden as a page at the side of
Jaroslav, who had then been the king. However he had no desire to
let himself be moved by memories.

4. Helena is the narrator.
Helena thanked Ludvik for coming into her life at the right

moment. She had known him forjust eigrr days and she loved him
and trusted him. She had gone to record the summoning of the king
when he (Zemanek) suddenly came up to her; he had the coarse-
ness to bring his girl-friend, a girl of twenty two, thirteen years
younger than her, along with him. Helena had all along been a fool
to believe that her marriage was not yet completely ru.ined she had
sacrificed even Ludvik for that rotten marriage. It wasso ddgrad-
ing to lose simply because of being born earlier. She had.always
been pushed around, had always lost, she had always been humili-
ated, but now she was fighting back. She felt Ludvik and his love
behind her. Zemanek had been angling for a o -ce for over two
years. She readily agreed observing that she wanted Lo live with
Ludvik Jahn.

5. The narrator is Ludvik.
'Watching th'e Ride of the Kings, Ludvik wondered what it

meanl. It was a myisterious rire'. To his ustonishrnenr his initial
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mistrust vanished and all at once, he was completely enthralled by
the colourful spectacle. His thoughts flew to Lucie as he looked at
the veiled king and he sriw Lucie riding ceremoniously and mock-
ingly through his life, Ludvik felt sure that Lucie really loved him;
perhaps that is why, she had kept it a secret even from the eccentric
Kostka, who combined the obstinacy of reflection with the obsti-
nacy of delusion. Suddenly a man greeted Ludvik. The girl ac-
companying him introduced herself as Broz.. The man was Zemanek.

6. The narrator is Jaroslav
Jaroslav was not able to shake off his fatigue. He resented

that Ludvik was trying to avoid him. He was happy rhat his son
Vladmir was king. Very few people were watching the show. He
observed that drunkards were the most loyal supporters of folk fes-
tivals. Jaroslav was talking to an old man Pechacek. He was tell-
ing him that after the way they had thought that they were about to
build a completely new world, and that people would return to folk
traditions. A little later old Koutecky greeted Jaroslav, who told
him that Vladmir was with his gran dson Milos:, the two of them had
gone off from their place on his motor cycle.

7. Ludvik is the Narrator.
Ludvik had not expected to meet Zemanek and so he found it

extremely unpleasant. Miss Borz remarked that the Ride of rhe
Kings did not interest her. Zemanek observed that times had
changed. From the strained conversation, Ludvik learnt several
things. Miss Broz was one of Zemanek's students. Zemanek said
that he taught philosophy, by which he meant Marxism a subject
which had declined in popularity especially among the young.
Ludvik expressed surprise, for Zemanek had actually studied biol-
ogy. Miss Broz announced that teachers of Marxism had a political
pamphlet in their skulls instead of brain; but rhat Pavel was en-
tirely different. Ludvik learned rhat Pavel was onb of the most
popular teachers and the students worshipped him for.sticking up
for the young against the university authorities,who wanted to{hrow
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him out for not sticking to the rigid, outdated curriculum, and for
trying to introduce the young people to everything going on in
modern phiiosophy.

It was evident to Ludvik that Zemanek had contpleteh aban-
donetl hisformer vielrs. This was horrible, it was what he had least

expected; but in a way, it was very common the whole society was

under going a gradual metamorphosis. Just as some object that we
can love only in the singular, Ludvik agreed that the principle held
good for hate also. Man pining forequilibrium, balanced the weight
oftheevil piled on his back with the weight ofhis hatred. Asitis
beyond human capacity to hate mere abstract principles, injustice
fanaticism, cruelty, or even mankind, man, if he wished to relieve
his anger, concentrated it on a single individual. The staggering
thought suddenly occurred to Ludvik that any minute Zemanek
would make use of his metamorphosis to ask forgiveness in its name.
That is what seemed so horrible. How would Ludvik explain that
Zemanek embodied all the evils in his life and that Ltdvik needed

to hate him.

8. Jaroslav is the narrator
Jaroslav tried to find out who did the role of the king, but in

vain. He could not see who it was behind the veil.

9. Ludvik is the narrator
Miss Broz told Ludvik how she loved hitchhiking (to travel

by getting free automobile rides and sometime by walking between
rides). Ludvik could see at one that he was hearing the manifesto
of her generation. Submitting to a generation mentality (to this
pride of the herd) had always repelled him. He jokingly called her
a "dogmatist of the hitch". She answered sharply thatshe was nei-
thdr dogmatist nor revisionist nor sectarian nor deviationist, lhat
such words belonged to Ludvik's generation, and that they were
completely alien to hers'. Ludvik observed that it seemed terrible
to him that the younger generation had noidea of Moscow trial or
political trails in Prague; Stalin was just a name to them. Zemanek
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observed that he admired the younger generation because they loved
their bodies Iovcd travel and adventure. With their messianism.
the older generation nearly destroyed it. Perhaps the youngsters
with their srllishness would savc it.

10. Joroslav is the narrator
Jaroslav was totally upset that he was not able to ascertain

whether the veiled figure of the king was his son or not.

11. Ludvik is the narrator.

While Zemanek poured out his eulogy (praise) of the younger
generation, Ludvik contemplated with enviolrs regret that Miss Broz.
a handsome and likable young woman belonged to his enemy and
not to him. He was reminded that since Lucie, he had no girl whonr

, he loved and respected. Life had mocked hirr by sending him a

reminder of that failure precisely in the features of the mistress of
the man (Zemanek), whom only the previous day he thought he had
defeated in a grotesque sexual combat. The more he liked Miss
Broz, the more Ludvik realised that she, like her contemporaries
would not at all be impressed by the story of his expulsion from the
party. However, Ludvik fought tooth and nail against the reconcili-
ation offered by time. Unhke Zernanek, he would not shirk'his
fate, he wor.rld not detach himself frorn his thirtt, seven years eren
if they represented so insignificant and fleeting a fragment of time,
that was already being forgotten. He would certainly refuse. if
Zemanek asked for reconc ilialirrn.

12. Jaroslav is the narrator.

Jaroslav felt latigued and wanted to say good bye to this wor.ld
of material things that he did not understand, that cleceiver.l him. Ilr
knew at once where he ought to go,

13. The narralor is Ludvik.
Zcnrlnek and Miss Broz talked and behaved as if they kneri

eve rythin-s betwcen Helenu ancl l-Lrclvik and as if thcy wcrc synl)x
thetic. Ludvik imagined that 'Zemanek's' posc was a bribe for
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Ludvik to forgive him. Hclena came, accompanied by JINDRA,
the sound technician who was dangerously in Iove with her. Ludvik
was stilled by humiliation and shame. He wanted nothing more
than to disappear. go off by himself, wipe out the whole story, /re
stupid.joke. wipe out Helena and Zemanek, and all the days so that
not a trace remained. He was stifled by the ridiculous failure ofhis
vengeancei bu' he did not want to deceive Helena. He blurted out
to her that this was their last time together, that he did not love her,
and that she must understand that. It was worse than Ludvik had
foreseen. Helena went pale. would not believe him or let him go.
Ludvik went through a minor ntartyrdom before he could finally
get rid of her and leave.

14. Helena is the narrator
Helener was upset beyond words since Ludvik rejected her

love. She asked the insistent Jindra to leave her for a moment. She
went over to the District Committee room She had a splitting head_
ache. She found bottle of tablets in Jindra,s trench coat. She knew
thal Alpena the tablet was poisonous in massive doses. She started
taking more and more of it. She felt enthralled that sie was holcling
her death itt her hand. Even Pavel had not hurt Helena as much as
Ludvik in a single minute. She understood pavel,s capricious
(changing) and unsteady nature and hence forgave him. But Hel-
ena could not understand Ludvik who came to her in a mask to
resurrect her, and once resurrected, to destroy her. She cursed him,
yet she pined for him ro conre to her and have mercy. May be Ludvik
did not know how nruch Helena loved him.

15. Ludvik is the narrator.
Lr.rdvik had to sweep away that btd story, that badjoke, which

not contcnt with itself, had gone on nonsrrously rnultiplying itself
inlo nrore and more silly jokes. Yct hc wondererl what -sood that
woLrlcl do when the (/ttil" story of his lifc rvas conceivcri in error.
throu-eh tltc bacl jokc of the poslcar.d. tl)irt nccident. thilt jt(llscnsc.
LLtdvik rvas horrified at the thousht tllnt thil)lts conceivr-:d in crror
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were just as real as things conceived with good reason and of ne-
cessity. How glad he would be to revoke the story of his lifc. $/ho,
in fact, had made the error when the silly joke of his postcard was
taken seriously. Ludvik alone was not to be held responsible. Did
history play jokes? At last Ludvik realised how powerless he was

to revoke his own joke, when throughout his life as a whole he was

involved in a joke much more vast and utterly irrevocable. Ludvik
saw a placard announcing in red letters that at four o'clock that day,

a cimbalom band would be giving a concert in the garden of a cer-
tain restaurant. He went inside the restaurant.

16. Helena is the narrator
Helena emptied the bottle of tablets. When Jindra came in

she asked him for some writing material she wrote: "Ludvik, my
dearest, I loved you body and soul and now my body and soul have
not reason to live. Farewell, I love you Helena": she sealed it in a

cover and wrote. Ludvik Jahn on the front. She asked Jindra to
find Ludvik and give it to him. The boy obliged.

17. Ludvik is the narrator.
As Ludvik sat in the restaurant he felt that Lucie and Zemanek

were past, and Helena was just a stone he had wanted to throw at

that past; the whole of those three days had been nothing but a the-
atre of shadows. His entire life, it seemed to him had always been

overpopulated by shadows, and there was little room in it for the
present. And then there was the bond with which he wanted to tie
himself to the past that hypnotised him, and that was the bond of
vengeance.but vengeance, as those three days had demonstrated
was just as futile as his running against the moving walkway of
time. Years ago when Zemanek betrayed hint, Ludvik should have
gone up to him and punched him in the face, then and only then.
When postponecl vengeance was transformed into something de-
ceptive into a personal religion, that moved away day by day, from
the people involved, who in reality had become different people.
Today another John'!;tood hef?tre arutther Zeinanek. Ludvik had
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vainly attempted to redress to publish, and to undo, - because what

had happened had happened and could never be redressed.

Suddenly Ludvik saw it clearly: most people deceived them-

selves with a pair of faiths; they believed in eternal memory (of
people, things, deeds, nations) and in redressibility (of deeds, mis-

takes, sins, wrongs). Both were false faiths. In reality, the oppo-

site was true: everything would be forgotten, and nothing wotild be

redressed. The task of obtaining redress (by vengeance of by for-
giveness) would be taken over by forgetting. No one would redress

the wrongs that had been done, but all the wrongs would be forgot-
ten.

Presently Jindra came there and gave Ludvik Helena's letter.

On reading the contents, he dashed to Helena's place, with the boy

at his side. After much difficulty they found her seated in the toi-
let. She spat in his face. Thinking she had poisoned herself, Ludvik
thought of calling up the doctor. But the Jindra confessed that the

bottle labelled Algena actually contained laxatives. The boy did

not want everybody to know that his guts were messed up. Ludvik
then understood that what he had taken for a stupid joke was the

truth. Jindra had unwittingly spared Helena's life, and in that mo-

ment he loved him. But his relief was short lived. Helena's des-

peration had settled its account with life at a safe distance.from the

threshold of death.

18. Jaroslav is the narrator

Jaroslav realised that his wife Vlasta had conspired with their

son Vladmir to deceive him. The boy had gone off with the grand-

son of the Kouteckys to the motorcycle races, while all the time the

old man had believed that he was playing the king. Vlasta justified

her son's attitude and action: Vladmir was modern; he did not want

to be a privileged child Jaroslav saw that the boy took after Vlasta's

father who was always a great one for progress. ln his fury he

turned the kitchen upside down by smashing all the plates breaking

the legs of the chair, etc. All the time Vlasta stood with her back

turned, sobbing softly; she was terribly scared. Her sobs were heart
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rending and some where deep inside him Ludvik fert a painfur re-
gret.

19. As he listened to trls Moravian fcilk songs, Ludvik felt a
real pang of nostalgia. He felt the worrd of Jarosrav represented a
world vvhere love was stiil love anrr pain was pcrin and where var-
ues where not yet devastated. He joined the band by tatring the
clarinet, much to Jarosrav's joy. Ludvik forgot ail erse and fert at
home in the music. Sucrdenry he noticed that Jarosrav was iil. He
at once approached the second fiddle who was a doctor, who after
examining the old man, said he was going to phone the hospital, as
Jaroslav had a heart attack. Finaily the cimbarom feil silent too,
and they all stood around Jarosrav who Iooked at Ludvik and spoke
excitedly. The second fiddre tord him to be calm. Ludvik was think.
ing that though Jaroslav wourd recover, it woulcl be a compretery
different life in future, a rife without passionate devorion, *i,horo
the strain of playing in the band, a life under the aegis of death;
Ludvik suddenly felt that one's destiny was often comprete Iong
before death, and that Jarosrav's destiny hacr come to its encr. over-
whelmed with sorrow, he gentry stroked the top of his bard head
and he realispd with a shock that his trip rrome made in the hope of
striking ar the hated Zemanek had ended with his holding hrs stricken
friend in his arms. presentry they red the orcr man into ,he streets
where an ambulance stood waiting, all its lights ablaze.

Read the study materiar carefuily and undersiand the entire
plot. we shall discuss the differenr aspects of the novel in the next
Unit.

UNIT FOUR

THE JOKE: A CRITICAL STUDY

4.0 Objectives

, ,.: At the.end of,this.Unir yolr phould be ableto: ,r,: j. ,: , ,,1it understand variors aspccts of Miran Kundera's Trte Joke. and

I-s6

ii) make an overall estimate of the nover ancl its author. 
: '::

4.1 !ntroduction

Before you begin to read thi.s Unir it is irnperilrive that you
read and assimilate the nrattergiven in the perviou s unit.If you do
so yolr will be able to form your own impressions of the nover,
its theme. the mode of narration, the characters the various ideas
and points of view and so on. Then when you read this Unil
you will be able to appreciate the different aspecrs of rhe Joke.

Let us study these aspects one by one. A,s you would have
noticed the entire nover is written in the from of a series of
tttonologues. Let us consolidate alr of theln in order to get a
condensed version of the story.

4.2 Critical summary of The Joke
The central character of the novel is Lucrvik Jcthn. Ludvik,s

father, a bricklayer, has been hauled off to a concentration camp
by the Germans, when the boy was thirteen. Ludvik had to
depend on his father's sister and her husband Koutecky and he
could not bear them, for that woman looked down on his poor
mother, Though the boy was ripe for rebeilion, his mother wourcr
beg him tearfully to be sensibre. However Ludvik was a good
student and entered the university. He herd an important post
in the students union. He was rated as an individurtirt *i,n un
intellectual smile. He had few inner sorrows at thattime, and
had a considerable sense of fun ; but his jokes were not serious
enough to keep pace with the joyousness of the era.

The events leading to Ludvik's first major disasrer courd
be traced to his fatal predirection for siily jokes and Marketn,s
fatal inability to understand them, Marketa a nineteen year ord
girl at the university was credurons, serious and fuil of naive
(innocent, childlike) trustfurness. It was the first year after Feb-
ruary l94B) a period marked by rigid seriousness and exclu_
sivE'ernphtsis'ih fhe concerns ilnd interests of trre party which
represented the working class Marketa was sent during the sum_
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mer to a two- week Party training course. Ludvik missed her'

What he could not accept was how she could be happy when he

was,missing her so much. So he bought a postcard and in or-

der to hurt, shock and confuse her, he wrote: optimism is the

opium of the people. A beatthy atmosphere stinks of medioc-

rity. Long live Trotskv.
In September when classes resumed Ludvik was sum-

moned to the District Party Secretariat. He understood that the

comrades had read all his letters to Markers the provocative

postcard in particular. After interrogating and chiding him at

length rhey bluntly told him that they were relieving him of-his

post in the students union. Ludvik approached Zemanek for help.

But at last in spite of his suppliant pleas to various committees

, Zemanek recommended in the name of the organisation that

Ludvik be expelled not only from the Party but from the uni-

versity too. In this matter Zemanek was supported by Ludvik's
closest friends and his teachers also.

Ludvik could not muster courage top tell his ,mother about

his expulsion, for she took great pride in his studies. Having

lost his right to iontinue his studies he signed up for two long

work brigades. He along with a number of conscripts were

turned into soldiers and were give black insignia as uniform'
He worked for years in the mines at Ostrava where the process

of depersonalisation was overwhelming- At Ostrava he hap-

pened to meet a young lady Lucie. Though he like her a lot, he

was never able to establish a good relationship with her, she

left the place abruptly. Lldvik sneaked out to find out more

details about her, but failed; for this venture he was colrrt

martialed and given ten months in jail on the charge of deser-

tion. Ludvik's mother died when he was in jail and he could

not go to her funeral. He spent the next three years mining coal

as a civilian. Then with great difficulty, he got permission to

complete his last two years at the university. He managed to

get a job as a scientist too. Br.rt the party had branded him for
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life.
Helena was the wife of Pavel Zemanek' They had a daugh-

ter Zdena who was attached to her father. It was the Party spirit

and activities which had brought Helena 3.ndZenanek together.

But Helena soon realised that her husband did not really care

rol her nor did he love her. However they were not divorced.

For the sake of his social image, Zemanek apparently lived with

Helena off and on under the same roof.
Jaroslav was the childhood friend of Ludvik ' The

Moravian folk song was his sout his very life' He had played

the role of king in the ride of the kings for years and he hoped

eagerly that his son Vladmir would follow his footsteps'

lindra was a young sound technician who loved the

middle aged Helena passionately. He used to take laxatives

because he had a troubled stomach . He hid his humiliation by

keeping the laxative tables in a bottle labelled Algena, a brand

of painkillers.
Kostka was an academic with a wife and child' He gave

up the comforts of the university life and went to work on the

farm as a bricklayers when he was about to be expelled from

the university. After experiencing a period of soul-searching

he decided to follow Jesus and fell an unexpected calm. It was

during this period that he happened to come across Lucie who

had been expelled from ostrava for stealing flowers. In course

of time, Kostka proved to be a real source of solace and com-

passion for Lucie, so that the girl confessed her story to him'

Lucie was an unwanted child. She came from Bohemia' When

she was sixteen, she belonged to a gang of six boys who raped

her repeateclly. She had developed a mistrust for men' In the

guise of a caring counsellor Kostka seduced Lucie and felt ter-

ilUty guitty it. Lucie later on married but it turned out to be an

unhappy one. She insisted on returning to the town where

Kostka lived so that she could see him often'

This then is the background and situation when the novel
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opens. Ludvik Jahn has returned to his native town of Moravia
after fifleen years on a relatively unimportant task _ an inter_
view with a radio reporter. He is thirty seven years old, full of
bitterness, rancour and the venom of vengeance. He meets. his
pld friend Kostka who lets him have his flat for one afternoon.
Kostka then takes him for a clean shave and to his wonder he
notices that the female barber attending on him is Lucie Sebetka.,
who feigns not to recognise him.

That evening the lady reporter comes. She is Helena Zemanek
Contrary to Ludvik's doubts, Helena is too willing to make love.
But when she tells him that there is not much love lost between
herself and her husband, Ludvik desires to throw her out. He
has come here hoping to wreak vengeance on his arch enemy
Zemanek, but his purpose is defeated when he realises that Hel-
ena means nothing to him. But Helena has fallen for Ludvik
and sincerely desires to love him, to marry him. When he tells
here bluntly that he does not share her feelings, she becomes
distraught. She consumes a lot of painkillers. She then iends a
suicide note to Ludvik through Jindra. Ludvik comes, but is nor
able to save her, for Helena dies of desperation. Jiondra is furi_ -
ous and sad.

During this visit Ludvik sees his friend Jarsolav but tries to
avoid them. Jaroslav has been cheated by his own son. With.his
mother's connivance (secret help) Vladmir creates the impression
that it is tre who is dressed up as king for the ride of the Kings,
whereas he is away on a mother cycle. Jaroslav is heart br.oken.
Ludvik who listens to the singing and the jazz band is drawn to-
wards Jaroslav in spite of himself. He finally takes his friend in
an ambulance, for Jaroslav has heart problems. Thus the novel
ends on a bitter note - Lurlvik is not able to have his revenge,
Helena dies, Jaroslav has a weak heart, Lucie refuses to recognlse
Ludvik. In short, Ludvik realises the futility of .on.o,-,. ,rid ."_
venge especially when prolonged and postponed without imme_
diate execution.
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4.3 The Titte

The events of the novel which culminate in the final catastrophe
of the protagonist Ludvik Jahn are triggered off by an apparently
harmless joke by Ludvik himself, when he is a twenty t*o yea, ola
University student. In a mood of despondency or frustration at not
being able to enjoy the company of Marketa, whom he loves very
much, he sends her a postcard containing three sentences: ,,Opri-
mism in 

.the 
opium of the people. A heaithy atmosphere srinks of

mediocrity. Long tive Trotsl<y.,, In a casuai playfui mood Ludvik
had twisted Marx's statement; ,'Religion 

is the oiium of the people
and Frotsky's belief that ,,Optimism 

builds sociaiism,,. ViewLO oU_
jectively and with a smattering of humour, what the youngster has
w-ritter is only a verbal joke, an innocent fun which all la-nguages
afford. But the special nature ofthe times and the characters in"volved
make Ludvik pay heavily for his joke. Ir is the first year after Febru-
ary I 948. A genuinely new and different life had blgun, marked by
rigid seriousness; people are expected to rejoice inth-e victory of the
working class, without giving way individualistically to inner sor_
rows or personal problems, Contemporary joy is a grave joy that
proudly called itself "The historical optimism oi the viJtorious class,,
Naturally Ludvik's statement appears out of place in such an era.
Secondly Marketa is an extremely serious giriwhich makes her to_
tally at one with the spirit of the era. Being credulous and naive, she
shows the provocative postcard to the Comrades who act promptly
so that Ludvik is expelled not only fr.om the pany, but alsofr.om the
University.

It is this cruel joke thar upsers Ludvik,s life after that. The
long years spent in the mines at C)strava Iead to his depersonalisation
to an overwhelming extent. Lucie is not able to understand his
intense love and need for her. Rancour, bitter hatred and the venom
of vengeance fill his otherwise cheerfirl, intelligent self, so that when
he returns to his home town after fifteen years, he is a totally changed
pcrson for the worse. The rnost cnrel joke played by fate in
l.udvik's life is yet to come : he is soon made to ieaiize the futility
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of revcnge. He is not able to hurt his most bitter Zcrnanek in any

way, Though he gets an excellent chance to 'use' Helena, he is

disappointed because, Zemanek has no love for his wife. The same

Zemanek who had so seriously and rigidly denounced Ludvik fil-
teen years ag6, is now leading a Jife of hypocrisy, compromisitlg

his Party principles and behaving ingratiatingly with youngstcrs like

Miss Broz because he has realised that such rigid principles and

dogmas are possible only on paper. Perhaps' if Lutivik had becn

Miss Broz's contemporqry, his provocative joke would have passed

with a rierd word of reirimand or a warning at the most. May be

hypocrites like Zemanek would even condescend to laugh at it.

In the mltler of Lucie Sebetka also, life plays a very cruel

joke. Ludvik loves her sincerely bnt shc revolts and rejects him

seriously. At the same time she is drawn towards Kostka who even

seduces her. Similarly in the case of Helena, Iife plays the same

joke in a reverse manner. Helena loves Ludvik who tries to use her

only as a powerful tool of revenge. Ironically, both lose in the har-

gain. Helena is driven to suicide by desperation; Ludvik fails in his

plan of vengeance. Again it is thisjoke that makes Ludvik distrust

even sincere friends like Jaroslav, and when he realises his mistake

it is rather late. Jaroslav's son and his wife Vlasta also deceive him

by making him believe that it is Vladmir dressed up as king, where

as all the while the boy is away riding on a motor cycle.

The little of Milan Kundera's novel The Joka is therefore very

apt. The plot of the novel is pivoted on the provocative joke What

might be laughed away in a demor:ratic set up suddenly assumes

terrible dimensions because .-rf the specific setting. So the joke has

to be interpreted as an attack on the rigidity and dogmatism of the

early revolutionary times in Czechoslovakia. lt is also a satire on

the thoughtlr. , rrclty, hypocrisy and opportunism of people like

Zemanek; th- 'oigg:st.ioke is that it is only such people who thrive.

4.4 Themes and ldeas
The Joke is a highly thought provokirrg novel. In the first
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place, it is a rutvel ttf revengz or rather the Jiltility rtJ pxtlongetl

bitterness. The opposing ideas are presented to us in the separate

monologues of Ludvik and Kostka. Likc Edmund Dante\ in

Duma's's nove I The Cottnt of MoI e Crist<r. Ludvik relltrns to his

hometown after fifteen years with the solid intention of rvreaking

vengeance on his arch enemy Zemanek. For the last fifteen years,

he has been accttmulating rancour. bitter hatred and the most re-

vengeful feelings towards Zemanek. After his vain attempt to hurt

him by using his wife Helena Ludvik sees Zemanek in the com-

pany of Miss Broz. His fear is what would he say if Zenranek begs

him for forgiveness. Ludvik now understands that fifteen years

ago when Zernanek had destroyed his life by denouncing him at the

Party meeting, Ludvik should have. then and there, taken his re-

venge by. punching Zemanek. Revengeful feelings nurtured over a

prolonged period can produce the worst type of bitterness and

rancour to the person himself. and poison his like further'

Kostka. on the other hand, has a more religious and forgiving

mentality. Faced with a similar predicament, he does a bit of soul

searching. He relinquishes the relative comfort of an academic life

and embraces Christ's ideals. He realises that Ludvik's bitterness is

due to his inability to forget and forgive. Through these two di-

verse characters Kundera illustrates the futility of rancour lnd the

need to accept the inevitable with calm resignation as the only other

alternative. It is not a passive attitude ; it is the only wise way out

The novel is a powerful satire on dogmas and creeds, whelher

political or religious. Zemanek and Kostka are both satirised

Zerlanek is the typical political hypocrite. opportunist and coward

he has no qualms whatsoever in having ruined the young Ludvik's

life, for he considers such individuals'weeds'or unnecessary ele-

ments; who have therefore to be eliminated Kostka rates himself

as a seducer in priest's robe. Individualism and intellectualism have

no place either in dogmatic political ideology or dogmatic rcligion'

ii.." *n. show it a-re apt i8 iuli!'r. "Anottiei'idel ii that''ih'"ou\'tc

of time such dognratic beliefs are likely to lose their vigoLrr ancl

“
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rigour implying that it is not possible to implement such rigorous
principles. Kundera tries to show that what rises above all these is
true humanity

4.5. The Joke : An Overall Estimate
Milan Kundera still remains a less read novelist mainly due

to the inaccessibility of his works. He is a fastidious writer, a per-
fectionist, as evidenced by the immense care he has bestowed in
translating his novel for the fifth time. The Joke is a well_con_
structed novel. The plot revolves around an apparently harmless
joke. The events evolving out of it u." prrr"ntid in the form of
separate monologues. The ,interior monologue, mode of narration
adds to the intimacy of the novel; moreover it affords the readers
different perspections on the same theme. The novel is divided
into seven parts, each part constituting a separate monologue. The
method however shares a defect with the Epistolary meth;d : there
are tedious repetitions. Another drawback is regarding the charac_
ter of Helena. Her suicide due to desperation following Ludvik,s
rejection is a Iittle unconvincing considering the fact th-at she has
known him only for a few days. The outstanding features of the
novel is the fund of ideas it contains _ on Chrisiianiry, Commu_
nism, bitterness, forgiveness and other grave issues.
Characterisation is quite deep; especially the character of Ludvik
John,has been sketched with profound psychological insight. The
novel is a bitter satire on the hypocritical compiomising 

-attitudes

of opportunists. Altogetherjt is a disturbing, thought _ lrovoking
novel immersed in rancour and pathos.

4.6. lmportant Topics
(l) Character - Sketches

Ludvik, Kostka, Helena, Zemanek. Lucie-
[You may refer to their respective monologues for points](2) The aptness of the title of Milan Kundera's Th" Jok"(3) The satirical elements in The Joke
[Zemanek - his changed attitudes _ hypocrisy. opportun_
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ism - his arritude to Ludvik and Miss Brozl
(4) The themes treated in The Joke

[The futility of revenge - need to rake movements seri_
ously - Christianity and Communism, both absolute ideolo_

. gies - bitterness and hatred - hypocrisy, opportunism etc.
lbu can answer the above questions, ifyou study all the ma-

terial given in the four Urirs.
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